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Sommaire

L’objectif est de fournir des techniques permettant d’améliorer la performance
de l’algorithme de stacking, une méthode ensembliste composée de modèles de base
simples et hétérogènes, à travers l’intégration de la génération de la diversité, la sélec-
tion et combinaison des modèles. Dans le chapitre 1, nous proposons de combiner
différents sous-ensembles de modèles de base obtenus au primer niveau. Nous pro-
posons un mécanisme pour injecter de la diversité dans la partition croisée initiale,
à partir de laquelle de nouvelles partitions de validation croisée sont générées, et les
ensembles correspondant sont formés. Ensuite, nous proposons un algorithme pour
sélectionner la meilleure partition. Dans le chapitre 2, nous formulons la sélection de
la partition comme un problème d’optimisation multi-objectif fondé sur un principe
de Pareto, ainsi que d’un algorithme pour faire une application itérative de la sélec-
tion avec l’objectif d’améliorer d’avantage la précision d’ensemble. Dans le chapitre
3, nous proposons de générer plusieurs populations en injectant un mécanisme de
diversité à l’ensemble de données original. Ensuite, un algorithme est proposé pour
sélectionner la meilleur partition entre toutes les partitions produite par les multiples
populations. Nous avons obtenu des résultats encourageants avec ces algorithmes lors
de comparaisons avec des modèles reconnus sur plusieurs bases de données.
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Introduction

Recent developments in the machine learning community have brought innovative
ideas and methods to solve problems in data mining and predictive analytics with
important applications in the business world such as credit risk, fraud detection,
survey direct response, customer segmentation, etc. Among such methodologies en-
semble learning has been an active research area within the last two decades, where
it is believed that combining the predictions of different models or base learners, e.g.,
by weighted averaging, can bring an improvement in the prediction error in compar-
ison to the error provided by the best individual model, base model, or level-0 learner.

Stacking
We consider the regression problem, which is to predict output values of some function
f given some training dataset of observed pairs yi = f(xi), and our work is about
using stacking (Wolpert, 1992), a type of ensemble learning algorithm, for regression
problems. The objective in stacking is to combine the results, or predictions of a set
of learning algorithms, or level-0 learners. A meta-training dataset is formed with the
results of the learning algorithms. Next, using another learning algorithm, or level-1
learner, the results from this meta-training dataset are combined e.g., as a weighted
average.

The two most important aspects in stacking are diversity generation, and ensemble
combination and/or selection. In diversity generation, the diversity can be generated
in different ways: having a diverse set of base learners, sampling a given dataset,
where different data samples are generated from such dataset, sub-setting the input
variables, where the input data is described by a set of features, and modifying the
learning parameters of the base models. On the other hand, in ensemble combination
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Introduction

the results of the models from the ensemble are combined, e.g., by weighted average,
while an ensemble selection mechanism selects the most promising model(s) from the
ensemble, and the prediction of the ensemble is only based on the selected model(s)
(Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012) .

In order to improve simple regression models, or base learners such as low level
polynomial models or radial basis models, we propose to combine J0 such level-0 learn-
ers into J1 groups of level-1 learners by using cross-validation (CV ) on our training
set. In CV , a training dataset is randomly split in K subsets, a single subset is used
for validation, and the remaining for training of the base learners. This process is
repeated K times. We use stacking to generate a meta-training set from the base
learners predictions on validation sets of a CV , where we optimize each of the J1

combinations of some of the J0 basic learners. Actually, each level-1 learner is a com-
bination of a subset of the J0 level-0 learners and the learning consists in computing
an optimal coefficient vector α for such combination involving the relevant level-0
learners. This strategy is hereafter also referred to as CV 0 for Cross-Validation.

Goal of the Thesis
In this work, we present a methodology that we have developed within the framework
of ensemble learning through stacked generalization for regression. In this work, we
aim to improve the performance of standard stacking approaches or ensembles, which
are composed of simple, heterogeneous base models, through the integration of the
diversity generation, combination and/or selection stages for regression problems.

How the Goals will be Attained
State-of-the-Art

The key enabling concept in all ensemble based systems is diversity (Polikar, 2007).
Little research, however, has been devoted to constructing ensembles with different
base classifiers (Zhu, 2010). Typically, ensemble learning consists of three phases, the
first is ensemble generation which generates a set of base models. Second is ensem-
ble pruning where the ensemble is pruned by eliminating some of the base models
generated earlier. Finally, in the integration step a strategy is used to obtain the
prediction for new cases. Most of the work done in ensemble generation is about gen-
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erating a single learning algorithm known as homogeneous learning. Among the first
proposed methods for this type of learning algorithm, we can find Bagging (Breiman,
1996b), and Boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1999), both of which create diversity
amongst the base models by varying the learning parameters of the learning algo-
rithm. Another approach, known as heterogeneous learning, is to generate models
using different learning algorithms where each model is different from each other.
Among some of these methods, we can find generalized stacking (Wolpert, 1992), and
bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Hoeting, 1998). Clarke (2003) compared stacking
versus BMA and concluded that stacking is more robust than BMA. In heteroge-
neous learning the generated base models are expected to be diverse. However, the
problem is the lack of control on the diversity of the ensemble components during the
generation phase (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). One approach, commonly followed
in the literature, combines two approaches; using different induction algorithms, e.g.,
heterogeneous models, mixed with the use of different parameter sets, e.g. different
neighborhood sizes, see Rooney et al. (2004) and Merz (1996).

In pruning step the objective is to reduce the size of the ensemble with the aim
to improve the prediction accuracy (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). It has been shown
that given a set of N base models an ensemble can perform better, if it is composed
of only a subset of such models.

Caruana et al. (2004) embedded the ensemble integration phase in the ensemble
selection one. Rooney et al. (2006) extended the technique of stacked regression to
prune an ensemble of base learners by taking into account the accuracy, and diver-
sity. The diversity is measured by the positive correlation of base learners in their
prediction errors.

The integration approach can be performed in two ways, either by combining the
predictions of different models, or selecting one of the base models to make the final
prediction (Rooney et al., 2007). The above examples show that an important part of
the problems at the integration phase can be solved by a joint design of the generation,
pruning, when appropriate, and integration phases (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012).

On the other hand, in multi-criterion decision making problem where several crite-
ria are involved, each criterion conflicts to each other, so the solution of such problem
is composed of multiple optimal solutions, called the optimal Pareto solution set. The
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above implies that among the solutions in the optimal set there is not one solution
which is better than the other. The gain in one objective when going from one point
to other in the optimal set can only be achieved if there is worsening of at least
one other objective. A trade-off has to be made among the criteria when selecting a
compromise solution, and the ability to generate many optimal solutions plays a very
important role; allowing the user, or computer program to select one of them as a
compromised solution. Therefore, some approximations to the true Pareto front have
to be generated to get a good solution close to such Pareto front.

Among the most recent pruning methods for classification problems, we can find
Pareto analysis for the selection of ensemble classifiers (Dos Santos et al., 2008b), and
ensemble pruning via semi-definite programming (Zhang et al., 2006). For regression
problems, we can find pruning in ordered regression bagging ensembles (Martınez-
Munoz and Suárez, 2006), and combining bagging, boosting and random subspace
ensembles for regression (Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos, 2012). It should be mentioned
again that all these methods prune either base learners, classifiers or regressors to end
up with a subset of them to compose the final ensemble. On the other hand, among
state-of-the-art software for data mining and machine learning applications we can
find Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) (Hall et al., 2009). In Bańczyk et al. (2011)
they employed 17 learners from such software tool to create bagging ensemble to
see how they improve the performance of models in comparison to base learners for a
regression problem. They found that eight of them: ConjunctiveRule, DecisionStump,
DecisionTable, M5P, M5Rules, MultilayerPerceptron, LWL, RBFNetwork learners
bagging ensembles revealed better performance.

Among the most recent optimization algorithms, we can find the meta-heuristic
algorithms, which have shown promising performance. The above algorithms have
also started to be used to solve multi-objective optimization problems. There are
two major components in a meta-heuristic algorithm, which are diversification, and
exploitation (Yang, 2014). Diversification consists of having a mechanism to generate
multiple and diverse solutions, while exploitation intends to focus the search in a
promising current good solution, and exploit the information provided by it. These
two components have to be combined with the selection of the best solutions to en-
sure that the solutions will converge to the optimality (Yang, 2014). A balance, or
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trade-off has to be compromised between these two components to get a good ap-
proximation to the Pareto front. In our work we will used the above two components,
namely in Chapter 3.

Tools provided in the Thesis
Systematic Ensemble Learning

In order to extend heterogeneous standard stacking approach for regression, which
is based on learning the optimal weight vector from a set of level-0 learner predic-
tions, we propose systematic ensemble learning to generate and learn J1 different
level-1 learners composed of different combinations of J0 level-0 learners taken from
a set of base learners. Then, we propose to combine a set of level-1 learners, and
learn the optimal weight for a level-2 learner using a meta-training composed of the
predictions of such level-1 learners. In addition to that, we also propose to inject a
diversity generation mechanism into the initial cross-validation partition, from which
new partitions are generated by removing data subsets where subsequent ensembles
are trained. Next, we introduce Algorithm S to select a partition, or ensemble where
the correlation between their level-1 components satisfies a minimum correlation cri-
terion.

Pareto-based Systematic Ensemble Learning
In Pareto systematic ensemble learning, we formulate the selection process as a multi-
criteria optimization problem. In multi-criteria decision making, we have a set of ob-
jective functions to be optimized at the same time, where usually objectives conflict
to each other, and trade-offs between the objectives has to be made. The resulting
set is incomparable. In the case, that one solution improves a second solution in one
or more objectives, and such second solution improves first solution in one or more
objectives, then both solutions are called incomparable. In our work we have a set
of partitions, or ensembles, where we would like to determine a set of incomparable
partitions. The objective functions, or criteria in each partition are given by the pre-
diction error correlations between pairs of level-1 learners that compose corresponding
ensemble. We aim for a partition that encompasses trade-offs between gains in re-
duction of prediction error correlation for one or more criteria, and losses in increase
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of prediction error correlation for one or more criteria. We introduce Algorithm P to
prune the partition set using Pareto filtering, obtaining a subset of Pareto optimal
partitions, or incomparable partitions, and then we make an a posterior selection
based on a median reference point method, and other criteria to select one optimal
partition. We also introduce an iterative procedure in Algorithm PIP , where by dis-
carding the least relevant subset, we apply Algorithm P now on updated partition set,
where we obtain corresponding subset of Pareto optimal partitions, and proceed to
select another optimal partition. Then, we use two performance-based Pareto criteria
as a stopping criterion to compare both selected optimal partitions corresponding to
two consecutive iterations in order to select one of such optimal partitions with the
aim to make the final prediction.

It should be mentioned that Algorithm PIP which relies in Pareto principles, such
as Pareto Filtering, and the performance-based Pareto criteria is the most successful
of all the algorithms presented in this thesis in terms of prediction accuracy.

Multi-population based Pareto Systematic Ensemble Learning
In multi-population-based Pareto systematic ensemble learning, we introduce Algo-
rithm MP , where we inject more diversity in the generation process by generating, in
addition to the initial partition, multiple populations or partitions in parallel, i.e., at
the same time, where we are going to apply on each of them Pareto filtering to learn
corresponding subset of Pareto optimal partitions. Next, we put all these optimal
subsets in a pool, and by focusing the search around a current best Pareto optimal
solution provided by initial partition, we make an posteriori selection based on a
modified reference point method, and some criteria to choose one of such partitions,
where the correlation between their base components satisfies a minimum correlation
criterion.

Organization of the thesis
This work consists of four chapters. In Chapter 1, we propose systematic ensemble
learning where we propose two extensions to the standard stacking approach, or level-
1 ensemble learning. In the first extension we combine a set of level-1 learners into
an ensemble of ensembles using a two-step level-2 ensemble learning in the regression
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setting. The second extension consists of two parts. In the initial part a diversity
mechanism is injected into the original training data set, systematically generating
different training subsets or partitions, CV m, and corresponding ensembles of en-
sembles. In the final part, we measure the quality of the different partitions using
statistics collected when building optimal level-1 learners, namely computed level-1
learner correlations, and then a max-min rule-based selection algorithm is used to
select the most appropriate partition, or corresponding optimal level-2 learner on
which to make the final prediction. We show, based on experiments over a broad
range of data sets, that the second extension performs better than two state-of-the-
art methods for regression, and is as good as one state-of-the-art ensemble method
for regression.

In Chapter 2, we propose Pareto-based systematic ensemble learning where we
build two extensions to systematic ensemble learning. In the first extension, when
collecting statistics based on correlations between level-1 learners, we use this infor-
mation to formulate a multi-objective optimization model to get a subset of non-
dominated partitions. Next, using a Pareto rule-based algorithm, instead of the max-
min rule-based algorithm, we select a compromised solution among the set of Pareto
non-dominated partitions, on which to make the final prediction. We next propose an
iterative procedure to discard more than one partition and thus provide much more
cross-validated level-1 learners in each iteration, and corresponding non-dominated
subsets. Then, we need a criterion that allows us to compare two consecutive itera-
tions of the algorithm, or corresponding two Pareto non-dominated alternative sets,
and decide whether the current iteration could bring improvements in error perfor-
mance versus the previous iteration. We show, based on experimental results over a
broad range of datasets, the effectiveness of this second enhancement, which has at
least as good as prediction accuracy versus the first iteration. In addition to that, the
second extension performs better than two state-of-the-art methods for regression,
and is better than one state-of-the-art ensemble method for regression.

In Chapter 3, we present the methodology of multi-population-based Pareto sys-
tematic ensemble learning where we introduce two extensions to the Pareto-based sys-
tematic ensemble learning. The first extension is to generate a multi-population of al-
ternatives sets, instead of only one set, and corresponding sets of non-dominated alter-
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natives. Then, we put all these non-dominated alternative sets, or multi-populations
into a pool and make them compete to get a final subset of non-dominated solu-
tions, or final population. The second extension is about the selection of the best
compromised solution from the final subset of non-dominated solutions. We propose
to combine ideas from max-min rule-based algorithm to rank and segment the non-
dominated alternatives in the final subset, before applying an idea present in a Pareto
rule-based algorithm, which is applied now on such ranked alternatives. Next, we ap-
ply a set of simple rules for selection of one of such ranked non-dominated alternatives
as a solution. We show, based on experimental results over a broad range of datasets,
the effectiveness of these two extensions, which perform better that two state-of-the-
art methods for regression, and is better than two state-of-the-art ensemble methods
for regression.

In Chapter 4, we conclude and give some lines of future research work.

8



Chapter 1

Systematic Ensemble Learning for
Regression

Résumé

We consider the regression problem to compute values of some function f

given some training set of observed pairs yi = f(xi). Our work concerns
so called supervised learning. In order to improve natural simple regres-
sion models such as low level polynomial models or radial basis models, we
propose to combine J0 such basic level-0 learners into J1 groups by us-
ing K-fold cross-validation (CV ), and standard stacking approach on our
training set. In CV a training dataset is split in K subsets, a single sub-
set is used for validation, and the remaining for training. This process is
repeated K times. We use stacking to generate a meta-training set from
the model predictions on validation sets of a CV , where we optimize each
of the J1 combinations of some of the J0 basic, or base learners. In system-
atic ensemble learning, we propose an extension to stacking by combining
such standard stacking approaches, or J1 level-1 learners into an optimized
level-2 learner. We also inject diversity to the CV process through a par-
tition generation mechanism, which creates more cross-validation partitions
from the initial CV . For m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, we systematically remove a sub-
set, the m − th subset, and split the remaining ones as above. We build
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a decision matrix where each m-th row is represented by a CV m partition
whose vector elements, measure the quality of the different CV m partitions
using computed level-1 learner correlations between a pair of level-1 learner
predictions. From the decision matrix we will select the best value m∗, and
corresponding level-2 learner using a max-min-based heuristic algorithm on
which to make the final prediction. In order to facilitate such selection we
rank and segment the partitions using its correlation information, and apply
some simple rules on them focusing the search in partitions with minimum
rank. We show, based on experiments over a broad range of data sets, that
the second extension performs better than an standard stacking approach
composed of all basic learners used in this work, and is as good as the oracle
of databases, which has the best base model selected by cross-validation for
each data set. In addition to that, the second extension performs better
than two state-of-the-art methods for regression, and it is as good as one
state-of-the-art ensemble method for regression. Finally, we compare our
results versus bagged versions of each of the base learners.

Commentaires

A paper with the contents of this chapter has been submitted to the journal
of machine learning. It is one of the main contributions of this thesis. It
introduces systematic ensemble learning for regression problems which ex-
tends standard stacking in a a couple of ways, and serves as the basis to
make further extensions. This methodology is a new state-of-the-art ensem-
ble algorithm for regression. I am the main author of this paper co-authored
with Jean-Pierre Dussault, where I have designed and developed most of the
methods, and its implementation, and the testing of the results under the
supervision of Jean-Pierre Dussault. I came up with the idea about how
to inject extra diversity to CV mechanism by generating additional parti-
tions. Jean-Pierre Dussault suggested how to do it in a systematic way. He
also has enhanced with his reviews, suggestions, and guidance the quality
of the written text, and understanding of the algorithms, as well as to use
statistical significance tests in the comparison of the ensemble results.
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Abstract

The motivation of this work is to improve the performance of standard
stacking approaches or ensembles, which are composed of simple, heteroge-
neous base models, through the integration of the generation and selection
stages for regression problems. We propose two extensions to the standard
stacking approach. In the first extension we combine a set of standard
stacking approaches into an ensemble of ensembles using a two-step ensem-
ble learning in the regression setting. The second extension consists of two
parts. In the initial part a diversity mechanism is injected into the origi-
nal training data set, systematically generating different training subsets or
partitions, and corresponding ensembles of ensembles. In the final part, we
use a max-min rule-based selection algorithm, and after measuring the qual-
ity of the different partitions or ensembles by ranking and segmenting them
the most appropriate ensemble/partition is selected, on which to make the
final prediction. We show, based on experiments over a broad range of data
sets, that the second extension performs better than a standard stacking
approach, or vanilla level-1 learner, composed of all basic, or base learners
used in this paper, and is as good as the oracle of databases, which has the
best base model selected by cross-validation for each data set. The second
extension performs also better than two state-of-the-art methods for regres-
sion, and it is as good as one state-of-the-art ensemble method. Finally, we
compared favorably our results versus each of the bagged versions of our
base learners.
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1.1 Introduction

Recent developments in the machine learning community have brought innovative
ideas and methods to solve problems in data mining and predictive analytics with im-
portant applications in the business world such as credit risk, fraud detection, survey
direct response, customer segmentation, etc. Among such methodologies ensemble
learning has been an active research area within the last two decades, where it is
believed that combining the predictions of different models or base models, e.g., by
weighted averaging, can bring an improvement in the prediction error in comparison
to the error provided by the best individual model or base model. Alternative ways
that we will be using throughout the paper to refer to base models are base learner,
level-0 learner or level-0 models.

The setting of the approximation for regression we are considering is in the context
of supervised learning: Given an historical dataset U with N training samples (yn, xn),
n = 1, ..., N , where y = f∗(x)+ε, and ε is a stochastic error, the task is to approximate
the unknown function f ∗ by f , so we fit a model f(x, θ) to the training data by
minimizing the square error

θ̂ = arg min
θ

∑
(yn − f(xn, θ))2. (1.1)

Interested readers can consult Gentle (2002) and Berthold and Hand (1999) for
a deeper discussion about this topic. The aim of this work is to approximate the
unknown function f ∗(x) using a linear combination of base learners, or learning algo-
rithms. So, instead of a single estimator f we have a collection of them; f1, f2, ..., fJ .
We then learn each individual model f̂j(x) = fj(x, θ̂) separately using the error func-
tion in Equation (1.1) on the training samples. Once this is achieved, the outputs
of the learned models are combined resulting in an approximating ensemble function
f̃(x):

f̃(x, α) =
∑

j

αj f̂j(x),

13
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where αj ≥ 0 for j = 1, 2, ..., J , ∑
j αj = 1, and are independent of x.

The above function may be used to make predictions of y0 = f ∗(x0) + ε for a new
instance x0. There are different ways to determine the α weight vector. In Section
1.2.3 we introduce the way we are going to calculate it in this paper.

The expected error of f̃(x0), or Mean Square Error (MSE), is defined as
MSE(f̃(x0)) = E[(y0 − f̃(x0))2]. The MSE can be used to measure the gener-
alization error of a predictor on new instances, and can be decomposed as the sum
of two prediction errors (Yu et al., 2006), the variance, V ar(f̃(x0)), or spread of
f̃(x0) around its average prediction, f̄(x) = E[f̃(x0)], and the square of the bias,
Bias2(f̃(x0)), or amount by which the average prediction of f̃(x0) differs from f∗(x0).

MSE(f̃(x0)) = V ar(f̃(x0)) + Bias2(f̃(x0)) = E[(f̃(x0) − f̄(x0))2] + [f̄(x0) −
f ∗(x0)]2.

This is known as the bias-variance decomposition. The variance term can be
further decomposed for an ensemble as follows (Yu et al., 2006) :

V ar(f̃(x0)) = E[(f̃(x0) − f̄(x0))2] = E[(f̃(x0) − E(f̃(x0)))
2] =

J∑
j=1

α2
j (E[f 2

j (x0)] − E2[fj(x0)])+

2
∑
j<k

αjαk(E[fj(x0)fk(x0)] − E[fj(x0)]E[fk(x0)]).

(1.2)

The expectation operator is taken with respect to the historical, or training dataset
U . The αj and αk are deterministic, or constants in our case, so they can be pulled out
of the expectation. The first sum contains the lower limit of the ensemble variance,
which is the weighted mean of the variance of ensemble members. The second sum
contains the cross terms of the ensemble members, which disappears if the models
are completely uncorrelated (Krogh and Sollich, 1997).

According to the principle of the above bias-variance decomposition, an ensemble
consisting of diverse models with much disagreement, for example different models
are more accurate in different parts of the data, is more likely to have a good gener-
alization performance (Yu et al., 2006). So, how to generate diverse models is very
important. For example, for neural networks, Lai et al. (2006) suggest to initialize
different weights for each neural network models, training neural networks with dif-
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ferent training subsets, etc.. In our work, the main driver to achieve that purpose
will be to inject a diversity mechanism into the cross-validation procedure, which will
generate new partitions on which corresponding ensembles will be trained. We will
then select a partition, or ensemble where the correlation between their base compo-
nents satisfies a minimum correlation criterion, which is intended to have an effect in
the second sum of Equation (1.2) to lower the variance.

The aim is to establish a trade-off between bias and variance when training any
predictor or classifier with good generalization, i.e., with good performance when ap-
plying it on new instances, not present in the training mechanism. It is generally
accepted that combining different classifiers can reduce the variance while not affect-
ing the bias (Bishop et al., 1995), (Hashem, 1997). It should be mentioned briefly
that another approach for improving the generalization error is based on statistical
learning theory (Vapnik, 1998), which has its origins with Valiant (1984) in probably

approximately correct or PAC learning. The goal of PAC learning is to understand
how large a dataset needs to be in order to give good generalization; we will not use
this approach in our work.

According to Mendes-Moreira et al. (2012), most of the research focuses on one
specific approach to build the ensemble, e.g., sub-sampling from the training set
or manipulating the induction algorithm, and further investigation is necessary to
achieve gains by combining several approaches. This observation of using different
ideas along with the potential gain we can achieve in prediction accuracy by a joint
design of ensemble generation, and integration steps, have motivated us to investigate
the performance of standard stacking approaches, and develop new extensions to
stacking for regression.

In this work we present a methodology that we have developed within the frame-
work of ensemble learning through stacked generalization (Wolpert, 1992) for regres-
sion. The main idea behind stacking is to generate a meta-training set from the
model predictions on validation sets with the aim to integrate them through a learn-
ing mechanism, e.g., by weighted average.

We propose to use a set of simple base learners, and consider the selection of
the best base learner as a benchmark to compare the performance of the stacking
approaches. Our empirical evaluation shows that the oracle composed of best base
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learners performs better than the best of the standard stacking approaches used in
this work. In this paper we will refer to any of the standard stacking approaches as
level-1 learner, level-1 ensemble, or base ensemble as well.

We propose a couple of extensions to the standard stacking approach. The first
extension considers combining standard stackings into an ensemble of level-1 learners,
using a two-step level-2 ensemble learning, i.e., we are making the ensemble grow. The
two-step level-2 ensemble learning scheme introduced here provides a way to measure
the diversity of the base ensembles, or level-1 learners through computing pairwise
correlations between its components, which will be exploited in a second extension
with the aim to improve the prediction accuracy of the two-step level-2 ensemble.

The second extension to standard stacking is composed of two parts. The initial
part consists of an extra diversity mechanism injected in the data generation which
creates different cross-validation partitions from current cross-validation partition, on
which new level-2 ensembles are trained. The final part is an algorithm based on a
computed level-1 learner correlation criterion, and a ranking based-criterion, applied
after two-step level-2 ensemble learning, which selects the most appropriate ensemble
of standard stacking approaches, and/or corresponding data partition on which to
make the final prediction. We show in this work that the latter extension performs
better than the best of the standard stacking approaches, or level-1 ensembles, is
as good as the best base model by cross-validation, and is better than a standard
stacking approach composed of four basic learners. We also show that such extension
performs better than two state-of-the-art learning algorithms, and it is as good as a
third state-of-the-art ensemble learning method.

In Section 1.2, we summarize the state-of-the-art, the stacking framework, and
survey some recent approaches of stacking regression.

In Section 1.3, we introduce a set of base models, and level-1 learning which
consists of standard stacking approaches, each composed of different combinations of
base models.

In Section 1.4, we present our first extension to standard stacking, level-2 learning,
a mixture of ensembles of level-1 learners. We introduce two different learning schemes
we have developed: two-step ensemble learning, and all-at-once ensemble learning.
The former has much richer structure than the latter, which will be exploited in the
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algorithm presented later in Section 1.5.
In Section 1.5, we introduce the second extension to stacking, which initially

consists of building a diversity mechanism to generate different cross-validation (CV )
partitions by perturbing the current CV partition; and finally a partition selection is
done, using either a computed level-1 learner correlation-based criterion, or a ranking-
based criterion within a max-min rule-based heuristic algorithm. At the end, we
present such algorithm for systematic ensemble learning based on generating the
partitions in an orderly way.

In Section 1.6, the experimental setup is described for the comparison of the differ-
ent ensemble approaches, the oracle of databases, and three state-of-the-art learning
algorithms. Section 1.7 presents and discusses the experimental results, and Section
1.8 concludes. Our results match in error performance the ones obtained with the
oracle of databases, and are better than an standard stacking approach, or vanilla
level-1 learner, composed of all four basic learners used in this paper. In addition to
that our results performed better than two of the state-of-the-art learning algorithms
for regression, and it also matches the ones obtained with a third state-of-the-art en-
semble learning method for regression. Finally, our results are better than the bagged
versions of the four basic learners.

1.2 State-of-the-Art

We review some background information about ensemble learning in Section 1.2.1,
followed by the framework of cross-validation in Section 1.2.2, and in Section 1.2.3,
we present stacking introduced by Wolpert (1992). We then describe in Section 1.2.4
recent stacking approaches of incremental learning, model integration, and we review
as well some recent studies for regression, which are less referred in literature.

1.2.1 Ensemble learning

Typically, ensemble learning consists of three phases, the first is ensemble gener-
ation which generates a set of base models. Second is ensemble pruning where the
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ensemble is pruned by eliminating some of the base models generated earlier. Finally,
in the integration step a strategy is used to obtain the prediction for new cases.

Most of the work done in ensemble generation is about generating models using
a single learning algorithm known as homogeneous learning. To ensure a level of
diversity amongst the base models, one of the following strategies are used (Rooney
et al., 2007; Dietterich, 2000); varying the learning parameters of the learning algo-
rithm, varying the training data employed such as Bagging (Breiman, 1996b), and
Boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1999; Drucker, 1997), both use re-sampling tech-
niques to obtain different training sets for each of the classifiers. Varying the feature
set employed, such as Random Subspace (Ho, 1998), which is a feature selection al-
gorithm, where each base learner corresponds to a different subset of attributes from
the feature space. In Randomize Outputs approach, rather than present different re-
gressors, or learners, with different samples of input data, each regressor is presented
with the same training data, but with output values for each instance perturbed by
a randomization process (Breiman, 2000), (Christensen, 2003).

Another approach, known as heterogeneous learning, is to generate models using
different learning algorithms where each model is different from each other. The con-
ventional approach where each base model has been built with a different learning
algorithm but the same training data is called strict, whereas a non-strict hetero-
geneous ensemble set where the base models are built from more than one learning
algorithm, but each base model is not required to be built with a distinct learn-
ing algorithm (Rooney et al., 2007). The base models in this last approach can be
generated from homogeneous and/or heterogeneous learning.

In the pruning step the objective is to reduce the size of the ensemble with the
aim to improve the prediction accuracy (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). It has been
shown that given a set of N base models an ensemble can perform better, if it is
composed of only a subset of such models. Zhou et al. (2002) reduces the size using a
measure of diversity and accuracy, where the diversity is measured with the positive
correlation of base models in their prediction errors. They used homogeneous learning
for stacked regression.

The integration approach can be performed in two ways, either by combining the
predictions of different models, or selecting one of the base models to make the final
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prediction (Rooney et al., 2007). Integration can be classified as static or dynamic.
It is static when for any new instance the combination of predictions is done globally
in the same way, based on the whole instance set; whereas for different new instances
the dynamic approach combines the predictions based on different localized regions
of the instance space. For the static case the simplest way to combine is to average
the predictions of the base models, which is referred to as the unweighted averaging
(Perrone and Cooper, 1993). Among the weighted averaging techniques we have one
based on the performance of individual ensemble members (Merz and Pazzani, 1999),
or in the case of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), where Rosen (1996) proposed
to explicitly promote diversity in the neural network algorithm by penalizing posi-
tive correlation of errors from different neural networks, i.e., to encourage negative
correlation between the error of an ensemble member and the error of the rest of the
ensemble (Rosen, 1996), and (Liu and Yao, 1999). In other words, the base models,
or neural networks produced are negatively correlated. The simplest static selection
approach is to choose the model with minimum cross-validation overall training error
referred to as Selection by Cross-Validation (Schaffer, 1993), or also as Select Best
(Džeroski and Ženko, 2004). It is very common to use these methods to benchmark
ensemble approaches.

1.2.2 Cross-validation

Cross-validation (CV ) (Stone, 1974) is a resampling technique often used in data
mining for model selection and estimation of the prediction error in regression and
classification problems. In order to measure the performance of one model the his-
torical set U is split in two parts, the training S and the validation V . It is essential
that there is not overlap between training and validation data, that both sets of data
originate from the same source, or domain, and the validation data must show the
same statistical distribution as the training data. This is known as the IID assump-
tion. The training part S is used to fit a model which is then used to predict the
data on the validation set V . Because we know in advance the actual values for the
predicted variable in the validation set V , then a performance measure such as the
MSE, defined below for cross-validation, is used to estimate the accuracy achieved
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by the model.

We should point out that estimating the prediction error must be done on data
points on V which are outside of the data S that was used for model estimation
to prevent from having overfitting. Overfitting the training data happens when the
model fits so well the training data which results in poor generalization when it is
used to predict new instances not present in the fitting phase.

The general K-fold cross-validation procedure is as follows:

1. Randomly split the data, L, into K almost equal disjoint parts L1, L2, ..., LK .

2. For each kth fold define Lk and L(−k) = L−Lk to be the validation and training
sets for the kth fold of a K-fold cross-validation.

3. Invoke the learning algorithm on the training set L(−k) to estimate a model
f̂ (−k) and calculate its prediction error on the Lk fold.

4. Repeat the above procedure for k = 1, 2, ..., K.

Let xn be the n-th observation in Lk and f̂−k(xn) the prediction of the estimated
model on xn.

The cross-validation estimate of mean square error for the k-fold is :

MSECVk
= MSECV (f̂ (−k)) = 1

#(Lk)
∑

n∈Lk

(yn − f̂ (−k)(xn))2.

The cross-validated mean square error across all K-folds normalized by the sample
variance for model performance is defined as

NMSECV = 1∑
k

∑
n∈Lk

(yn − ȳ)2

∑
k

∑
n∈Lk

(yn − f̂ (−k)(xn))2.

The normalized term involves ȳ, which is the mean of the actual values of depen-
dent variable y across all K folds.
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1.2.3 Stacking

Stacking is the abbreviation used to refer to stacked generalization (Wolpert,
1992), it has been used for regression tasks (Breiman, 1996a), and classification
purposes (LeBlanc and Tibshirani, 1996). Further development has been done by
Ting and Witten (1999). For more recent extensions of stacking see Todorovski and
Džeroski (2003). In stacking the general idea is to have level-0 models which consist of
a set of J different predictors whose task is to generate predictions based on different
partitions of a dataset. Those J level-0 models are the learned models on a training
dataset L corresponding to J learning algorithms.

Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N}, where yn ∈ R is the actual value and
xn is a vector representing the attribute values of the n-th instance, randomly split
the data into K almost equal parts to get Lk and L(−k) the validation and training
sets for the k-th fold of a K-fold cross-validation. These datasets constitute the level-
0 data. It should be noted that the validation subsets Lk, k = 1, ..., K are mutually
exclusive and that their union gives the whole dataset L.

For each instance xn in Lk, the validation set for the kth cross-validation fold,
let f̂

(−k)
j (x) = f

(−k)
j (x, θ̂) denote j-th model fitted on training subset L(−k) and

zjn = f̂
(−k)
j (xn) denote the prediction of the estimated model f̂

(−k)
j on xn. At the

end of the K-fold CV procedure, the data set assembled from the outputs of the J

models along the K validation subsets is

LCV = {(yn, z1n, z2n, ..., zJn), n = 1, ..., N}.

The level-1 data consists of {(yn, zn), n = 1, ..., N}, where
zn = (z1n, z2n, ..., zJn), and n is an index over the original dataset L. Then, using some
learning algorithm that we call the level-1 generalizer we derive from these level-1
data a model f for y for prediction of new data x. The level-1 model is

f̃(x, α) =
∑

j

αjfj(x, θ̂).
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The α vector is chosen by minimizing

min
α

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j

αjf
(−k)
j (xn), θ̂)2.

This prediction is expected to be more accurate than, e.g. the one we get with
the best level-1 model selected from cross-validation.

Breiman (1996a) used as level-0 learners either linear regression with different
number of variables, or different collections of shrinkage parameters for ridge regres-
sion. Then, he used the level-0 models’ outputs, level-1 data, as input for the level-1
generalizer to minimize the least squares criterion under the constraints αj ≥ 0,
j = 1, ..., J , with the additional constraint ∑

j αj = 1. Breiman concluded that both
were better than the corresponding single best model as selected by cross-validation,
and stacking improved subset selection more than it improved ridge regression though,
which Breiman suggested was due to a greater instability of subset selection. He also
stacked together subset and ridge regressions, which results in a predictor more ac-
curate than either ridge, or variable selection.

1.2.4 Recent approaches in stacking

The key enabling concept in all ensemble based systems is diversity (Polikar, 2007).
Little research, however, has been devoted to constructing ensembles with different
base classifiers (Zhu, 2010); heterogeneous ensembles are obtained when more than
one learning algorithm is used. Džeroski and Ženko (2004) use heterogeneous base
classifiers as base learners, and propose two extensions for stacking in classification
problems. One extension is based on an extended set of meta-level features, and
the other uses multi-response model trees to learn the meta-level. They showed that
the latter performs better than existing stacking approaches, and selecting the best
classifier from the ensemble by cross-validation.

In heterogeneous learning the generated base models are expected to be diverse.
However, the problem is the lack of control on the diversity of the ensemble com-
ponents during the generation phase (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). One approach,
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commonly followed in the literature, combines two approaches: using different induc-
tion algorithms, e.g., heterogeneous models, mixed with the use of different parameter
sets, e.g., different neighborhood sizes, see Rooney et al. (2004) and Merz (1996). An-
other way to overcome the lack of control in diversity is through ensemble pruning;
Caruana et al. (2004) embedded the ensemble integration phase in the ensemble selec-
tion one. Rooney et al. (2006) extended the technique of stacked regression to prune
an ensemble of base learners by taking into account the accuracy and diversity. The
diversity is measured by the positive correlation of base learners in their prediction
errors. The above examples show that an important part of the problems at the
integration phase can be solved by a joint design of the generation, pruning, when
appropriate, and integration phases (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012).

In this work, we propose a set of base learners diverse and accurate, and combine
them using stacking into what we already called, standard stacking approach, or level-
1 learning. We generate different standard stackings based on different combination
of base models. We also combine such standard stackings into an ensemble of level-1
learners through a level-2 ensemble learning giving an extra level of smoothing in the
predictions, which is a way to control the diversity of such ensembles.

There has been considerably less attention given to the area of homogeneity in
the area of stacked regression problems (Rooney et al., 2007). For example, among
the best state-of-the art stacking for regression methods is wMetaComb (Rooney and
Patterson, 2007), which integrates two different integration methods using homoge-
neous learning. The method uses a weighted average to combine stacked regression,
and a dynamic stacking method (DWS); the weights are determined based on the
error performance of both methods. They chose 30 regression datasets, and the error
for each ensemble technique for each of those 30 regression datasets was computed on
10-fold cross validation. The results of the evaluation were based on the paired t-test,
p = 0.05, and on the error measured on the validation folds. Please see (Rooney
and Patterson, 2007) for more details. The results of the comparison between tech-
nique A and another B were then summarized in the form of the number of significant
win:losses:ties. On one side, wMetaComb never loses against stacked regression, while
it wins 5, and draws the remaining 25; on the other side, it looses 3 against DWS,
while it wins 13 and draws 14. A state of the art method using heterogeneous learn-
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ing for stacking regression is Cocktail ensemble learning (Yu et al., 2007). They used
an error-ambiguity decomposition to analyze the optimal linear combination of two
ensembles, and extended it to multiple ensembles via pairwise combinations. They
claim that such an hybrid ensemble is superior to the base ensemble, simple averaging,
and selecting the best ensemble.

1.3 Level-1 Ensemble Learning

It should be noted that our initial work based on standard stacking differs from
the literature in two aspects. First, we used a particular set of level-0 models, that we
introduce in Section 1.3.1, and second, in Section 1.3.2 we introduce three standard
stacking approaches each of them composed of a different combination of base learners.

1.3.1 Level-0 Learners

The J = 4 learning algorithms we consider in this work are three versions of linear
regression, and a fourth learning algorithm which can be seen as a type of non-linear
regression. Let f1, f2, ..., fJ be the set of J learned base learners of corresponding
J different learning algorithms trained on a dataset L. Next, we will define the
prediction models that we use as first level-0 learners. It is worth to mention that the
methodology developed in this work can work with any number J of different base
learners.

For the learned level-0 learner of Constant Regression (CR), or naive regression,
f1(x, θ) = θ0, in which the best value for the constant as the predictor is presumable
the simple average value of the dependent variable in the training set, i.e., CR =
f1(x, θ) = θ0 = 1

n

∑
xn. Second, we would like to improve on the naive predictive

model, and formulate a learned Linear Regression model (LR) on a training dataset,
we have in total I + 1 terms, corresponding to I single terms plus the constant
term, i.e., LR = f2(x, θ) = θ0 + ∑I

i=1 xiθi = θ0 + θ1
tx, , where x and θ1 are

both vectors. Third, we formulate a learned Quadratic Polynomial Regression model
(QR) on a training dataset, where we include I single terms corresponding to I

independent variables, I quadratic terms corresponding to the squared independent
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variables, as well as I(I − 1)/2 cross terms plus one term for the constant term. Let
QR = f3(x, θ) = θ0 + θt

1x + 1
2xtΘ3x be the matrix representation of the quadratic

polynomial, where x and θ1 are both vectors, and Θ3 is a symmetric matrix. We
are going to introduce a fourth learned level-0 learner trained on a training dataset
known as Radial Basis Function Networks (RBF ). In next section, we will denote
f1 same as CR, i.e. f1 ← CR. In the same way we define f2 as f2 ← LR, f3 as
f3 ← QR, and f4 as f4 ← RBF .

The radial basis function approach is a very active research discipline particularly
in neural networks and penalized splines (Ruppert et al., 2003). We will be con-
sidering radial basis function networks as one type of radial basis model, which can
be considered as a statistical model for non-parametric regression, to be introduced
shortly.

Radial Basis Function Networks
Given the set of N training points Z = (yn, xn) where n = 1, .., N and dim(xn) =

I. In order to obtain a radial basis function approximation of the set Z, a model f

of the form

f(x, θ) = θ0 +
N∑

n=1
θnφn(||x − xn||) =

N∑
n=0

θnφn(||x − xn||),

where φn(||x − xn||) = φn(rn) and rn is the radial distance between x and xn, is
fitted to the data by minimizing the error function in Equation (1.1).

In the above model the points xn are considered as the centers of the radial basis
functions. In real applications to localize the radial basis functions on the input
vector xn can be very expensive, so usually a reduced number of centers M where
M < N are estimated first. In our work an optimal number of centers is calculated
by splitting the historical data into training and validation parts. This will give us
the number of radial basis functions of the model. Other parameter that is estimated
in this part is the spread parameter σ which play a role in the gaussian and multi-
quadratic models. We use k-means clustering for estimation of centers and σ’s, where
the input variables were standardized before performing k-means algorithm. Once
we estimate these set of parameters, we will estimate the weights θ’s assuming a
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fixed number of radial basis functions, and a constant spread for each function. In
this way the estimation of weights is linear and can be estimated by standard least
squares optimization of the error function as in Equation (1.1). This is an advantage
of this kind of models (Bishop et al., 1995) where we are avoiding to optimize together
all these parameters, which would require a non-linear optimization of the weights
where the error function is non-convex, and with many local minima (Friedman et al.,
2001). Another advantage to do it this way is that the interpretation of the model,
from the statistical point of view, is very simple as a linear combination of non-linear
transformation of the input variables.

There are six basis functions, which are recognized as having useful properties
for RBF models (Bishop et al., 1995): Inverse Multi-quadratic, Gaussian, Multi-
quadratic, Thin Plate Spline, Cubic and Linear. For example, the Gaussian is defined
as φ(r) = exp − r2

2σ2 for σ > 0 and r ∈ R, and is considered a local function in the sense
that φ → 0 as |r| → ∞. The same property is exhibited by Inverse Multi-quadratic
function. On the other hand, the last four are global radial basis functions, which
all have the property φ → ∞ as |r| → ∞, e.g. this is valid for Thin Plate Spline,
which is defined as φ(r) = r2ln(r). For formulations of the other functions please see
Bishop et al. (1995).

Among the group of local radial basis functions, we are interested in Gaussian ra-
dial basis function, because it is one of the most popular, and widely used of the above
functions. We also find it as an alternative replacement of the quadratic regression
model to model non-linear behavior, and is more stable in average prediction accu-
racy than the quadratic regression model across the datasets used in our empirical
experiments.

1.3.2 Level-1 Learning

We introduce and define in Section 1.3.2.1, the standard stacking approaches
proposed in this work based on different combinations of level-0 learners.

1.3.2.1 Level-1 Learning

The basic methodology is described next:
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1. We estimate first learned constant regression f1, learned linear regression f2,
and learned quadratic regression f3 on the training sets of a K-fold CV . The
first one is just the average value taken on the dependent variable values. The
last two are calculated from regression by minimizing the sum of squares obtain-
ing a Truncated SVD (TSV D) mean square solution θ̂tsvd (Hansen, 1990). This
solution is showed next, but, let us mention first that the exact mean square so-
lution θ̂ls, please see Hansen (1990) for details of its derivation and the concepts
involved, can be expressed in terms of the singular value decomposition (SV D)
as θ̂ls = ∑n

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, where σi with i = 1, 2, ..., n are the singular values with

the following property σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σn ≥ 0. One approach to damp the effects
of dividing by small singular values is simply discard all SVD components that
are dominated by noise, typically the ones for indices i above a certain param-
eter k. The resulting method is referred as TSVD method, and it reduces to
compute a solution given as θ̂tsvd = ∑k

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, with k < n. The value of the

parameter k is chosen to be in the interval [σn, σ1]. It should be mention that
the value of the positive integer k in our work chosen as a truncation parameter
is k = �1.48323969e − 09σ1� in order to cut-off singular values. We then com-
pute the predictions of each of those two base models on the validation folds of
a K-fold CV .

Then, we define a level-1 generalizer, or learning ensemble f̃ as a linear combi-
nation of base learners in set {f1, f2, f3}: f̃(x) = α1f1(x) + α2f2(x) + α3f3(x)
where we estimate the weight vector α by K-fold cross-validation (CV ) based on
a stacked generalization procedure to combine the individual model predictions

For the determination of the weights, we followed what we found in literature
(Breiman, 1996a), which can be made by optimizing Equation (1.3).

2. Optimal Weight Learning from CV .

— Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV .

min
α

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j

αjf
(−k)
j (xn, θ̂))2, (1.3)
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s.t.
∑

j

αj = 1,

α ≥ 0.

In the above equation, the level-1 data consists of {(yn, zn), n = 1, ..., N} where
zn = (z1n, z2n, ..., zJn), zjn = f̂

(−k)
j (xn) = f

(−k)
j (xn, θ̂) , so f̂

(−k)
j are predictions

of level-0 learners on xn, for j = 1, 2, 3, and f̂
(−k)
j denote j-th base model fitted

on training subset L(−k) = L − Lk, i.e., we are excluding fold Lk from L.

3. Then, we use a level-1 generalizer, or ensemble learner for predictions of a "new"
data x on the testing dataset.

f̃(x, α) = α1f̂1(x) + α2f̂2(x) + α3f̂3(x) = α1f1(x, θ̂) + α2f2(x, θ̂) + α3f3(x, θ̂),

(1.4)

where the optimal θ̂ weight vectors of models fj, j = 1, 2, 3 are estimated based
on L the whole historical data, and the weight vector α is estimated using
Equation (1.3) for a given CV .

We call the learning, in Equation (1.3) and Equation (1.4), to determine the
weight vector α, one-step learning, or α learning, and denote the level-1 generalizer
f̃(x, α) in Equation (1.4) as fE1(x, α) for the set of base models in {f1, f2, f3}. So,
the approximation f̂E1 for a new x based on optimal weight vector α̂1 for a given CV

is

f̂E1(x) = fE1(x, α̂1) = α̂11f̂1(x) + α̂12f̂2(x) + α̂13f̂3(x)
= α̂11f1(x, θ̂) + α̂12f2(x, θ̂) + α̂13f3(x, θ̂)

As a result of the fourth learned base learner f̂4, RBF , we consider two additional
standard approaches fE2(x, α2), and fE3(x, α3), such that for a prediction of a new
observation x based on corresponding optimal weights α̂1 and α̂2 we have:
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1.4. Level-2 Ensemble Learning

f̂E2(x) = fE2(x, α̂2)
= α̂21f̂1(x) + α̂22f̂2(x) + α̂24f̂4(x)
= α̂21f1(x, θ̂) + α̂22f2(x, θ̂) + α̂24f4(x, θ̂),

f̂E3(x) = fE3(x, α̂3))
= α̂31f̂1(x) + α̂33f̂3(x) + α̂34f̂4(x)
= α̂31f1(x, θ̂) + α̂33f3(x, θ̂) + α̂34f4(x, θ̂).

So, the ensembles fE2, and fE3 are linear combinations of base learners in the sets
of {f1, f2, f4}, and {f1, f3, f4}, respectively. For the generation of the above ensemble
learners we are keeping f1 in each of the possible combinations of the generated
ensembles. We have found empirical evidence that for a few databases the f1 model
has a higher weight than any of the other models, giving the corresponding ensembles
better prediction error than any of the individual models.

Therefore, all possible combinations of the remaining three level-0 learners taken
two at a time makes a total of three level-1 learners: fE1, fE2 and fE3 by keeping
present f1 in each ensemble.

1.4 Level-2 Ensemble Learning

The motivation behind the level-2 ensemble learning we are proposing is to see
whether combining, or mixing a set of level-1 learners using stacked generalization,
we can improve the prediction error in comparison to the level-1 learning, particularly
against the best level-1 learner among the standard stacking approaches. In the next
two sections, we propose, as our first extension to standard stacking, two different
level-2 learning approaches based on stacked generalization: the first approach, pre-
sented in Section 1.4.1, is based on two-step optimization, and the other, which is
presented in Section 1.4.2, we call it all-at-once optimization. It is worth to mention
that, the iterative nature of two-step learning will be advantageous over the all-at-
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once optimization to improve prediction error as we will discuss later at the end of
this section.

1.4.1 Two-step level-2 Learning

We will introduce our scheme of level-2 learning through iterative optimization
based on optimal weights. Given the new predictions by the level-1 learners, fE1(x, α1),
fE2(x, α2) and fE3(x, α3), we can ask ourselves how to combine them? We suggest
to apply the same K−fold CV procedure on this new set of level-1 learners, instead
of the ensemble composed of f1(x, θ), f2(x, θ), f3(x, θ) and f4(x, θ), to determine
the corresponding set of weights β1, β2, and β3, for fE1, fE2 and fE3 respectively.
The optimal weight vector β̂ is obtained through an optimization process, level-2
generalizer, resulting in corresponding set of optimal weights β̂1, β̂2 and β̂3.

Once we get the optimal weight vector β̂, we can now combine the predictions of
trained level-1 learners fE1(x, α̂1), fE2(x, α̂2) and fE3(x, α̂3) optimally as fE123(x, β̂) =
β̂1fE1(x, α̂1)+β̂2fE2(x, α̂2)+β̂3fE3(x, α̂3) to get the approximation of level-2 learner.

It should be pointed out that if we expand, e.g., the equation for fE123 according
to

fE1 = α11f1 + α12f2 + α13f3,

fE2 = α21f1 + α22f2 + α24f4,

fE3 = α31f1 + α33f3 + α34f4,

we get the following expression for fE123 in terms of the models f1, f2, f3 and f4:
fE123(x, γ) = γ1f1(x, θ) + γ2f2(x, θ) + γ3f3(x, θ) + γ4f4(x, θ) where it is assumed

that each base model fj with j = 1, 2, 3, 4 has its own set of parameters θ1, θ2, θ2

and θ4 respectively, but we do not make explicitly reference to them for simplicity of
notation, and

γ1 = β1α11 + β2α21 + β3α31,
γ2 = β1α12 + β2α22,
γ3 = β1α13 + β3α33,
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1.4. Level-2 Ensemble Learning

γ4 = β2α24 + β3α34.
Analysing any γ’s weight, e.g. γ2 corresponding to model f2, we can observe that

it is additively combining the α’s weights of model f2, α12 and α22, which are present
in ensembles fE1 and fE2 from first step of learning, through the extra weights β1 and
β2 that were gotten in the second step of learning for such ensembles.

Therefore, the set of weight vectors α and β were obtained running two separated
but iterative optimizations which were called first step and second step of learning
respectively.

We will denote this two-step optimization using the β’s weights as follows:
— Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV .

min
β

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j

βjf
(−k)
Ej (xn, α̂j))2, (1.5)

s.t.
∑

j

βj = 1,

β ≥ 0.

In the above equation, the level-2 data consists of {(yn, zn), n = 1, ..., N} where
zn = (z1n, z2n, ..., zJn), zjn = f̂

(−k)
Ej (xn) = f

(−k)
Ej (xn, α̂j), and f̂Ej on xn are predictions

of level-1 learners for j = 1, 2, 3.
We call this two-step learning, or β learning, and denote the approximation, or

level-2 ensemble learner based on weight vector β for predictions of a "new" data x

on the testing dataset as

fE123(x, β) = β1f̂E1(x) + β2f̂E2(x) + β3f̂E3(x)
= β1fE1(x, α̂1) + β2fE2(x, α̂2) + β3fE3(x, α̂3),

(1.6)

where the optimal α̂j weight vectors of models fEj, j = 1, 2, 3 are estimated using
an optimization similar to Equation (1.3) for a given CV . The difference between
Equation (1.3), and Equation (1.5) is that we replace f̂

(−k)
j forf̂ (−k)

Ej , i.e., a base learner
model for a level-1 learner, and f̂

(−k)
Ej denote j-th level-1 learner fitted on training
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subset L(−k) = L − Lk, where we are excluding fold Lk from L. On the other hand,
the weight vector β is estimated using Equation (1.5) for a given CV .

1.4.2 All-at-once level-2 Learning

We can as well run both optimizations at once where we optimize simultaneously
both weight vectors α and β which now will be denoted as α

′ and β
′ respectively to

emphasize that the optimized values are different from the iterative optimization.
Therefore, given
γ

′
1 = β

′
1α

′
11 + β

′
2α

′
21 + β

′
3α

′
31,

γ
′
2 = β

′
1α

′
12 + β

′
2α

′
22,

γ
′
3 = β

′
1α

′
13 + β

′
3α

′
33,

γ
′
4 = β

′
2α

′
24 + β

′
3α

′
34.

We can formulate such optimization via stacked generalization as follows:

min
(α′ ,β′ )

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − {γ
′
1(α

′
, β

′)f1(xn, θ̂) + γ
′
2(α

′
, β

′)f2(xn, θ̂)

+ γ
′
3(α

′
, β

′)f3(xn, θ̂) + γ
′
4(α

′
, β

′)f4(xn, θ̂)})2

s.t. α
′
11 + α

′
12 + α

′
13 = 1,

α
′
21 + α

′
22 + α

′
24 = 1,

α
′
31 + α

′
33 + α

′
34 = 1,

β
′
1 + β

′
2 + β

′
3 = 1,

α
′ ≥ 0,

β
′ ≥ 0.

Where
α

′
11, α

′
12 and α

′
13 are the set of weights in weight vector α

′
1, for the level-0 learners

f1, f2 and f3 in the learning ensemble f
′
E1.

α
′
21, α

′
22 and α

′
24 are the set of weights in weight vector α

′
2 for the level-0 learners

f1, f2 and f4 in the learning ensemble f
′
E2.
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α
′
31, α

′
33 and α

′
34 are the set of weights in weight vector α

′
3 for the level-0 learners

f1, f3 and f4 in the learning ensemble f
′
E3.

And β
′
1, β

′
2 and β

′
3 are the set of weights in weight vector β

′ for the level-1 learners
f

′
E1, f

′
E2 and f

′
E3 in learning ensemble f

′
E123.

This optimization, as we already said, optimize all parameters at once., and we
call it γ learning, and denote the approximation, or level-2 ensemble learner based on
weight vector γ for predictions of a "new" data x on the testing dataset as

f
′
E123(x, γ) = γ

′
1f1(x, θ̂) + γ

′
2f2(x, θ̂) + γ

′
3f3(x, θ̂) + γ

′
4f4(x, θ̂).

Where the optimal θ̂ weight vectors of models fj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are estimated based
on L the whole historical data.

There is one more question that we should ask ourselves at this point. Is the
two-step learning better than all-at-once learning? This question could be answered
in two ways. First by noting that according to the equivalence that we just showed
for both methodologies, in terms of the corresponding gamma weights, we would
expect to get very close results in terms of the prediction error for any database
considered. Second, we found empirical evidence by running both methodologies
across the database considered where we actually got very close results in terms
of their corresponding error performances between all-at-once learning and two-step
learning.

It should be pointed out that the above optimization formulation for all-at-once
learning is also equivalent to a corresponding formulation for a vanilla level-1 learn-
ing, which is composed of a linear combination of the same four level-0 learners:
f1, f2, f4, f4, and whose corresponding weights are constrained to add up to one. In
order to see this, it can be derived straightforward that the above γ

′
1, γ

′
2, γ

′
3, and

γ
′
4 weights, from the all-at-once formulation, add up to one, by taking into account

its corresponding expressions in terms of sum of products between α
′ ’s and β

′ ’s, and
the constraints on α

′
1, α

′
2, α

′
3 and β

′ vectors. So, we will expect to get also very
close results in terms of prediction accuracy between such vanilla level-1 learning,
and all-at-once learning, and in consequence also close to two-step ensemble learn-
ing, because of the equivalence of all-at-once and two-step learnings mentioned in the
previous paragraph.

However, the iterative nature of the two-step ensemble learning and its richness
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in structure in terms of the pairwise correlation between each pair of level-1 ensem-
ble predictions in the mixture, will be exploited, see sub-section 1.5.2.1 for details
about this structure, and bring some insight about how to make two-step ensemble
learning better than all-at-once learning, and vanilla level-1 learning to improve error
performance, as we show in detail in next section, particularly Section 1.5.2.

1.5 Diversification and Selection for CV Partitions

In stacked generalization the components of the ensemble, i.e. the level-0 learners,
must be as diverse as possible, meaning that they provide predictions which are
different from each other, otherwise if all of them provide the same predictions there
will not be any improvements when we combine them (Optiz and Maclin, 1999).

In Section 1.5.1, we present in detail our second extension to standard stacking
approach. As a first part of such extension, we propose to inject a diversity mechanism
by perturbing the original CV partition to generate new CV partitions on which
we can train new generated level-2 learners using stacked generalization, and two-
step ensemble learning. Particularly, in Section 1.5.1.1, we introduce a combinatorial
mechanism to generate all possible CV partitions forming an exhaustive search space,
as well as a systematic way to generate CV partitions to shorten significantly the
huge combinatorial search space given by the exhaustive search. In Section 1.5.1.2,
we formulate two-step ensemble learning based on a new generated partition.

In Section 1.5.2, we introduce, as a final part of the second extension, a method-
ology we have developed for this work, that allows us to quantify the quality of a
partition, and select one on which to make the final prediction. In Section 1.5.2.1,
we exploit the structure of two-step level-2 ensemble learning to measure its diver-
sity in terms of its base ensembles, or level-1 learners; introducing the concept of
computed level-1 ensemble correlation in their prediction errors. This will provide us
with relevant diversity information about the quality of the different CV partitions.
In Section 1.5.2.2, we introduce a decision matrix to support the selection of a par-
tition. In Section 1.5.2.3, we present a correlation-based criterion, and a partition
ranking-based criterion to help us make a more informed decision by ranking such
partitions. In Section 1.5.2.4, we introduce heuristic rule-based Algorithm S, that
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uses the above two criteria, to select the best CV partition that contains a mini-
mum correlation rank, with the aim to improve the prediction accuracy of the level-2
ensemble corresponding to the original CV .

1.5.1 Diversification through Generation of CV partitions

1.5.1.1 Exhaustive and Systematic Generation of Partitions

Our initial K-fold CV was obtained by removing one of the K subsets, which
results in a set of partitions, that will be represented by CV 0. In order to generate
different subsets of learning datasets we now take out two subsets instead of only
one fold out of K. The total number of possibly different partitions sets that can be
generated this way out of a K-fold CV partition is very large. So, we will generate
only M = K new different CV partitions in an orderly, or systematic way. It will
provide us with a systematic mechanism to explore a reduced set of alternatives, and
to test the algorithms proposed in this paper in a computationally efficient way. For
some m in {1, 2, ..., M}, the partition set for a new systematic generated partition
will be denoted as CV m. Please see Section 1.6.1 for details of the derivation, and
implementation of the new partitions.

1.5.1.2 Two-Step ensemble learning based on CV m partition

Given the partition set of the corresponding generated partition CV m, we have
the following formulation of two-step ensemble learning:

— Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV m.

min
β

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j

βjf
(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn, α̂j))2, (1.7)

s.t.
∑

j

βj = 1,

β ≥ 0.
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In Equation (1.7), f̂
(−k)(−m)
Ej (x) denote j-th level-1 learner estimated on training

subset L(−k)(−m) of CV m, where L(−k)(−m) = L(−k) − Lm = L − Lk − Lm.
We denote the level-2 ensemble learner based on weight vector βm, for predictions

of a "new" data x on hold-out dataset, given CV m as

fE123m(x, β) = β1f̂E1m(x) + β2f̂E2m(x) + β3f̂E3m(x)
= β1fE1m(x, α̂1) + β2fE2m(x, α̂2) + β3fE3m(x, α̂3)

(1.8)

Equation (1.7) and Equation (1.8), are equivalent to Equation (1.5) and Equation
(1.6) respectively. In Equation (1.8) we denote with an index m the dependency on a
given CV m partition of level-1 learners fEjm , with j = 1, 2, 3, and the level-2 learner
fE123m as well. This is true because, the α̂j weight vectors of level-1 learners present
in the convex combination of Equation (1.7) are estimated using an optimization
similar to Equation (1.3), but each corresponding set of weight values depends on a
given CV m partition. The same happens for the weight vector β in Equation (1.8),
which is estimated as well for a given CV m by solving the convex combination of
Equation (1.7). Therefore, the way we combine the level-1 learners in Equation (1.8)
depends on the weights obtained in partition CV m, which is independent from the
learners being estimated in the whole partition CV when predicting a new instance
in a hold-out dataset. The way we select the best of such partitions, or corresponding
ensemble is explained in next section. On the other hand, in Section 1.6.1, we explain
in more detail the two-step ensemble learning, and how we define CV m, and f

(−k)(−m)
Ej .

1.5.2 Ensemble Correlation-based Selection of Appropriate
CV Partition

In Section 1.5.2.1, we introduce some concepts to help us define a level-1 ensemble
correlation-based criterion, which will provide relevant information about the quality
of a cross-validation partition. In Section 1.5.2.2, we introduce a decision matrix
which will facilitate the way we make the selection of an appropriate partition. In
Section 1.5.2.3, we present a correlation-based criterion, and a partition ranking-
based criterion that can be used to rank partitions. In Section 1.5.2.4, both criteria
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are employed by Algorithm S, which is a max-min rule-based systematic learning
algorithm, to select best CV partition, that contains a minimum correlation rank.

1.5.2.1 Basic Concepts

Next, we introduce some notation that we use in the description of the selection
criteria in the next two sections.

In the framework of two-step level-2 learning represented by Equation (1.8), let us
look at the level-2 data which are input for the optimization process in Equation (1.7),
i.e., the actual values yn along with predictions f̂

(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn) = f

(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn, α̂j),

j = 1, 2, ..., J , and J is the number of level-1 learners, or ensembles. The actual
values yn along with the above predictions collected from each of the K validation
folds of CV m are used to define the error matrix as

ECV m = (em
1 , em

2 , . . . , em
J ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

em
11 em

12 . . . em
1J

em
21 em

22 . . . em
2J

... ... . . . ...
em

N1 em
N2 . . . em

NJ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

where each element in ECV m is defined as em
nj = yn − f̂

(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn); j = 1, ..., J, n =

1, ..., N, where N is the total number of instances in L, and (xn, yn) ∈ Lk with
k = 1, ..., K, and L = ∪kLk.

From the error matrix ECV m , the sample variance-covariance matrix between
columns of size J × J : V CV m = (V m

jl ) is calculated as well as its sample correlation
matrix between columns RCV m = (rm

jl ).
In our prediction problem matrix RCV m is symmetric, and the diagonal elements

are equal to one, as it is the correlation between the predictions of level-1 learners
fEj and fEl, where j = l. We are interested in the (J − 1)J/2 elements above the
diagonal of such matrix, and we put them in a row-wise fashion into the following
row vector r

CV m :

g.m = r
CV m = (rm

12, rm
13, ..., rm

1J , rm
23, ..., rm

2J , rm
34, ..., rm

(J−1)J) = (rm
jl )1≤j<l≤J . (1.9)
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In the last equation we are representing correlation vector rcvm by an alternative
vector g.m containing Q = (J − 1)J/2 criteria, gq, with q = 1, 2, ..., Q, or elements,
where g.m = (g1(g.m), g2(g.m), ..., gQ(g.m)) = (g1m, g2m, ..., gQm) = (gqm)q=1,2,...,Q.
Each criterion gq applied on an alternative g.m and represented for element gqm in
vector g.m with q = 1, ..., Q, measures the performance of alternative g.m on criterion
gq, and corresponds to an error correlation function between a pair of ensembles, or
level-1 learner predictors, fEj and fEl with 1 ≤ j < l ≤ J in vector r

CV m . So, when
we talk about partition CV m we will be referring to alternative g.m, and vice-versa.

It should be emphasized that it is here where we exploit the structure of two-
step level-2 ensemble algorithm as opposed to all-at-once level-2 learning, which lacks
such structure by construction. In order to see this, let us observe that, at the end of
the first step of two-step level-2 learning, or level-1 learning, and for a given K-fold
CV m partition, we can compute the error correlations rjl, before the optimization
in Equation (1.7), between the prediction errors of level-1 learner approximations
f

(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn, α̂j) and f

(−k)(−m)
El (xn, α̂l) where xn ∈ Lk, and Lk with k = 1, 2, ..., K

are validation folds. This correlation information provides relevant information about
the quality of the K-fold CV m partition as we can see in vector r

CV m from Equation
(1.9), and it is the basis for Algorithm S that we present in the next sections.

1.5.2.2 Decision Matrix for Selection of a CV partition

In this section we build a decision matrix which will facilitate the way we make the
selection of an appropriate level-2 learner. The matrix will have as rows alternatives
corresponding to the different generated CV partitions.

In the general case, if we have M + 1 different alternatives, g.m with m =
0, 1, ..., M , which are associated to partitions CV m with m = 0, ..., M , and Q cri-
teria gq, q = 1, 2, ..., Q we can build the following decision matrix G:

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

g1 g2 . . . gQ

g.0 g10 g20 . . . gQ0

g.1 g11 g21 . . . gQ1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

g.M g1M g2M . . . gQM

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,
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where gqm is the performance of alternative g.m on criteria gq, for q = 1, ..., Q.
We can define the minimum correlation set Gmin as the row vector of column-wise

minima.
We refer alternatively to the decision matrix G as the set of alternatives, i.e., we

will also use the notation: G = {g.0, g.1, g.2, ..., g.M}.
From now on, when using a set G of alternatives we will be making reference

to the systematic generation of alternatives, g.m with m = 0, 1, , ..., M , where M ,
the number of new alternatives, is equal to the number of K folds by construction
of systematic learning, i.e., M = K, as we show in Section 1.6.1.1 It should be
emphasized that each alternative g.m in G is related to a corresponding K-fold CV m

partition, as vector g.m is equal to vector rcvm according to Equation (1.9).
On the other hand, in Equation (1.8), level-2 learning, we make reference to a

level-2 generalizer, or learner fE123m for a CV m, for some m in {0, 1, 2, ..., M}. We
use fE123m for prediction of a new instance x. In section 1.5.2.3, we present in
detail two rule-based criteria used for selection of a CV m partition. These two rules
are employed within Algorithm S in Section 1.5.2.4 to choose one alternative g.m for
some m in {0, 1, 2, ..., M}. Once we have such alternative we can use its corresponding
level-2 learner fE123m , to make predictions of new instances x. One of such rules is
a correlation based criterion between predictions of level-1 learners, while the other
rule is based on a rank-based criterion of such correlations.

1.5.2.3 Partition Selection using Correlation-based Criterion and Ranking-
based Criterion

Lai et al. (2006) use an uncorrelation maximization algorithm, which uses a corre-
lation based criterion to remove ensemble learners with the objective of determining
the best subset of ensemble learners. Their algorithm is based on the principle of
model diversity, where the correlation between the predictors should be as small as
possible (Lai et al., 2006). In this section we will introduce a computed level-1 ensem-
ble correlation criterion, and a rank based criterion, not to prune an ensemble, but to
handle additional, and diverse CV partitions, rank them and select one. The selected
partition has to contain a minimum rank correlation as we explain in Algorithm S.

The basis of the correlation criterion to select a particular CV m partition, or
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corresponding alternative g.m, is to compute for a two-step level-2 ensemble, fE123m ,
or corresponding partition CV m, the prediction error correlation between its level-
1 learner predictions f̂

(−k)(−m)
Ej at the end of level-1 learning step, for j = 1, 2, 3,

represented by the elements of alternative g.m in G. The prediction error correlations,
measured at this extra level of smoothing in the predictions allows us to quantify the
quality of any alternative, which will allow us to select one with a minimum prediction
error correlation in at least one of its components.

We describe next relevant inputs required for Algorithm S introduced in next
section. First, Gmin is the line vector of minimum correlations across all q-th criteria,
gq in G. T is a set of ranked vectors of alternatives, and ar is a set of alternative
scores. These inputs are generated before hand by the Average Ranking Method
(AR) (Bentley and Wakefield, 1998) as follows: AR selects one criterion, gq, or q-th
column, of G, which consists of a set of alternative performances: gq(g.m) = gqm, for
m = 0, 1, ..., M . Then, it computes a set of rankings on such M + 1 alternatives to
get the following ranks: tqm = rank(gqm) = rank(gq(g.m)), for m = 0, 1, ..., M . So,
tqm, is the rank of g.m according to the gq criterion for m = 0, 1, ..., M . A rank value
equal to 1 means the best criterion value, and a rank value equal to M + 1 means the
worst criterion value. This procedure is done for each criterion gq, with q = 1, 2, ..., Q.
Note that each of these ranking vector column-wise qualifies the alternatives g.m for
m = 0, 1, ..., M . These ranking vectors are the columns of the following matrix T :

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

t.0 t10 t20 . . . tQ0

t.1 t11 t21 . . . tQ1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

t.M t1M t2M . . . tQM

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

We can determine the minimum rank set T min as the line vector of minimums
column-wise.

On the other hand, the row-wise rank vector t.m in T , contains the rankings for
the m-th alternative g.m collected across the different Q criteria. defined as:

t.m = (t1m, t2m, ..., tQm) = (rank(g1m), rank(g2m), ..., rank(g2m)).
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An equivalent notation for such row-wise vector is given by

rank(g.m) = (rank(g1(g.m)), rank(g2(g.m)), ..., rank(gQ(g.m)))
= (t1m, t2m, ..., tQm).

The above matrix T then can be expressed alternatively as the set of M +1 ranked
alternative vectors:

T = {rank(g.0), rank(g.1), ..., rank(g.M)}.

For each rank vector rank(g.m) the score of alternative g.m is calculated by
adding its corresponding ranks in a row-wise fashion.

ar(g.m) =
Q∑

q=1
tqm =

Q∑
q=1

rank(gqm) =
Q∑

q=1
rank(gq(g.m)).

Let ar be the set of alternative scores

ar = {ar(g.0), ar(g.1), ..., ar(g.M)}.

Each of these scores measures the quality of the corresponding alternative, or
partition. In Algorithm S we target alternatives that contain elements with minimum
prediction error correlation to try to reduce the prediction error of the ensemble. The
scoring of alternatives is one way that is used in this work to achieve such goal.

Next, we give the specification of Algorithm S in terms of its inputs, and outputs:

[g.∗] ← S(M+1, Q, G, Gmin, T , ar).

So, Algorithm S returns the best alternative. Then, we can predict with corre-
sponding ensemble, or best level-2 learner fE123∗ for a new instance x: fE123∗(x, β).
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1.5.2.4 Rule-based Systematic Ensemble Learning Algorithm for Ensem-
ble Selection

The main objective of Algorithm S is to select an alternative containing at least
one minimum prediction error correlation element. The motivation behind this selec-
tion is that by having at least one of such minimum correlation in such alternative,
or partition, we expect to reduce the variance of the ensemble as given in equation
(1.2).

Algorithm S has two performance measures rule Med, and rule BestF indAR to
help us achieve the above objective. One of the main differences between the Med

rule, and BestF indAR rule is that the search space for the former is the original set of
alternatives g.m in G, while for the latter is the set of ranked alternatives rank(g.m)
in T .

In order to guide the overall search for an alternative we segment the M +1 ranked
alternatives from T into different groups based on the ranked correlation contained
in each of them. The ranked alternatives, rank(g.m), with at least one component
with rank equal to 1 will go to segment one. After removing alternatives in segment
one from T , the remaining ranked alternatives with at least one component with rank
equal two will form the segment two, and so on.

Med rule uses the minimum correlation set Gmin, which has the minimum cor-
relations column-wise, collected from G. These values are more informative, and
not ranked, which allows to discriminate among the minimums, and select the me-
dian value of them as a compromise to select a corresponding alternative g.cen. This
compromised alternative we believe is less sensitive to noise, in the sense of being
less likely to have correlation outliers in it. If we were to use instead Tmin, the set
of minimum ranks column-wise, where the corresponding alternative to each of such
minimum has at least one component with rank equal to 1, we would end up with
set Tmin having all ranks equal to one. We would not be able to discriminate among
such ranks, and in consequence to select ranked alternative rank(g.cen).

On the other hand, BestF indAR rule uses parameter ar, that are the scores for
ranked alternatives in T , and it operates on segments of alternatives with rank values
bigger or equal to 2. We believe the risk of potential outliers is reduced in each of
these segments, and we do not need the actual correlation values, so, we use instead
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BestF indAR rule along with the scores to help us select an appropriate alternative,
i.e., rank(g.best) which has a minimum score in a a given segment.

Next, we describe in more detail Algorithm S. In the first part, labeled Median

Rule, lines 1-14, we form segment one of alternatives in line 3 by collecting all rank
vectors from T with rank(gim) = 1 for some i into T 1, and initialize a variable for this
segment as currentsegment = 1. The objective is to apply in line 5 Med Rule on G

in order to get an alternative g.cen, or center alternative, where one of its components
contains the median value in set Gmin. We mark criterion gq∗, which contains such
minimum median value, i.e., where rank(gq∗(g.cen)) = rank(gq∗cen) = 1. In line 7
and line 8, we apply Min and Max rules on rank(g.cen) to help us find an extra
minimum rank value, or a maximum rank value as potential outliers present in such
alternative, respectively. We believe that such alternative having an extra minimum
rank value, or a maximum rank value may deteriorate the prediction accuracy of
the selected ensemble. Particularly, Min rule checks, whether ranked alternative
rank(g.cen) contains a criterion gi∗ in rank(g.cen) \ rank(gq∗(g.cen)) with minimum
rank: rank(gi∗(g.cen)) = 1. On the other hand, Max rule detects whether such
alternative has a maximum rank value equal to M + 1, i.e., if there exists a criterion
gj∗ in rank(g.cen) with rank(gj∗(g.cen)) = M + 1.

In line 9, we check if the center rank vector has two minimum rank values, i.e.,
rank(gi∗(g.cen)) = rank(gq∗(g.cen)) = 1 = curentsegment with gi∗ �= gq∗, or if its
maximum rank value rank(gj∗(g.cen)) is equal to M + 1. If any or both of these
conditions are true then we go to second part of the algorithm, as we have found an
alternative with potential outliers. Otherwise, if both conditions are false then we
select g.cen as g.∗, and go to line 36, and return alternative g.∗, whose corresponding
two-step level-2 ensemble, fE123∗ , is used to make predictions of new instances x.

In the second part, line 15 to line 35, labeled Average Ranking Rule, we first
build in line 19 next segment of alternatives, and increase currentsegment variable
by 1, and collect all rank vectors from T with rank(gim) = currentsegment into T 1.
The objective is to apply BestF indAR in line 22, and find best ranked alternative
rank(g.best) from T 1, with minimum ar score, and rank, i.e., rank(gq∗(g.best)) =
currentsegment. We check for possible outliers in alternative rank(g.best), using
Min and Max rules in lines 24, and 25. From line 26 we follow similar logic as we did
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in last paragraph to detect possible outliers. If we found outliers in such alternative we
remove it from T 1 in line 28. We go back to line 22 to explore remaining alternatives
in T 1 until either we found an appropriate alternative, or T 1 is empty. In such case
we build next segment of alternatives going back to line 19 as long as we have not
used all alternatives in T . Eventually, we go to line 36, and return alternative g.∗.
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Algorithm S: Max-min rule-based Systematic Ensemble Learning Algorithm for
Selection
Require: M+1 [number of alternatives],Q [number of criteria]
Require: G is set of alternatives {g.0, g.1, g.2, ..., g.M }
Require: Gmin [Set of minimum correlation values of each criterion gq]
Require: T is set of rank vectors {rank(g.0), rank(g.1), rank(g.2), ..., rank(g.M )}

where rank(g.m) is vector of alternative ranks (rank(g1(g.m)), rank(g2(g.m)), ..., rank(gQ(g.m)))
Require: ar is a set of alternative scores {ar(g.0), ar(g.1), ..., ar(g.M )}

{Part 1 - Median Rule }
1: T 1, G1 ← ∅, g.∗ ← g.0, currentsegment ← 1
2: for all rank(g.m) ∈ T with rank(gi(g.m)) = currentsegment = 1, for some i do
3: T 1 ← T 1 ∪ {rank(g.m)}, G1 ← G1 ∪ {g.m}
4: end for
5: g.cen ← Med(G, Q, Gmin) [Find a minimum correlation alternative based on Median Rule]
6: Mark g.cen, rank vector rank(g.cen), and criterion gq∗ where rank(gq∗(g.cen)) = 1
7: Min Rule: gi∗ ← arg min

gi∈{g1,...,gQ}\gq∗
{rank(gi(g.cen))} [Find criterion gi∗ with minimum rank,

rank(gi∗(g.cen)), in center rank vector excluding rank of gq∗(g.cen) from it ]
8: Max Rule: gj∗ ← arg max

gj∈{g1,...,gQ}
{rank(gj(g.cen))} [Find gj∗ with maximum rank ]

9: if (rank(gi∗(g.cen)) = 1 where gi∗ �= gq∗) ∨ rank(gj∗(g.cen)) = M+1 then
10: Unmark g.cen, rank(g.cen) and gq∗. [ Unmark alternative that has potential outliers]
11: else
12: g.∗ ← g.cen and Go to line 36
13: end if
14: G ← G \ G1 and T ← T \ T 1 [Update G and T eliminating alternatives with rank = 1]

{Part 2 - Average Ranking Rule}
15: currentsegment ← currentsegment + 1
16: for currentsegment = 2 to currentsegment = M and T �= ∅ do
17: T 1, ar1 ← ∅
18: for all rank(g.m) ∈ T with rank(gi(g.m)) = currentsegment, for some i do
19: T 1 = T 1 ∪ {rank(g.m)}, ar1 = ar1 ∪ {ar(g.m)}
20: end for
21: while T 1 �= ∅ do
22: rank(g.best) ← FindBestAR(T 1, ar1, currentsegment) [Find best rank vector].
23: Mark g.best, rank(g.best), and criterion gq∗ where rank(gq∗(g.best)) = currentsegment
24: Min Rule: gi∗ ← arg min

gi∈{g1,...,gQ}\gq∗
{rank(gi(g.best))} [Find criterion gi∗ with minimum rank,

rank(gi∗(g.best)), in best rank vector excluding rank of gq∗(g.best) ]
25: Max Rule: gj∗ ← arg max

gj∈{g1,...,gQ}
{rank(gj(g.best))} [Find gj∗ with maximum rank]

26: if (rank(gi∗(g.best)) = currentsegment where gi∗ �= gq∗) ∨ rank(gj∗(g.best)) = M+1 then
27: Unmark g.best , rank(g.best) and gq∗.[Unmark alternative that has potential outliers]
28: T 1 = T 1 \ {rank(g.best)} and ar1 = ar1 \ {ar(g.best)}
29: G = G \ {g.best} and T = T \ {rank(g.best)}
30: else
31: g.∗ ← g.best and Go to line 36
32: end if
33: end while
34: currentsegment ← currentsegment + 1
35: end for
36: return g.∗ [Return best alternative, whose level-2 learner fE123∗ will be used for prediction]
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1.6 Experimental Set-up

1.6.1 Implementation Details

In our initial K-fold CV we partitioned the original historical dataset L in the
following disjoint sub-samples Lk with k = 1, ..., K. Then, we built the learning or
training subsets L(−k) where L(−k) = L − Lk, and we denoted Lk as the validation
folds.

The above results in a set of partitions (L(−1), L1), (L(−2), L2), ..., (L(−K), LK),
where L(−k) are the training subsets, and Lk the validation folds, with k = 1, 2, ..., K.
Making an abuse of notation, such set will be represented as:

CV 0 = {(L(−1), L1), (L(−2), L2), ..., (L(−K), LK)}

1.6.1.1 Systematization of CV partitions

The method proposed next generates only M = K new different CV m partitions
with m = 1, 2, ..., M partitions in an orderly way starting from the original CV 0

partition. It will provide us with a systematic mechanism to explore a reduced set of
alternatives, and to test the algorithms proposed in this paper in a computationally
efficient way. It should be noted that for the systematic procedure the number of
new generated partitions M coincides with K, the number of folds, i.e., M = K, so
let us keep in mind that we have as many new partitions as many different folds,
i.e., M = K. Next, we illustrate how to generate a CV m partition having two folds
taken out in their training subsets based on original CV 0 partition, where one fold
has already been taken out from its training subsets: L(−k), for k = 1, 2, ..., K.

For some fixed m in {1, 2, ..., M}, and e.g., K = 5 folds, a new systematic gener-
ated CV m partition is given by:

CV m = {(L(−1)(−m), L1), (L(−2)(−m), L2), (L(−3)(−m), L3),
(L(−4)(−m), L4), (L(−5)(−m), L5)}.
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where L(−k)(−m) are the training subsets, and Lk the validation folds, for k = 1, ..., K.
Let us note that the validation folds Lkwith k = 1, 2, ..., K are fixed, and are exactly
the same as the ones in CV 0. The motivation to remove additional training data
from original partition is to induce more diversity by generating new partitions where
corresponding ensembles are trained, resulting in more possibilities on which we can
select the most appropriate ensemble for prediction.

Particularly, the training subsets of a CV m partition were obtained as L(−k)(−m) =
L(−k) − Lm with k = 1, ..., K, and some fixed m value. In other words, given training
subsets L(−k) with k = 1, 2, ..., K in original partition CV 0 we subtract from each
of them the same fold Lm for some fixed m value i.e., all instances in fold Lm are
removed from each L(−k) to get training subsets L(−k)(−m) for a CV m partition, and
a fixed m in {1, 2, ..., M}. It should be noted that when k = m, L(−m) = L − Lm =
L−Lm −Lm = L(−m) −Lm = L(−m)(−m) = L(−k)(−m), because we can only remove Lm

once from L, for a fixed m value, i.e., L−Lm = L−Lm −Lm, and L(−m) = L(−m)(−m).
Then, If we vary m from 1 to M = K, we can repeat the above operation of

removing an Lm fold K times, and generate a total of K new partitions, i.e., CV m

with m = 1, 2, ..., K. If we include the original partition then we have a total of
K + 1 partitions under this systematic procedure. In order to illustrate the above
process for the case of M = K = 5 here we show explicitly each of the the K = 5
new systematically generated partitions:

CV 1 = {(L(−1)(−1), L1), (L(−2)(−1), L2), (L(−3)(−1), L3),
(L(−4)(−1), L4), (L(−5)(−1), L5)},

CV 2 = {(L(−1)(−2), L1), (L(−2)(−2), L2), (L(−3)(−2), L3),
(L(−4)(−2), L4), (L(−5)(−2), L5)},

CV 3 = {(L(−1)(−3), L1), (L(−2)(−3), L2), (L(−3)(−3), L3),
(L(−4)(−3), L4), (L(−5)(−3), L5)},
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CV 4 = {(L(−1)(−4), L1), (L(−2)(−4), L2), (L(−3)(−4), L3),
(L(−4)(−4), L4), (L(−5)(−4), L5)},

CV 5 = {(L(−1)(−5), L1), (L(−2)(−5), L2), (L(−3)(−5), L3),
(L(−4)(−5), L4), (L(−5)(−5), L5)}.

On the other hand, let f̂
(−k)(−m)
Ej (x) = f

(−k)(−m)
Ej (x, θ̂) denote j-th level-1 learner

estimated on training subset L(−k)(−m). Given the partition CV m, we have the for-
mulation of two-step ensemble learning given by Equation (1.7). We reproduce below
Equation (1.8) for convenience, which represents the level-2 ensemble learner based
on weight vector βm, for predictions of a "new" data x on hold-out dataset, given
CV m as

fE123m(x, β) = β1f̂E1m(x) + β2f̂E2m(x) + β3f̂E3m(x)
= β1fE1m(x, α̂1) + β2fE2m(x, α̂2) + β3fE3m(x, α̂3).

In order to summarize the method of two-step level-2 learning from top to bottom,
let us emphasize that the weight vector βm for fE123m or, level-2 learner, present in
Equation (1.8) is estimated based on training datasets of partition CV m using level-2
data as input to Equation (1.7): predictions of level-1 learners f

(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn, α̂j) along

with actual values yn, where xn ∈ Lk, and Lk for k = 1, 2, ..., K are validation folds.
The optimal weight vector α̂j, for j = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to a parameter for

each level-1 learner approximation, f
(−k)(−m)
Ej (xn, α̂j) with j = 1, 2, 3 in Equation

(1.7), was estimated previously by solving an optimization problem similar to Equa-
tion (1.3), but in the context of a K-fold CV m partition, using level-1 data as input to
such optimization: predictions of level-0 learners f

(−k)(−m)
ij

(xn, θ̂), along with actual
values yn, where xn ∈ Lk, and Lk for k = 1, 2, ..., K are validation folds.. For j = 1
the index i1 takes values in set {1, 2, 3} corresponding to base learners in fE1. On the
other hand, for j = 2, index i2 takes values across set {1, 2, 4} corresponding to base
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learners in fE2, and for j = 3, index i3 takes values in set {1, 3, 4} corresponding to
base learners in fE3.

1.6.2 Experimental Set-up

In order to evaluate empirically max-min systematic two-step level-2 ensemble
learning, fE123∗ , we consider four simple base models already introduced in Section
1.3.1: constant regression, f1, linear regression, f2, quadratic regression, f3 and radial
basis networks, f4, and take the best model in terms of error performance for each
database to build an oracle, which we called Best. We also consider three standard
stacking approaches, or level-1 learners, fE1, a linear combination of base learners in
set {f1, f2, f3}, fE2, a linear combination of base learners in set {f1, f2, f4}, and fE3, a
linear combination of base learners in {f1, f3, f4}, and compare Best versus the best
performer, fE∗ . We are also comparing fE123∗ versus fE∗ , and against Best. On the
other hand, we are also comparing fE123∗ versus fEvar4, which is a standard stacking
approach, or vanilla level-1 learner composed of a linear combination of base learners
in set {f1, f2, f3, f4}.

The outputs, or predictions of our base models f1, f2, f3, and f4 are represented
in the next tables, and figures, by the acronyms CR, LR, QR and RBF respectively.
These acronyms represent common simple models, which were already introduced in
Section 1.3.1. So, fE1 is a combination of {CR, LR, QR}, fE2 is a combination of
{CR, LR, RBF}, and fE3 is a combination of {CR, QR, RBF}.

In addition to that, we also compared our results versus GLMNET package (Fried-
man et al., 2010) implemented in R, a statistical programming software tool (R Core
Team, 2013). We also use two regression tree algorithms which are provided in Weka
(Witten and Frank, 2005) (Hall et al., 2009), a data mining software tool. We use the
RWeka (Hornik et al., 2009) interface to call these two regression tree algorithms from
R. One is known as M5P and the other Bagging-M5P (Quinlan, 1992), (Wang and
Witten, 1997), which is an ensemble learning algorithm. We use the Weka default
parameters for M5P , and Bagging-M5P, and the GLMNET default parameters for
the generation of their corresponding predictions.

Finally, we implemented bagged versions of the four base learners labeled as
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Bagging-CR, Bagging-LR, Bagging-QR and Bagging-RBF . We used random
sampling with replacement to generate 30 different bagged samples, and use them
for fitting each model. Then, we score the testing dataset using each fitted model and
average the predictions for each of observations in the testing part. It should be men-
tioned that we selected 30 different samples on which to train the different bagged
base model to make a fair comparison versus our methodology. Our methodology
present in this paper generates 6 different CV partitions, and each of these partitions
use a K = 5, K-fold CV to train the learners. This makes a total of 30 different
training subsets on which the learners are trained.

The empirical study uses thirty databases which are popular in the literature,
most of them from the UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain
Theories (Blake and Merz, 1998). For each data set, we split it randomly in two
parts, where the first part has 80 percent of the observations used for training, and
the remaining 20 percent of the observations is used for testing. We conduct a K-fold
CV partition with K = 5 on the training part to fit the models in our approach, and
measure the performance on the testing part, or hold-out sample, O. For the base
models of the oracle Best, and the three state-of-the-art learning algorithms against
we are comparing our results, we pass the whole training part to each method to
fit its parameters, and then we measure their performance on a testing dataset O,
using the normalized mean square error (NMSE) for comparison purposes. In order
to define NMSE, we adjust the definition of NMSECV introduced in Section 1.2.2,
where we now calculate the mean square error on the testing part, instead of using
the validation folds of a CV partition, and normalize it by the sample variance on
the testing part for model performance:

NMSE = 1∑
n(yn − ȳ)2

∑
(yn,xn)∈O

(yn − f̂ (xn))2. (1.10)

The normalized term involves ȳ, which is the mean of the actual values, yn, of
dependent variable y across the testing dataset O.

(Trawiński,et al, 2012) mentioned that in machine learning, the two most fre-
quently used statistical tests to detect significant differences between two machine
learning algorithms are the paired t-test, and Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank
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test (Wilcoxon, 1945). The paired t-test to be applied has to meet a set of as-
sumptions, such as normality distribution of the differences between the two samples,
independence and heteroscedasticity (Sheskin, 2003), Demšar (2006). The two-sided
Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test is a non-parametric alternative to the paired
t-test, which is more flexible in the assumptions, and ranks the differences in perfor-
mances of two models for each data set, ignoring the signs, and compares the ranks
for the positive and the negative differences Demšar (2006).

(Sheskin, 2003) recommends to use the signed rank test over the paired t-test, if
there is a violation of the non-normality assumption, meaning that the differences are
skewed. We applied Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test as suggested in Demšar
(2006), because we observed, for example in a histogram, that the differences between
the model performances across the datasets are skewed. We use such test to compare
two model performances over all data sets with a significance level of 0.05. The
differences are ranked according to their absolute values. We have the positive sum
of ranks for the data sets on which the second algorithm outperformed the first, and
the negative sum of ranks for the other case. The null hypothesis is that the average
difference between the model performances is zero. For more details, see (Sheskin,
2003) and (Demšar, 2006). The p-value is compared against the 0.05 confidence level
to determine whether the null hypothesis must be accepted or rejected. Alternatively,
we compute the 95% confidence interval around a point estimate to decide whether the
zero average difference falls within the interval to accept or reject the null hypothesis.

It should be emphasized that the iterative nature of two-step level-2 learning and
its richness in structure in terms of correlation between each pair of ensembles was
exploited in Section 1.5.1, through the generation of CV partitions, and in Section
1.5.2, to select a partition on which to make the final prediction.

A difference to what is developed for GLMNET (Friedman et al., 2010), and the
default parameter α = 1 used in this work, where the diversity comes by using lasso
penalized regression as variable selection mechanism, M5P (Quinlan, 1992) whose
diversity comes by pruning a regression tree, and Bagging-M5P (Wang and Witten,
1997), which in addition to pruning a regression tree, creates more diversity by gener-
ating different training sub-samples through bagging; the diversity in our approach,
which uses combinations of standard stacking approaches, comes through the gen-
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eration of different partitions on which such ensembles are trained. In addition to
that, our approach measures and ranks the quality of the different level-2 ensem-
bles generated, or corresponding partitions, through a computed level-1 correlation
criterion.

1.7 Experimental Results

We present in Section 1.7.1 the results regarding standard stacking level-1 learning,
and in Section 1.7.2 the second extension to standard stacking approach: systematic
level-2 learning. In Section 1.7.3, we compare systematic level-2 ensemble learning
against three of the state-of-the-art learning algorithms for regression. While in Sec-
tion 1.7.4, we compare systematic level-2 ensemble learning against a vanilla level-1
ensemble learner, which is composed of four level-0 learners. In Section 1.7.5, we
present results of best level-2 learners versus bagged versions of the four base learners
used in this work.

1.7.1 Results for level-1 Learning: Standard Stacking

In this section, we present different results, among them the comparison of each of
the level-1 learners versus an oracle of databases composed of the best level-0 learner
for each database. In addition to that, we select the best performer among the level-1
learners versus the database oracle. In Table 1, please see Appendix A for all table
results, we present the NMSE, computed using formula in Equation 1.10, for the
thirty databases considered in this work. If we look at Table 1, in the first column we
have the database names. Next, we have split such table in two parts, in the first half
we have the NMSE ′s for the level-0 learners: CR, LR, QR and RBF . On the other
hand, in the second half of the table, we have the NMSE ′s for the level-1 ensemble
fE1, linear combination of base learners in {CR, LR, QR}, followed by the other two
level-1 ensembles, fE2, linear combination of base learners in {CR, LR, RBF}, and
fE3, linear combination of base learners in {CR, QR, RBF}. The ensemble weights
are determined using the optimal way as we described in section 1.3.2. Finally, in
the last two columns are the number of records, and the total number of variables
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included in each database, independent variables plus one dependent variable. It
should be mentioned that we build a database oracle based on the best level-0 model
performer in each database, which we compare later, in terms of error performance,
against the best level-1 learner, as we describe shortly.

We first focus our analysis on the level-0 learners, first half of the table. We can
observe from Table 1 that the prediction performance of the level-0 learner LR, as
measured by the NMSE, is the best, indicated as underlined bold error, in ten out
of thirty databases among the four models, CR, LR, QR and RBF . The model QR

is the best in thirteen out of the thirty databases. While the model RBF is the best
in seven of such databases. Here, we build Best the oracle which consists of the best
level-0 model performer in terms of the NMSE for each database. The average error
performances across all databases, in terms of NMSE ′s, are 1.008, 0.575, 2.153,
0.614 for CR, LR, QR and RBF level-0 learners respectively. Among the level-0
learners the LR model has the best error performance with a 0.575 NMSE across
all databases.

In the second part of Table 1, the level-1 learner fE1 is the best, among the level-
1 learners, in ten out of thirty databases, while fE2 is the best in seven of those
databases, and fE3 is the best in eleven databases. In addition to that, there are
two ties, where for Concrete and SolarF lares, the NMSE ′s of fE1 are tied with the
corresponding errors for fE3 and fE2 respectively. In relation to the level-1 learners
their average error performances across all databases, are 0.533, 0.548, and 0.542
for fE1, fE2 and fE3 respectively. Then, the best level-1 learner performer is fE1

with a NMSE of 0.533. Next, we will compare the performance results between the
database oracle and each of the level-1 learners to determine which level-1 learner
performs better in average versus the oracle.

In Fig. 1, we visualize the difference of the NMSE’s between the oracle, Best,
or best performer among the models CR, LR, QR and RBF on the testing part,
and the ensemble fE1 for each of the thirty databases considered. The differences are
sorted by its absolute values. A positive difference, right part of the figure, means that
accuracy is in favour of fE1, while a negative difference means that the accuracy is
against it. We will use this convention for all figures where we present the differences
in performance between models or ensembles. By looking at the positive values in
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Fig. 1, we see that the ensemble fE1 has better error performance than the oracle
in the following databases: Wisonsin, Sensor, Cpu, Pollut, SolarF lares, Strikes,
HouseB, PM10, Imports, Wages and AutoMpg. It is worth to mention that the
best performer in each database is not known in advance, as we are using the hold-out
sample as testing dataset.

The result of two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the
performance of the oracle Best, and the ensemble fE1 gives a p-value of 0.033. We
reject H0, the null hypothesis that there was not significant difference in accuracy, in
terms of NMSE, between the database oracle Best, and the ensemble fE1, i.e. Ho

stated that the average difference between their corresponding NMSEs is zero. The
95% confidence interval is (−0.0514, −0.00123), with a point estimate of the average
difference is −0.017, which lead us to conclude a better performance of Best vs fE1

as the zero average difference is to the right of such confidence interval.

Fig. 1 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {Best} vs {fE1}

On the other hand, for the ensembles fE2 and fE3 we do not present the result
figures of each of them versus the oracle Best , or best performer among the models
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CR, LR, QR and RBF on the testing part across the thirty databases considered.
However, the result of two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to eval-
uate the performance of the oracle Best, and the ensemble fE2 gives a p-value of
0.0011. The 95% confidence interval is (−0.0654, −0.0132) with a point estimate of
the average difference of −0.036. We reject the null hypothesis H0, and therefore
Best outperforms fE2 in prediction accuracy.

The result of two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to evaluate the
performance of the oracle Best, and the ensemble fE3 gives a p-value of 0.0021. The
95% confidence interval is (−0.0437, −0.0085), with a point estimate of the average
difference of −0.0238. We reject H0, and Best outperforms fE3 in prediction accuracy,
as the average difference between both models being different than zero is significant.
On the other hand, the level-1 learner which performed better, in terms of p-value,
against the database oracle Best is fE1, so we select it as the best level-1 learner, and
it will be denoted as fE∗ from now on.

1.7.2 Results for Max-Min Rule-based Systematic level-2 Learn-
ing: Second Extension to Standard Stacking

In Section 1.7.2.1, we first present the results of applying the Algorithm S from
Section 1.5.2.4 to select the best max-min rule-based level-2 learner, or corresponding
partition with the aim of improving the predictions from the original level-2 learner.
In Section 1.7.2.2, we compare the performance results of this best level-2 learner
against the best level-1 learner, then in Section 1.7.2.3, we compare the performance
of best level-2 learner against the oracle of best models. In Section 1.7.3, we present
the results of best level-2 learner versus three state-of-the-art learning algorithms for
regression. In Section 1.7.4, we compare best level-2 learner against a vanilla level-1
learner composed of four level-0 learners. In Section 1.7.5, we present the results of
best level-2 learner versus bagged versions of the four base learners used in this work.

1.7.2.1 Best Systematic level-2 Learner

In order to improve the two-step level-2 learning, we have introduced the method-
ology of systematic two-step level-2 learning for the mixing of level-1 learners. We
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illustrate Algorithm S from Section 1.5.2.4 by using it to select the CV partition,
and applying it on each of the thirty databases considered. We will present the corre-
sponding NMSE’s of systematic two-step level-2 learning fE123m , for m = 1, 2, ..., K,
with K = 5.

In Table 2, we show the corresponding results, where in the first column is as usual
the database name, followed by the next six columns corresponding to the Normalized
Mean Square Errors (NMSE ′s) of the ensembles fE1230 , fE1231 , fE1232 , fE1233 , fE1234

and fE1235 . The next column Rule refers to the selection rule that was employed to
select the CV partition, among CV 0, CV 1, CV 2, CV 3, CV 4 and CV 5, on which we
are going to make the final prediction, partition CV ∗. For such selection we used the
two max-min rule-based based criteria described in Algorithm S. The selected CV ∗

is indicated as underlined error in Table 2 for each of the databases considered.
If we look again at Table 2, where we have the original two-step level-2 learner,

fE1230 , versus systematic two-step level-2 learners, fE123m ; m = 1, ..., 5, we see that we
have improved, indicated as bold errors, in fifteen databases: MBA, Manager, CPU ,
Wisconsin, L50Bearing, BodyFat, RetDiet, BetaP lasma. BetaDiet, AutoMpg,
HouseB, Sensor, PM10, Wages and SolarF lares. The corresponding selected best
max-min level-2 learners for such databases by the Algorithm S are fE1235 , fE1233 ,
fE1235 ,fE1231 , fE1231 , fE1233 , fE1234 , fE1233 , fE1233 , fE1231 , fE1231 , fE1233 , fE1231 , fE1232

and fE1233 , respectively. On the other hand, for nine databases the Algorithm S

selected fE123, which is exactly the original level-2 learner, fE123. In the remaining six
databases we lost a bit of accuracy where, e.g., in Elusag3v, the algorithm selected
max-min level-2 learner fE123(4) with an error of .302, the other five databases are
Servo, PWLinear, NO2, Strikes and Kuiper.

In Table 3, we present the NMSE’s of fE123∗ corresponding to the best max-
min level-2 learners selected by Algorithm S, which are represented in Table 2 as
underlined errors. Now, we compare them against the corresponding NMSE’s of
fE∗, the best level-1 learner. In order to mark in Table 3 the ensembles with best
error performance between the best level-1 learning and systematic level-2 learning
for each database, we highlight its corresponding NMSE’s in bold.

As we can see from Table 3, the NMSE’s of fE123∗ are the best, indicated as
bold errors under its corresponding column, against the corresponding NMSE of
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fE∗ , in nineteen out of thirty databases. The best level-1 learner fE∗ is the best in
eight databases. While for three databases the error performance is the same between
them.

1.7.2.2 Best level-2 Learner against Best level-1 Learner

We present results of max-min systematic level-2 learning versus best level-1 learn-
ing, we would expect to get better results with level-2 learning as it employs four
models against the three base models that composed the best level-1 learner. How-
ever, in order to make a fairer comparison of level-2 learning versus level-1 learning
we present later in Section 1.7.4 results of max-min systematic level-2 learning versus
level-1 learning where such ensemble is composed now of all four base learners.

In Fig. 2, we are visualizing the NMSE’s differences of max-min systematic
level-2 learning, and level-1 learning for the thirty databases considered.

We can clearly see that the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ is better than the
best level-1 learner fE∗ in the following nineteen databases: House76, Kuiper, Servo,
RetDiet, BetaP lasma, PM10, Manager, Wages, BodyFa, BetaDiet, MBA, NO2,
PWLinear, Strikes, HouseB, Sensor, CPU , AutoMpg, and SolarFlares. The result
of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the best level-1 ensemble, fE∗ , and the ensemble fE123∗ gives a test statistics
t = 1.754 with p-value of 0.079. So, we do not reject H0. The 95% confidence inter-
val is (−0.00011, 0.023), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0078.
However, the 90% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test is significant
to reject H0 with a p-value of 0.079. The 90% confidence interval is (0.00083, 0.020)
with a point estimate of 0.0078, where the zero average difference corresponding to
the null hypothesis is outside and to the left of such interval. Therefore, the ensemble
fE123∗ outperforms fE∗ at a 90% significance level.

Based on the above results, Table 3 and Fig. 2, we see that max-min systematic
level-2 learning with fE123∗ is a step in the right direction being in average more
accurate and robust than the best level-1 learning fE∗ . Therefore, we are achieving
our goal of improving the performance error of best level-1 ensemble, fE∗ , through
the two-step level-2 learning and systematization proposed in this work.
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Fig. 2 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {fE∗} vs {fE123∗}

1.7.2.3 Best level-2 Learner against Oracle Best

In Fig. 3, we present the NMSE’s difference between the best performer, or
database oracle, among the models CR, LR, QR and RBF on the testing part, and
the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ for each of the thirty databases considered. By
looking at the positive value part of such figure, we see that fE123∗ has better error per-
formance than the database oracle, Best, in eleven out of thirty databases: Sensor,
Cpu, PM10, Wisconsin, Wages, Strikes, SolarF lares, HouseB, Manager, AutoMpg

and Pollut. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to evaluate the performance of the oracle fBest, and the ensemble fE123∗ gives a p-
value of 0.147. So, we do not reject H0, as there is not significant accuracy difference
between the oracle Best, and the two-step systematic ensemble learning fE123∗ . The
95% confidence interval is (−0.026, 0.0035), and the point estimate of the average
difference is −0.011.
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Fig. 3 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {Best} vs {fE123∗}

1.7.3 Best level-2 Learner against State of the Art Ensemble
Methods

For the three state-of-the art algorithms, GLMNET, M5P , and Bagging − M5P ,
we pass to each of them the same training and test datasets we used in our methods, to
fit its parameters, and to measure their performance for comparison purposes versus
our results in this paper.

The above three methods are well regarded state-of-the-art learning algorithms
for regression problems. The two-step level-2 systematic ensemble learning presented
in this paper constitutes a new state-of-the-art ensemble learning algorithm, as we
have tested it against each of the three learning algorithms just mentioned, and
we have gotten excellent results. Our ensemble learning algorithm performed better
than two state-of-the-art methods for regression GLMNET and M5P in terms of error
performance, and it is as good as Bagging-M5P, a state-of-the-art ensemble method
for regression. In this section we present results that support our above claims.
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1.7.3.1 Best level-2 Learner against GLMNET

The GLMNET package (Friedman et al., 2010), (www.jstatsoft.org/v33/i01),
is available in the R statistical software (R Core Team, 2013), (http : //www.R −
project.org). GLMNET solves the penalized residual sum of squares:

min
β0,β

1
N

N∑
i=1

wil(yi, β0 + βT xi) + λ
[
(1 − α)||β||22/2 + α||β||1

]
,

that can perform lasso penalized regression, ridge regression, and the elastic net over
a grid of values of λ covering the entire range. Here, l(y, η) is the negative log-
likelihood contribution for observation i ; e.g., for the Gaussian case it is 1/2(y − η)2.
The elastic-net penalty is controlled by α, and bridges the gap between lasso (α = 1
, the default) and ridge (α=0 ). It is known that the ridge penalty shrinks the
coefficients of correlated predictors towards each other while the lasso tends to pick
one of them and discard the others. The elastic net is then a linear combination of
these two penalties through an α parameter, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The tuning parameter
λ is a complexity parameter, and controls the overall strength of the penalty.

We use the version 3.01 of R software, and version 1.9-3 of GLMNET package
to get the results presented in this paper. In our experiments, we used the default
parameter for α, which is α = 1. For the λ parameter we estimated it using cross-
validation using cv.glment function, and we took the minimizer lambda.min as an
estimate.

In Fig. 4, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between the
GLMNET method, and the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ for each of the thirty
databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of GLMNET, and the ensemble fE123∗ gives a p-value of 0.001. So,
we reject H0 in favour of fE123∗ , as there is a significant accuracy difference between
GLMNET, and the two-step systematic ensemble learning fE123∗ . The 95% confidence
interval is (0.024, 0.078), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.051.
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Fig. 4 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {GLMNET} vs {fE123∗}

1.7.3.2 Best level-2 Learner against M5P

We use a regression tree algorithm M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997), where P stands
for Prime. M5P is based on an earlier M5 regression tree algorithm (Quinlan, 1992),
which produces a regression tree such that each leaf node consists of a multivariate
linear model, and the nodes of the tree are chosen over the attribute that maximizes
the expected error reduction as a function of the standard deviation of output param-
eter. M5P uses a tree pruning mechanism, which is a sort of variable selection, and
M5P can perform non-linear regression with the partitions provided by the internal
nodes and is thus more powerful than linear regression.

M5P algorithm is available in Weka data mining software (Witten and Frank,
2005) (Hall et al., 2009), (http : //www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). Although we
install Weka version 3.6.1, we only need to interact with it from R. We use the RWeka
(Hornik et al., 2009) interface version 0.4-13 to call this regression tree algorithm
from R. We use the RWeka default parameters for M5P for the generation of their
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corresponding predictions.
In Fig. 5, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between M5P

method, and the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ for each of the thirty databases
considered.

Fig. 5 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {M5P} vs {fE123∗}

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of M5P, and the ensemble fE123∗ gives a p-value of 0.041. So, we
reject H0 in favour of fE123∗, as there is significant accuracy difference between M5P ,
and the two-step systematic ensemble learning fE123∗. The 95% confidence interval
is (0.0034, 0.096), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.038.

1.7.3.3 Best level-2 Learner against Bagging-M5P

In this part, we consider multiple M5P trees combined by the popular bootstrap
aggregation (bagging) method (Breiman 1996), which is available in Weka, and is
called Bagging-M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997). We use again the RWeka (Hornik
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et al., 2009) interface to call this regression tree ensemble algorithm from R. We
use the RWeka default parameters for Bagging-M5P for the generation of their corre-
sponding predictions.

In Fig. 6, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between Bagging−
M5P method, and the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ for each of the thirty
databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of M5P , and the ensemble fE123∗ gives a p-value of 0.192. So, we do
not reject H0, as there is not significant accuracy difference between Bagging-M5P,
and the two-step systematic ensemble learning fE123∗. The 95% confidence interval
is (−0.012, 0.051), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0218.

Fig. 6 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {Bagging-M5P} vs {fE123∗}
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1.7.4 Best level-2 Learner against Vanilla level-1 Learner with
four level-0 Learners

In Fig. 7, we are visualizing the NMSE’s differences of max-min systematic level-
2 learning, and the vanilla level-1 ensemble learner, which is composed of the four
level-0 learners considered in this paper, for the thirty databases considered.

We can clearly see that the best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ is better than the
vanilla level-1 learner of four base learners, fEvan4, in the following sixteen databases:
RetDiet, Manager, Wages, BodyFa, PM10, HouseB, Mba, L50Bearing, Wisconsin,
Sensor, CPU , Imports, BetaDiet, SolarF lares, BetaP lasma, and AutoMPG.
It ties with fEvan4 in seven databases: House76, L10Bearing, Pollut, PwLinear,
Salary, Baskba and Diabetes. In the remaining seven databases fEvan4 is better
than fE123∗ .

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of the best level-2 ensemble, fE123∗ , and the ensemble fEvan4 gives a
test statistics t = 2.31 with p-value of 0.021. So, we reject H0 in favour of fE123∗, as
there is significant accuracy difference between fE123∗ and fEvan4. The 95% confidence
interval is (0.0007, 0.0127), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0068.
Therefore, the ensemble fE123∗ outperforms fEvan4 at a 95% significance level.
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Fig. 7 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {fEvan4} vs {fE123∗}

1.7.5 Best level-2 Learner against Bagged Base Learners

In this section, we show the results of performing the Wilcoxon test at a 95% signif-
icance level for comparing the best level-2 Learner, fE123∗ , versus the bagged versions
of the base models: Bagging-CR, Bagging-LR, Bagging-QR and Bagging-RBF. In the
next table, we observe in each of the rows that we reject the null hypothesis H0

that the average difference between the model performances is zero in favor of the
Best level-2 Learner. Under the null hypothesis, the average difference equal to zero
falls outside and to the left from each corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI).
The last column is the estimate of the average difference, which is some-where in the
middle in each of the confidence intervals.
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Model comparison Test statistic p-value Result 95% CI Avg. diff.
fE123∗ vs Bagging-CR 4.8 0.000002 Reject (0.36, 0.59) 0.47
fE123∗ vs Bagging-LR 3.5 0.0005 Reject (0.03, 0.09) 0.06
fE123∗ vs Bagging-QR 2.7 0.007 Reject (0.01, 0.13) 0.049

fE123∗ vs Bagging-RBF 2.8 0.005 Reject (0.01, 0.09) 0.046

Table 95% Wilcoxon signed-rank test results
Comparison of Best Max-Min level-2 Learner: {fE123∗}

versus Bagged level-0 Learners

1.8 Conclusion
We have empirically tested three standard stacking approaches, or level-1 en-

sembles, each composed of a combination of simple base models, for heterogeneous
stacking for regression. We have shown that the best of such ensembles performed
not as well as the best base model from the ensemble by cross-validation. We have
proposed two extensions to standard stacking approach. The first is to create an
ensemble composed of different combinations of such standard approaches, through
a two-step level-2 ensemble learning. We mentioned that the richness of structure
in such two-step level-2 ensemble learning provided the basis to compute the base
ensemble pairwise correlations, which will help us on improving the prediction ac-
curacy in the second extension. The second extension was built to systematically
generate different partitions from the current partition, and correspondingly two-step
level-2 ensembles; that along a partition correlation-based criterion, or a partition
ranking-based criterion within an heuristic algorithm allowed us to select the best
level-2 ensemble, and show that it performed better than the best of the standard
stacking approaches, and is as good as the best of the base models from the standard
stacking approaches by cross-validation. We also compared our results of best sys-
tematic level-2 ensemble learning versus three state-of-the-art methods for regression,
and found that our results performed better than two state-of-the-art methods for
regression, and it is as good as one state-of-the-art ensemble method for regression in
terms of error performance. We compared as well our results of best systematic level-
2 ensemble learning versus a vanilla standard stacking approach, or level-1 learner,
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composed of all the basic learners, and our results performed better than such vanilla
approach. Finally, we compared our results of best level-2 learner versus each of the
bagged versions of our base learners, and the results are in favor of our methodology
in each case.

As a future research to do, it is worth to mention, that the systematic way to
generate CV partitions introduced in Section 1.5.1.1 will allow us to rank them, and
reduce the size of the original CV partition by eliminating the least relevant fold, and
apply iteratively max-min rule-based Algorithm S. We are currently investigating
different stopping criterion that could prevent us from iterating the algorithm one
more time, if after the current iteration it could detect that we may not get better
prediction accuracy going into the next iteration after pruning the current partition.
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Appendix A.

DB CR LR QR RBF fE1 fE2 fE3 Rec V ar
Vineyard 1.051 0.403 0.204 0.353 0.236 0.390 0.255 43 3
Diabetes 1.227 0.390 0.315 0.408 0.332 0.516 0.432 43 3

Pollut 1.159 0.516 9.063 0.797 0.486 0.513 0.828 50 16
Mba 1.126 0.604 0.842 0.898 0.835 0.682 0.843 51 3

Elusag3v 1.158 0.418 0.252 0.624 0.277 0.390 0.256 55 3
House76 1.010 0.443 2.358 0.454 0.665 0.494 0.516 76 14
Baskba 1.009 0.639 0.629 0.585 0.630 0.644 0.571 78 5

Servo 1.109 0.720 0.508 0.406 0.548 0.422 0.433 140 3
Manager 1.004 0.688 0.745 0.727 0.703 0.688 0.730 150 3
Imports 1.000 0.190 0.551 0.249 0.185 0.205 0.227 162 16

PwLinear 1.005 0.315 0.158 0.242 0.199 0.267 0.165 168 11
Cpu 1.016 0.119 0.142 0.308 0.071 0.077 0.180 178 7

Wisconsin 1.008 1.002 24.818 1.085 0.916 0.968 1.017 194 34
L10Bearing 1.002 0.524 0.475 0.838 0.494 0.556 0.511 210 4
L50Bearing 1.002 0.376 0.293 0.652 0.301 0.398 0.319 210 4

Bodyfa 1.004 0.303 12.958 0.441 0.328 0.313 0.453 211 14
Salary 1.005 0.304 0.295 0.376 0.298 0.304 0.296 220 4

BetaDiet 1.013 0.955 1.205 0.909 0.930 0.918 0.906 315 11
BetaPlasma 1.000 0.776 1.640 0.692 0.792 0.722 0.716 315 11

RetDiet 1.008 1.046 0.963 0.834 0.949 0.895 0.834 315 11
AutoMpg 1.000 0.216 0.166 0.202 0.163 0.183 0.161 329 8

HouseB 1.013 0.216 0.149 0.255 0.142 0.211 0.163 425 14
Sensor 1.000 1.054 0.999 1.050 0.924 1.016 0.929 483 12

NO2 1.003 0.549 0.432 0.526 0.473 0.481 0.433 500 8
PM10 1.009 0.847 0.781 0.795 0.774 0.771 0.752 500 8
Wages 1.000 0.907 1.022 0.941 0.902 0.897 0.933 534 11
Strikes 1.044 0.831 0.926 0.805 0.792 0.782 0.775 625 7
Kuiper 1.022 0.530 0.506 0.395 0.505 0.397 0.408 804 8

Concrete 0.203 0.400 0.200 0.522 0.203 0.400 0.203 865 9
Solar Flares 1.024 0.957 0.985 1.040 0.942 0.942 1.011 1066 8

Average 1.008 0.575 2.153 0.614 0.533 0.548 0.542

Table 1 Normalized Mean Square Errors
level-0 Learners: {CR}, {LR},{QR}, {RBF} and level-1 Learners: {fE1}, {fE2},

{fE3}
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DB fE1230 fE1231 fE1232 fE1233 fE1234 fE1235 Rule Rec. V ar.
Vineyard 0.257 0.306 0.344 0.404 0.398 0.238 AR-L2 43 3
Diabetes 0.332 0.393 0.367 0.333 0.553 0.511 NA 43 3

Pollut 0.513 0.551 0.665 0.538 0.749 0.488 AR-L2 50 16
Mba 0.836 0.832 0.857 0.841 .780 0.820 AR-L3 51 3

Elusag3v 0.277 0.302 0.251 0.302 0.302 0.303 AR-L2 55 3
House76 0.494 0.523 0.554 0.590 0.466 0.572 AR-L2 76 14
Baskba 0.630 0.627 0.593 0.602 0.591 0.647 NA 78 5

Servo 0.455 0.456 0.437 0.459 0.458 0.475 AR-L2 140 3
Manager 0.701 0.694 0.710 0.674 0.706 0.722 AR-L2 150 3
Imports 0.203 0.211 0.202 0.210 0.192 0.155 NA 162 16

PwLinear 0.187 0.201 0.196 0.204 0.211 0.219 MED 168 11
Cpu 0.077 0.119 0.060 0.138 0.093 0.066 AR-L2 178 7

Wisconsin 0.965 0.960 0.992 0.938 0.964 0.904 AR-L3 194 34
L10Bearing 0.521 0.522 0.549 0.506 0.498 0.501 AR-L2 210 4
L50Bearing 0.320 0.308 0.317 0.312 0.323 0.308 AR-L2 210 4

Bodyfa 0.322 0.315 0.318 0.313 0.359 0.336 AR-L3 211 14
Salary 0.298 0.304 0.301 0.298 0.299 0.299 NA 220 4

RetDiet 0.895 0.957 0.934 0.885 0.865 0.873 AR-L2 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.751 0.687 0.732 0.750 0.766 0.704 AR-L2 315 11

BetaDiet 0.918 0.906 0.922 0.915 0.926 0.922 MED 315 11
AutoMpg 0.160 0.160 0.170 0.162 0.180 0.175 AR-L2 329 8

HouseB 0.151 0.135 0.163 0.180 0.144 0.159 MED 425 14
Sensor 0.929 0.927 0.924 0.918 0.925 0.917 MED 483 12
PM10 0.753 0.735 0.750 0.750 0.742 0.717 AR-L2 500 8
NO2 0.451 0.467 0.472 0.488 0.453 0.458 MED 500 8

Wages 0.902 0.896 0.882 0.887 0.869 0.881 MED 534 11
Strikes 0.782 0.775 0.783 0.784 0.788 0.781 MED 625 7
Kuiper 0.408 0.408 0.411 0.387 0.406 0.433 AR-L2 804 8

Concrete 0.203 0.204 0.203 0.206 0.206 0.204 MED 865 9
Solar Flares 0.942 0.947 0.944 0.941 0.941 0.959 AR-L2 1066 8

Table 2 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Systematic Generation of training sub-samples

First Iteration of algorithm
Results for {fE1230}, {fE1231}, {fE1232}, {fE1233}, {fE1234} and {fE1235}
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DB fE∗ fE123∗ Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.236 0.257 43 3
Diabetes 0.332 0.332 43 3

Pollut 0.486 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.835 0.820 51 3

Elusag3v 0.277 0.302 55 3
House76 0.665 0.494 76 14
Baskba 0.630 0.630 78 5

Servo 0.548 0.458 140 3
Manager 0.703 0.674 150 3
Imports 0.185 0.203 162 16

PwLinear 0.199 0.196 168 11
Cpu 0.071 0.066 178 7

Wisconsin 0.916 0.960 194 34
L10Bearing 0.494 0.521 210 4
L50Bearing 0.301 0.308 210 4

Bodyfa 0.328 0.313 211 14
Salary 0.298 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.949 0.865 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.792 0.750 315 11

BetaDiet 0.930 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.163 0.160 329 8

HouseB 0.142 0.135 425 14
Sensor 0.924 0.918 483 12
PM10 0.774 0.735 500 8

NO2 0.473 0.458 500 8
Wages 0.902 0.882 534 11
Strikes 0.792 0.783 625 7
Kuiper 0.505 0.411 804 8

Concrete 0.203 0.203 865 9
Solar Flares 0.942 0.941 1066 8

Table 3 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Comparison of Best Max-Min level-2 Learner

versus Best level-1 Learner:
{fE123∗} vs {fE∗}
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Chapter 2

Pareto Systematic Ensemble
Learning for Regression

Résumé

In this chapter we build two extensions to systematic ensemble learning,
In the first extension, we formulate a multi-objective optimization model
using a partition decision matrix built on correlations between level-1 learn-
ers, in order to get a subset of Pareto non-dominated partitions from which
to build an optimized level-2 learner. Next, using a basic Pareto rule-based
algorithm, instead of the max-min rule-based algorithm, we select a compro-
mised solution, among the set of Pareto non-dominated partitions, on which
to make the final prediction. In order to support such selection an a posterior
selection is used based on a reference point method, along with some simple
rules. We next propose an iterative procedure within a performance-based
Pareto algorithm to discard more than one partition and thus provide much
more cross-validated level-1 learners, and corresponding non-dominated par-
tition subsets. Then, a couple of performance-based Pareto criteria allow us
to compare two consecutive iterations of such algorithm, and corresponding
Pareto non-dominated partition subsets, and determine whether the current
iteration could bring improvements in terms of error performance versus the
previous iteration. We provide comparisons on 30 databases for regression
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versus three state-of-the art algorithms, and provide detailed comparisons to
assess each of the contributions, usage of a Pareto criterion to select cross-
validation partitions and the Pareto-based stopping rule for the iterative
process, and to confirm that the use of the full methodology improves upon
the state of the art among regression predictors.

Commentaires

The paper in this chapter is going to be submitted to either the Journal
of Machine Learning Research, or the Journal of Artificial Intelligence Re-
search. It is the second main contribution of this thesis. We introduce
performance-based Pareto systematic ensemble learning for regression prob-
lems, which extends systematic ensemble learning stacking in a couple of
ways. The first way, it is basic Pareto ensemble learning, and the second
way is performance-based Pareto ensemble learning, which is an iterative
procedure. The last extension constitutes a new state-of-the-art ensemble
algorithm for regression, which improves the results of systematic ensemble
learning. I have written most of this paper co-authored with Jean-Pierre
Dussault. I have designed most of the methods, and developed its im-
plementation, as well as the testing of the results under the supervision
of Jean-Pierre Dussault. Jean-Pierre Dussault suggested the idea to use
Pareto-based dominance concept to compare individual partitions. I came
up with the idea about how to compare subsets of non-dominated parti-
tions using Perfomance-based Pareto criteria. Jean-Pierre Dussault also has
raised with his reviews, guidance and comments the quality of the written
text, understanding of the algorithms, and results.
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Abstract

In this paper we introduce two extensions, or enhancements to the sys-
tematic ensemble learning work from Chapter 1. First, we present a basic
Pareto rule-based ensemble selection algorithm, instead of the max-min rule-
based algorithm, to select using a median reference point method as an a
posteriori selection, a compromised solution among the set of Pareto non-
dominated alternatives or ensembles, on which to make the final prediction
within the systematic ensemble learning. The Pareto-based rules introduced
are simpler, more principled, and get as good a prediction accuracy as the
results the same authors have gotten with the heuristic max-min based rules.
Second, we present a performance-based Pareto criterion that allows us to
compare two consecutive iterations of the algorithm, or corresponding two
Pareto non-dominated alternative sets, and decide whether the current it-
eration could bring improvements in error performance versus the previous
iteration. We show, based on experimental results over a broad range of
datasets, the effectiveness of this second enhancement, which performs bet-
ter than a stacking approach, or vanilla level-1 learner, composed of all base
learners used in this paper, and is as good as the oracle of databases, which
has the best base model selected by cross-validation for each data set. The
second extension performs also better that three state-of-the-art methods
for regression. Finally, we compared favorably our results versus each of the
bagged versions of our base learners.
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2.1 Introduction

In ensemble learning, the overproduce and choose method (Roli et al., 2001) has
been an increasingly active research area for both classification and regression prob-
lems (Dos Santos et al., 2008a), (Smetek and Trawiński, 2011). It consists of three
steps; ensemble generation, ensemble pruning, and ensemble integration or selection.
An important feature of the selection of an optimal system is to overproduce the com-
ponents of the ensemble, by having a diverse set of classifiers or regressors. In this
generation phase, many classifiers are fitted on the training data, using different al-
gorithms, learning parameters, feature subsets or re-samplings of the dataset. Then,
in the pruning part an optimal subset is chosen for the final ensemble (Partridge
and Yates, 1996),(Cordón and Quirin, 2010); optimal in the sense that all pruning
methods reduce the size of the ensemble in order to try to improve its prediction ac-
curacy while keeping a diverse and accurate subset of classifiers or regressors. Among
such recent pruning approaches for classification we can find for example ensemble
pruning via semi-definite programming (Dos Santos et al., 2008b), and for regression
problems pruning in ordered bagging ensembles (Martınez-Munoz and Suárez, 2006).
Aldave and Dussault (2014) provided a generation mechanism, which creates not base
learners, classifiers or regressors as components of the ensemble, as the methods re-
ferred above, but it goes beyond that by generating ensemble of ensembles, within the
framework of systematic level-2 ensemble learning. This is achieved through system-
atically generating different CV partitions out of the original CV partition. Then,
after this step, they choose one of those ensembles using a max-min rule-based algo-
rithm. It should be emphasized that each of such ensembles is composed of ensembles
with different combinations of base learners, all having the same number of ensemble
elements. The diversity comes from the different training partitions on which such
ensembles are learned or fitted.

The setting of the approximation for regression we are considering is in the con-
text of supervised learning: Given an historical dataset U with N training samples
(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N , where y = f ∗(x) + ε, and ε is an stochastic error, the task is to
approximate the unknown function f ∗ by f , so we fit a model f(x, θ) to the training
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data by minimizing the square error

θ̂ = arg min
θ

∑
(yn − f(xn, θ))2. (2.1)

Interested readers can consult Gentle (2002) and Berthold and Hand (1999) for
a deeper discussion about this topic. The aim of this work is to approximate the
unknown function f ∗(x) using a linear combination of base learners, or learning algo-
rithms. So, instead of a single estimator f we have a collection of them; f1, f2, ..., fJ0 .
We then learned each individual f̂j0(x) = fj0(x, θ̂) model separately using the error
function in Equation (2.1) on the training samples. Once this is achieved, the outputs
of the learned models are combined resulting in an approximating ensemble function
f̃(x):

f̃(x, α) =
∑
j0

αj0 f̂j0(x),

where αj0 ≥ 0 for j0 = 1, 2, ..., J0,
∑

j0 αj0 = 1, and are independent of x.
The above function may be used to make predictions of y0 = f ∗(x0) + ε for a new

instance x0. There are different ways to determine the α weight vector. In Section
2.3.1.1 we introduce the way we are going to calculate it in this paper.

The expected error of f̃(x0), or Mean Square Error (MSE), is defined as

MSE(f̃(x0)) = E[(y0 − f̃(x0))2].

The MSE can be used to measure the generalization error of a predictor on new
instances, and can be decomposed as the sum of two prediction errors (Yu et al.,
2006), the variance, V ar(f̃(x0)), or spread of f̃(x0) around its average prediction,
f̄(x) = E[f̃(x0)], and the square of the bias, Bias2(f̃(x0)), or amount by which the
average prediction of f̃(x0) differs from f∗(x0).

MSE(f̃(x0)) = V ar(f̃(x0)) + Bias2(f̃(x0)) = E[(f̃(x0) − f̄(x0))2] + [f̄(x0) −
f ∗(x0)]2.

This is known as the bias-variance decomposition. The variance term can be
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further decomposed for an ensemble as follows (Yu et al., 2006) :

V ar(f̃(x0)) = E[(f̃(x0) − f̄(x0))2] = E[(f̃(x0) − E(f̃(x0)))
2] =

J0∑
j0=1

α2
j0(E[f 2

j0(x0)] − E2[fj0(x0)])+

2
∑

j0<k0

αj0αk0(E[fj0(x0)fk0(x0)] − E[fj0(x0)]E[fk0(x0)]).

(2.2)

The expectation operator is taken with respect to the historical, or training dataset
U . The αj0 and αk0 are deterministic, or constants in our case, so they can be pulled
out of the expectation. The first sum contains the lower limit of the ensemble variance,
which is the weighted mean of the variance of ensemble members. The second sum
contains the cross terms of the ensemble members, which disappears if the models
are completely uncorrelated (Krogh and Sollich, 1997).

According to the principle of the above bias-variance trade-off, an ensemble con-
sisting of diverse models with much disagreement is more likely to have a good gen-
eralization performance (Yu et al., 2006). So, how to generate diverse models is very
important. For example, for neural networks, Lai et al. (2006) suggest to initialize
different weights for each neural network models, training neural networks with dif-
ferent training subsets, etc.. In our work, the main driver to achieve that purpose
will be to inject a diversity mechanism into the cross-validation procedure, which will
generate new partitions on which corresponding ensembles will be trained. We will
then select a partition, or ensemble where the correlation between their base com-
ponents satisfies a Pareto-based criterion, which is intended to have an effect in the
second sum of Equation (2.2) to lower the variance.

In Section 2.2, we briefly review state-of-the art related to ensemble pruning.
In Section 2.3.1, we introduce the methodology of Pareto-based systematic ensem-

ble learning. In order to improve natural simple regression models such as low level
polynomial models or radial basis models, we propose to combine J0 such basic level-0
learners into J1 groups by using cross-validation on our training set. Cross-validation
consists in splitting the training set into a partition of K subsets to ”validate” a
predictor by applying it to one “pseudo validation” subset after fitting it on the re-
maining K − 1 “pseudo-training” subsets. Then, using standard stacking approach
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K different splits between pseudo-validation and pseudo-training are averaged out in
an optimization process for each of the J1 combination of some of the J0 basic learn-
ers. Each level-1 learner will be optimized according to Equation (2.3) in this paper.
Actually, each level-1 learner is a convex combination of a subset of the J0 level-0
learners and the optimization consists in computing an optimal coefficient vector α

for the convex combination involving the relevant level-0 learners. This strategy is
hereafter referred to as CV 0 for Cross-Validation.

Following Aldave and Dussault (2014), we next propose to eventually use only a
part of the data, hopefully discarding a “bad” subset, to generate much more cross-
validation splittings: we allow to leave out one, the mth, of the subsets and split
the remaining ones as above. For each m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, CV m refers to the same
optimization process as described above but from a diminished dataset where the
mth partition has been removed. CV 0 is the dataset from which no partition is
removed.

While computing the J1 (optimal) level-1 learners using K + 1 distinct cross-
validation set-ups, we gather some statistics, to be described in detail in next para-
graph, on the different CV m partitions, which we now propose to exploit in order to
build a level-2 predictor. We will put such collected information in a partition deci-
sion matrix to propose a multi-objective model allowing to select the best value m∗

using a basic Pareto rule-based algorithm, and build corresponding level-2 optimized
learner from the Equation (2.6) in this paper. This process is described in Algorithm
P in Section 2.3.2. Actually, Algorithm P may be viewed as an alternative to Al-
gorithm S in Aldave and Dussault (2014). Algorithm P is at least as performing as
algorithm S, and moreover yields further refinements from an iterative generalization
of the process described above.

Among the statistics we collect are all error correlations between a pair of level-1
learner predictors from the set of J1 level-1 learners for the different CV m partitions.
So, each CV m partition is represented by a vector of corresponding error correlations.
Then, each row in the decision matrix corresponds to one of such vectors, which can
be used to measure the performance of CV m partitions, and by using Pareto filtering
in Algorithm P we can get the subset of non-dominated partitions from which we are
going to select one.
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We next describe, see Section 2.3.3 for more details, an iterative procedure in
Algorithm PIP to discard more than one partition (again hopefully bad partitions)
and thus provide much more cross-validated level-1 learners in each iteration, and
corresponding non-dominated subsets. We need then some criterion to compare non-
dominated subsets of partitions between two consecutive iterations. This is where, we
construct two performance-based Pareto criteria within Algorithm PIP , on which we
next base a stopping rule for the iterative process. All those heuristic considerations
are designed to enhance as much as possible the generalization of the model, hopefully
avoiding over-fitting and outliers.

In order to validate our heuristic methodology, we provide comparisons on 30
databases for regression. In Section 2.4, the experimental set-up is described for the
comparison of our methodology, and three state-of-the art algorithms. In Section
2.5, we will provide detailed comparisons to assess each of the contributions, use of
a Pareto criterion to select cross-validation partitions and the pareto-based stopping
rule for the iterative process, and to confirm that the use of the full methodology
improves upon the state of the art among regression predictors.

The main contributions of the present paper are

1. provide a Pareto based mechanism to select one among the CV m partitions on
which relies an optimized level-2 learner;

2. generalize the “partition removal” mechanism into an iterative procedure;

3. provide a stopping criterion (based on Pareto concepts) for the iterative proce-
dure above;

4. confirm that the resulting methodology claims the state of the art status in
regression prediction.

2.2 State of the Art
In ensemble learning the generation mechanism is a key aspect in improving the

performance through its diversity creation; considering different algorithms, learning
parameters, feature subsets or re-samplings of the dataset. In the subsequent steps
of ensemble learning: pruning and selection, this methodology tries to get a subset of
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classifiers or regressors, which are diverse and with high prediction accuracy to com-
pose the final ensemble. Zhou (2012) regards ensemble pruning and selection under
the same umbrella, and called them simply ensemble pruning. Among the most re-
cent pruning methods for classification problems, we can find Pareto analysis, which is
used for the selection of ensemble classifiers (Dos Santos et al., 2008b), and ensemble
pruning via semi-definite programming (Zhang et al., 2006). For regression problems,
we can find pruning in ordered regression bagging ensembles (Martınez-Munoz and
Suárez, 2006), and combining bagging, boosting and random subspace ensembles for
regression (Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos, 2012). It should be mentioned again that
all these methods prune either base learners, classifiers or regressors to end up with
a subset of them to compose the final ensemble. In our work using our Pareto-based
systematic ensemble learning, and a Pareto criterion, what we prune is the partition
set, not individual ensembles, to get a subset of Pareto non-dominated partitions.
Then, using another criterion based on a reference point method, and a set of rules,
we select one of such non-dominated partitions, on which to make the final prediction.
We go even a step further by making this process iterative to try to improve even
more the prediction accuracy by comparing two different non-dominated partition
sets corresponding to different iterations of the algorithm using another Pareto-based
criterion for such comparison and determine whether the new iteration could bring
an additional improvement in error performance. On the other hand, among state-
of-the-art software for data mining and machine learning applications we can find
Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) (Hall et al., 2009). In Bańczyk et al. (2011) they
employed 17 learners from such software tool to create bagging ensembles to see
how they improve the performance of models in comparison to base learners for a
regression problem. They found that eight of the bagging ensembles, based on Con-
junctiveRule, DecisionStump, DecisionTable, M5P, M5Rules, MultilayerPerceptron,
LWL, RBFNetwork learners respectively, had better performance. Our results are
better than a standard stacking approach, or vanilla level-1 learner, composed of all
four basic learners used in this paper. We also compare our methodology against
three state-of-the-art algorithms with excellent results in our favor, where two of such
three methods come from Weka. Finally, our results are better than the bagged ver-
sions of the four basic learners. We give complete details in Section 2.4, and Section
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2.5.

2.3 Pareto rule-based Selection of CV Partition

The motivation behind using a Pareto-based criterion to make the ensemble selec-
tion for prediction, is to have a simpler and more effective reduced set of rules than
the heuristic max-min based rule criterion, and to achieve at least the same error per-
formance reported there. ln Section 2.3.1 we introduce some concepts that we need to
define our Pareto-based systematic ensemble learning based on Pareto multi-criteria
optimization problem. The above will be used in Section 2.3.2 through Algorithm
P : Pareto rule-based systematic ensemble learning for ensemble selection. In Section
2.3.3, we introduce Algorithm PIP with the aim to make iterative such Pareto-based
systematic ensemble learning with the aim to improve more the prediction accuracy.

2.3.1 Pareto-based Systematic Ensemble Learning

In our initial K-fold CV we split the original historical dataset L into a partition
of the following disjoint folds Lk with k = 1, ..., K to have Kvalidation folds on which
to validate a model. Then, we build K learning or training subsets, on which a model
can be trained, by subtracting K times one fold Lk out of L. The above splitting
results in the original CV 0 partition.

We propose to generate different subsets of learning datasets by taking out one fold
from the training sets of CV 0. The method proposed next generates only M = K new
different CV partitions in an orderly way. It should be noted that for the systematic
procedure the number of partitions M coincides with K, the number of folds, i.e.,
M = K.

For some m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, the partition set for a new systematically generated
CV m partition is created by leaving out the m-th subset and splitting the remaining
ones as we explained above. So, the training datasets of CV m have a diminished
fold where the m-th fold has been removed. The validation folds of CV m remain the
same as the ones in CV 0 the original partition. The interested reader can consult
the paper of the authors Aldave and Dussault (2014) for more details about the
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systematic generation of partitions.

2.3.1.1 Systematic level-1 Ensemble Learning

In order to improve the predictions of low level polynomial regression models, or
radial basis model we propose to combine J0 level-0 models into J1 groups by using
cross-validation. The J0 = 4 level-0 learning algorithms we consider in this work are
three versions of linear regression, and a fourth learning algorithm which can be seen
as a type of non-linear regression.

Let f1, f2, ..., fJ0 be the set of J0 learned base learners of corresponding J0 different
learning algorithms trained on a dataset L. Next, we will define the prediction models
that we use as first level-0 learners. It is worth to mention that the methodology
developed in this paper can work with any number J0 of different base learners.
For the learned level-0 learner of Constant Regression (CR), or naive regression,
f1(x, θ) = θ0, in which the best value for the constant as the predictor is presumable
the simple average value of the dependent variable in the training set, i.e., CR =
f1(x, θ) = θ0 = 1

n

∑
xn. Second, we would like to improve on the naive predictive

model, and formulate a learned Linear Regression model (LR) on a training dataset,
we have in total I + 1 terms, corresponding to I single terms plus the constant
term, i.e., LR = f2(x, θ) = θ0 + ∑I

i=1 xiθi = θ0 + θ1
tx, , where x and θ1 are

both vectors. Third, we formulate a learned Quadratic Polynomial Regression model
(QR) on a training dataset, where we include I single terms corresponding to I

independent variables, I quadratic terms corresponding to the squared independent
variables, as well as I(I − 1)/2 cross terms plus one term for the constant term. Let
QR = f3(x, θ) = θ0 + θt

1x + 1
2xtΘ3x be the matrix representation of the quadratic

polynomial, where x and θ1 are both vectors, and Θ3 is a symmetric matrix. We are
going to introduce a fourth learned level-0 learner trained on a training dataset known
as Radial Basis Function Networks (RBF ). From now on, we will denote f1 same as
CR, i.e., f1 ← CR. In the same way we define f2 as f2 ← LR, f3 as f3 ← QR, and
f4 as f4 ← RBF .

We will be considering radial basis function networks as one type of radial basis
model, which can be considered as a statistical model for non-parametric regression.
Given the set of N training points Z = (yn, xn) where n = 1, .., N and dim(xn) = I.
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In order to obtain a radial basis function approximation of the set Z, a model f of
the form

f(x, θ) = θ0 +
N∑

n=1
θnφn(||x − xn||) =

N∑
n=0

θnφn(||x − xn||).

where φn(||x−xn||) = φn(rn) and rn is the radial distance between x and xn, is fitted
to the data by standard least squares optimization of the error function in Equation
(2.1). The points xn are considered as the centers of the radial basis functions,
where we estimate a fixed number of centers M where M < N . In our work an
optimal number of centers is calculated by splitting the historical data in training
and validation parts. This will give us the number of radial basis functions of the
model. Other parameter that is estimated in this part is the spread parameter σ which
play a role in the gaussian and multi-quadratic models. We use k-means clustering
for estimation of centers and σ’s, where the input variables were standardized before
performing k-means algorithm.

We introduce briefly now the standard stacking approaches, or level-1 learning,
which are based on different combinations of J0 level-0 learners.

As we already mentioned, in this work J0 = 4, so, we estimate learned constant
regression f1, linear regression f2, and quadratic regression f3 on the training sets
of a K-fold CV . The first one is just the average value taken on the dependent
variable values. The last two are calculated from regression by minimizing the sum
of squares obtaining a Truncated SVD (TSV D) mean square solution θ̂tsvd (Hansen,
1990). This solution is showed next, but, let us mention first that the exact mean
square solution θ̂ls, please see Hansen (1990) for details of its derivation and the
concepts involved, can be expressed in terms of the singular value decomposition
(SV D) as θ̂ls = ∑n

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, where σi with i = 1, 2, ..., n are the singular values with

the following property σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σn ≥ 0. One approach to damp the effects
of dividing by small singular values is simply discard all SVD components that are
dominated by noise, typically the ones for indices i above a certain parameter k. The
resulting method is referred as TSVD method, and it reduces to compute a solution
given as θ̂tsvd = ∑k

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, with k < n. The value of the parameter k is chosen

to be in the interval [σn, σ1]. It should be mention that the value of the positive
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integer k in our work chosen as a truncation parameter is k = �1.48323969e − 09σ1�
in order to cut-off singular values. We then compute the predictions of each based
model on the validation folds of a K-fold CV . We have the following level-0 learners
f1, f2, . . . , fJ0−1, fJ0 .

We define a learning ensemble fEj1
as a convex combination of a subset of J0 level-

0 learners, particularly in this work such subsets consist of different combinations of
J0 − 1 base learners taken from set {f1, f2, . . . , fJ0−1, fJ0}. The weights of each level-
1 learner is optimized through a K-fold cross-validation (CV ). We use a stacked
generalization procedure to determine the optimal coefficient vector α for the convex
combination involving the relevant level-0 learners.

The Optimal Weight level-1 Learning from CV m partition is defined as:

— Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV m.

min
α

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j0

αj0fkm
j0 (xn, θ̂))2, (2.3)

s.t.
∑
j0

αj0 = 1,

α ≥ 0.

Let xn ∈ Lk, and zm
j0n denote the predictions of J0 − 1 level-0 learners on xn on the

k-th fold of CV m, i.e., zm
j0n = f̂km

j0 (xn) = fkm
j0 (xn, θ̂).

From Equation (2.3), the level − 1 data collected for example from the pre-
dictions of the first J0 − 1 level-0 learners across the K-folds of CV m consists of
{(yn, (zm

1n, zm
2n, ..., zm

J0−1n)), n = 1, ..., N}.

Again for J0 = 4 the approximation f̂E1 for a new x based for the set of base
models in {f1, f2, fJ0−1} on optimal weight vector α̂m for a given CV m is

f̂m
E1(x) = fm

E1(x, α̂1)
= α̂11f̂

m
1 (x) + α̂12f̂

m
2 (x) + α̂1J0−1 f̂m

J0−1(x)
= α̂11f

m
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂12f

m
2 (x, θ̂) + α̂1J0−1fm

J0−1(x, θ̂),

(2.4)
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where the optimal θ̂ weight vectors of models fj0 , j0 = 1, 2, . . . J0−1 in Equation (2.4)
are estimated based on L the whole historical data, and the weight vector α1 is
estimated using Equation (2.3) for a given CV m. Each of the above base models has
its own vector θ of parameters, but we are not going to distinguish them with an
index in order to simplify the notation.

In the above equation we have denoted with an index m the dependency on a
given CV m partition of level-1 learner f̂m

E1.
As a result of the fourth base learner f̂4, RBF , we consider two additional standard

approaches fE2(x, α2), and fE3(x, α3), such that for a prediction of a new observation
x based on corresponding optimal weights α̂1 and α̂2 we have:

f̂m
E2(x) = fm

E2(x, α̂2)
= α̂21f̂

m
1 (x) + α̂22f̂

m
2 (x) + α̂2J0 f̂m

J0(x)
= α̂21f

m
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂22f

m
2 (x, θ̂) + α̂2J0fm

J0(x, θ̂),

f̂m
E3(x) = fm

E3(x, α̂3))
= α̂31f̂

m
1 (x) + α̂3J0−1f̂

m
J0−1)

(x) + α̂3J0 f̂m
J0(x)

= α̂31f
m
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂3J0−1f

m
J0−1(x, θ̂) + α̂3J0fm

J0(x, θ̂).

It should be emphasized that the ensembles fE2, and fE3 are convex combinations
of base learners in the sets of {f1, f2, fJ0}, and {f1, fJ0−1, fJ0}, respectively. For the
generation of the above ensemble learners we are keeping f1 in each of the possible
combinations of the generated ensembles.Therefore, all possible combinations of the
remaining three level-0 learners taken two at a time makes a total of J1 = 3 level-1
learners: fE1, fE2 and fE3.

2.3.1.2 Systematic two-step level-2 Ensemble Learning

While computing the optimal level-1 learners we can compute some statistics on
the different CV m partitions, as we explain in the next section, that we propose to
exploit and build a level-2 predictor to improve the prediction error in comparison to
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the level-1 predictors. We suggest to apply the same K−fold CV procedure on this
set of optimal level-1 learners fE1(x, α̂1), fE2(x, α̂2) and fE3(x, α̂3) to determine the
corresponding set of weights β1, β2, and β3, for fE1, fE2 and fE3 respectively.

Therefore, the set of weight vectors α and β were obtained running two sepa-
rated but iterative optimizations which we call first step and second step of learning
respectively.

Given the partition set of corresponding generated partition CV m, we have the
following formulation of two-step ensemble learning:

— Given a dataset L = {(yn, xn), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV m.

min
β

∑
k

∑
(yn,xn)εLk

(yn − ∑
j1

βj1fkm
Ej1(xn, α̂j1)2, (2.5)

s.t.
∑
j1

βj1 = 1,

β ≥ 0.

Let xn ∈ Lk, and zm
Ej1n

denote the predictions of J1 level-1 learners on xn on the
k-th fold of CV m, i.e., zm

Ej1 n = f̂km
Ej1

(xn) = fkm
Ej1

(xn, α̂j1). From Equation (2.5), the
level-2 data collected from the predictions of the J1 level-1 learners along with the
actual values yn across the K-folds of CV m consists of {(yn, (zm

E1n, zm
E2n, ..., zm

EJ1 n)), n =
1, ..., N}.

We denote the level-2 ensemble learner based on weight vector βm, for predictions
of a new data x on hold-out dataset, given CV m as

f̂m
EE(x) = fm

EE(x, β̂)
= β̂1f̂

m
E1(x) + β̂2f̂

m
E2(x) + ... + β̂J1 f̂m

EJ1
(x)

= β̂1f
m
E1(x, α̂1) + β̂2f

m
E2(x, α̂2) + ... + β̂J1fm

EJ1
(x, α̂3).

(2.6)

As a result of this, and in addition to the original CV partition we have the
following M level-2 learners fm

EE; m = 1, 2, ..., M , fitted on the training datasets of
CV m; m = 1, 2, ..., M , respectively.
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In order to summarize the method of two-step level-2 learning, let us emphasize
that fEEm or, level-2 learner, and the level-1 learners, fm

Ej1 with j1 = 1, 2, ..., J1 in
Equation (2.6), depend on a CV m partition. This is true because, the weight vector
βm for fEEm or, level-2 learner, present in Equation (2.6) is estimated based on
optimizing a convex combination of level-1 learners given a CV m partition using level-
2 data in Equation (2.5). The same happens for the optimal weight vector α̂j1 , for
j1 = 1, 2, ..., J1, corresponding to a parameter for each level-1 learner approximation,
fkm

Ej1(xn, α̂j1) with j1 = 1, 2, ..., J1 in Equation (2.5), which was estimated previously
by optimizing a convex combination of level-0 learners in Equation (2.3) using level-1
data: fkm

ij1
(xn, θ̂), along with actual values yn. For J1 = 3, J0 = 4, and j1 = 1 the

index i1 takes values in set {1, 2, 3} corresponding to base learners in fE1. On the
other hand, for j1 = 2, index i2 takes values across set {1, 2, 4} corresponding to base
learners in fE2, and for j1 = 3, index i3 takes values in set {1, 3, 4} corresponding to
base learners in fE3.

Therefore, the way we combine the level-1 learners in Equation (2.6) depends on
the weights obtained in partition CV m, which is independent from the learners being
estimated in the whole partition CV when predicting a new instance in a hold-out
dataset.

2.3.1.3 Pareto Multi-criteria Decision Making Formulation within level-2
Ensemble Learning

We are going to collect statistics after using the level-2 input data to compute the
optimal level-1 learners in Equation (2.5). Then, the predictions of J1 level-1 learners
collected from each of the K validation folds of CV m are used along with the actual
values to define the error matrix as

DCV m = (dm
1 , dm

2 , ..., dm
J1) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

dm
11 dm

12 . . . dm
1J1

dm
21 dm

22 . . . dm
2J1

... ... . . . ...
dm

N1 dm
N2 . . . dm

NJ1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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where each element in DCV m is defined as dm
nj1 = yn −zm

Ej1n
; j1 = 1, ..., J1, n = 1, ..., N,

and (yn, xn) ∈ Lk for k = 1, ..., K.

The elements in j1-th column from matrix DCV m represent the errors made by j1-th
level-1 learner across the K-folds or validation sets of CV m partition, where j1 =
1, ..., J1. The number of different pairwise error correlations between the J1 level-1
learners, or columns is

(
J1
2

)
= J1∗(J1−1)

2 . Then, we define the correlation error vector
of partition CV m as g.m containing Q = J1∗(J1−1)

2 criteria, or elements, where

g.m = (g1m, g2m, ..., gQm) = (gqm)q=1,2,...,Q = (g1(CV m), g2(CV m), ..., gQ(CV m))
(2.7)

In equation (2.7) we are mapping a partition CV m in the feasible search region, to
an alternative g.m in the criterion space. We will use gq(g.m) for gq(CV m), and
we say from now on that element gqm = gq(g.m) in g.m measures the performance
of alternative g.m on criterion gq, for q = 1, 2, ..., Q, and corresponds to an error
correlation function between a pair of ensemble, or level-1 learner predictors, fEj and
fEl with 1 ≤ j < l ≤ J . In this way we evaluate the quality of alternative g.m, or
corresponding partition CV m.

We can build the following decision matrix G for the systematic generation case,
where we have M + 1 different alternatives, g.m with m = 0, 1, ..., M , and M = K

is the number of folds :

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

g1 g2 . . . gQ

g.0 g10 g20 . . . gQ0

g.1 g11 g21 . . . gQ1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

g.M g1M g2M . . . gQM

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The decision matrix G can also be represented as G = {g.0, g.1, g.2, ..., g.M},
i.e., a set of alternatives. We are now able to formulate a multi-criteria decision
making problem based on the decision matrix G information. The objective is to
minimize the components of a function vector g(g.) = (g1(g.), g2(g.), ..., gQ(g.)),
where g. is an alternative from G. The vector components are criterion functions
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g1(g.), g2(g.), ..., gQ(g.), where gq(g.) with q = 1, 2, ..., Q, measure the performance
of each alternative g. in G.

min
g.

g(g.),

s.t. g. ∈ G.

In multi-criteria decision making we have a set of objective functions to be opti-
mized at the same time, where usually objectives conflict to each other, and trade-offs
between the objectives has to be made. The resulting solution set is incomparable,
and are found using Pareto optimality concepts (Deb et al., 2001). In the case, that
one solution improves a second solution in one or more objectives, and such second
solution improves first solution in one or more objectives, then both solutions are
called incomparable.

In our work, the components, objective functions, or criteria, of an alternative
g.m in G, are the prediction error correlations between all pairs of level-1 learner
predictors. When comparing two different alternatives, for example g.1 and g.2, we
should keep in mind that the level-1 learners are trained in corresponding CV 1, and
CV 2 partitions, whose training subsets are different by the design of systematic CV

partition generation, and might expect that these two alternatives can be incompara-
ble. In other words, alternative g.1 can have one or more prediction error correlations
which are lower than corresponding correlations in alternative g.2, and alternative g.2

can have one, or more error correlations which are lower than corresponding correla-
tions in alternative g.1. Our problem, is then suitable for a multi-criteria formulation
where we may end up with a subset of incomparable alternatives from G.

Definition 1 (Pareto optimal alternative set). The solution of a multi-
criteria optimization problem is to find the set of Pareto optimal alternatives BP .
Let G be a set of alternatives. A Pareto optimal alternative is defined as follows:
an alternative g.∗ ∈ G is Pareto optimal if and only if there exists no g. ∈ G such
that gq(g.) ≤ gq(g.∗) for q = 1, 2, ..., Q, with gr(g.) < gr(g.∗) for at least one r. In
other words, the alternative g.∗ is chosen as optimal, if no criterion can be improved
without deteriorating at least one of the other criterion. The alternatives g.∗ included
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in the Pareto optimal set BP are called non-dominated, and will be denoted as b.p

for p = 1, 2, ..., |BP |. A Pareto filter is a function that extracts the non-dominated
alternatives from a set of alternatives G into BP . The plot of the criteria functions
whose non-dominated alternatives are in the Pareto optimal set is called the Pareto
front.

We can build the following non-dominated decision matrix BP , where we have P

different non-dominated alternatives, b.p with p = 1, ..., |BP | = P , and b1, b2, ..., bQ

are the criteria functions:

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

b1 b2 . . . bQ

b.1 b11 b21 . . . bQ1

b.2 b12 b22 . . . bQ2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

b.|BP | b1P b2P . . . bQP

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The decision matrix BP can also be represented as BP = {b.1, b.2, b.3, ..., b.|BP |},
i.e., a set of non-dominated alternatives.

It is worth to mention, that what motivated us to consider a Pareto approach to
solve our problem was to have at the end of the process a compromised alternative,
that encompasses trade-offs between gains in prediction accuracy for one or more
components, and losses in prediction accuracy for one or more components.

Among the most frequently used approaches to solve multi-objective optimization
problems are interactive scalarization-based methods where a single Pareto optimal
solution is produced at a time based on a priori expressed trade-off preferences of
the decision maker (Miettinen, 1999), and evolutionary multiobjective optimization
(EMO) approaches (Deb et al., 2001), which produces a set of solutions, or approxima-
tion of the Pareto front, and selects one of them. In our present work , we generate
an approximation of the Pareto front, or non-dominated solutions forming the set
BP , from the set G, and use a reference point based algorithm to select one of such
non-dominated alternatives. In this paper, each solution in the non-dominated set,
is a compromised solution in the sense that its components, or correlation prediction
errors, represent trade-offs in the criteria functions, or Pareto front. This observation
is exploited in the algorithm we propose in this paper.

The reference point method (Wierzbicki, 1980; Miettinen, 1999) returns a solu-
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tion closest to a reference point, where the distance is measured in any norm in the
objective space. A reference point in the objective space for a minimization problem
is usually obtained by optimizing each objective individually, and its called an ideal
point. In our problem such point would be the row vector of column-wise minima,
b.id, obtained from BP . A continuous achievement function, or performance measure,
dist(b.p, b.id) would be defined. We can think about this distance as the penalty to
pay to reach a compromise among the criteria.

In our work, we will restrict to a reference point whose components are bigger
or equal than the corresponding components of the ideal point, i.e., b.cen ≥ b.id. In
particular for our problem, we consider as a reference point, not the ideal point, but
the median reference point, b.cen, computed as the line vector of medians column-wise
from BP . Our performance measure is the euclidean distance from a non-dominated
alternative to a median reference point, dist(b.p, b.cen). The search space is the set
of non-dominated alternatives BP . However, we do not intent to minimize such
performance measure to get the closest solution to the median reference point, as
we would get a median solution, but instead we would like to select a solution that
is at a median, or middle distance from the median reference point. The reasoning
behind the above decision is that we want a compromised solution somehow away
from the median reference point, that prevent it from having one or more of its
criteria values close to those of such median reference point. In other words, we want
to get a compromised solution that represents trade-offs between moderate gains in
prediction accuracy in one or more components, i.e., criteria with moderate reduction
in prediction error correlations, and moderate losses in prediction accuracy in one or
more components, i.e., criteria with moderate increase in prediction error correlations.
We believe that by selecting a solution at a middle distance from the median reference
point can help us to achieve it. We show this claim with experimental results obtained
across different datasets using the Algorithm P introduced in next section.

The new algorithm, we believe, is another way to overcome the problems that
Aldave and Dussault (2014) faced, where they proposed to use Algorithm S, which
among other things employed a median rule, and two outliers detection rules based
on a maximum and minimum criteria for selection of a compromised alternative with
less risk of having outliers.
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2.3.2 Pareto rule-based Partition Selection Using Ensemble
Correlation Criterion

The basis of the correlation criterion to select a particular CV partition, is to
compute for a two-step level-2 ensemble, fm

EE, or corresponding partition CV m, the
error correlation between its level-1 learner predictions f̂km

Ej1
(xn) at the end of level-1

learning, for j1 = 1, 2, ...J1, represented by criteria values of alternative g.m in G.
These criteria values, represent trade-offs between gains in prediction error accuracy
for one or more criteria, and losses in at least one criteria, and therefore quantifies
the quality of such partition, or alternative.

Next, we will describe in a high level Algorithm P . Given the set of alternatives
G, in line 1 we apply Pareto Filtering to get a set BP containing the set of non-
dominated alternatives from set G, and let |BP | be the cardinality of BP . From line
2 to line 5, we make an a posteriori selection of one of the non-dominated alternatives
based on the reference point method: b.∗p, or corresponding CV ∗p partition. In order
to do that, we first compute in line 2 a reference point b.cen, which is the line vector of
medians column-wise, so b.cen is the set of median correlations across all q-th criteria,
bq, of BP . Next in line 3, we get the distance set D containing all distances for all non-
dominated alternatives in BP from reference point b.cen, and we sort such distances
into an ordered distance set D

′ . We aim for a compromised alternative, which is not
the closer to the median reference point, but at a middle distance from it instead, as
this, we believe, have a balancing effect, where such alternative somehow away from
median reference point, is more likely to represent trade-offs between a moderate gain
in prediction accuracy in one, or more of its components, or criteria with moderately
lower prediction error correlation(s), and a moderate loss in prediction accuracy in
one or more of its components, or criteria with moderately higher prediction error
correlation(s).

From line 4 to line 5, we select alternative b.k∗ (b.∗p) that has the median distance
Dmed in D

′ from reference point. In the next step of the algorithm, line 6 to line
15, we update the selection depending on whether the |BP | is odd or even. For
the first case, when the cardinality is odd, and |BP | = 1 we go and select original
partition CV 0 for final prediction, as we believe there is not significant number of
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2.3. Pareto rule-based Selection of CV Partition

non-nominated solutions, and it is less risky to select original alternative as it has
more training samples than the other partitions. On the other hand, if the cardinality
is odd, bigger than 1, and the reference point is in the non-dominated set, while the
original alternative is not in such non-dominated set, then we select again the original
alternative. The above reasoning, is that the median reference point is actually a
non-dominated alternative, which reduces the number of alternatives to compare
against to. In addition to that, the original alternative in this case, it is not in the
set of non-dominated alternative, that might balance more the selection process, or
make it more reliable, otherwise. In line 11, if |BP | is even, bigger than 2, and
the selected alternative b.k∗ ( b.∗p) is the same as original alternative g.0 then we
switch to alternative b.k∗∗ with d(P/2+1) = dist(b.k∗∗, b.cen). This is to bring extra
diversity in the CV selection, other than original partition CV 0 , where originally
g.0 was selected with d(P/2) = dist(b.k∗, b.cen) in line 4. On the other hand, if there
are only two alternatives in BP , i.e., |BP | = 2, we update CV ∗p with original CV 0,
as both alternatives have the same distance to the reference point, and we can not
discriminate between them. Next, we give the specification of Algorithm P in terms of
its inputs, and outputs [B[t]

P , b.∗p, CV [t]∗p] ← P (M+1, Q, G). So, Algorithm P returns
Pareto set of alternatives, best alternative, and corresponding partition. Then, we
could predict with best level-2 learner f∗p

EE for a new instance x: f∗p
EE(x, β). It should

be mentioned that we are presenting first the results of the Algorithm P where we
have gotten encouraging results, as we will show in Section 2.5.1. However, as we
already pointed it out in the introduction, we will use the Pareto-based performance
criterion into Algorithm PIP to try to improve the prediction accuracy by iterating
several times Algorithm P . The above criterion will help us to determine when to
stop the iterations when iteration number t is grater than one, i.e., t > 1, in case it
could not detect any potential improvement in prediction accuracy. We present the
results when t = 2 in Sections 2.5.2, and 2.5.3.
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Algorithm P: Pareto rule-based systematic learning algorithm for ensemble selection
Require: M+1 [number of alternatives],Q [number of criteria],
Require: G is set of alternatives {g.0, g.1, g.2, ..., g.M}

{ Pareto Filtering }
1: Let BP = {b.1, b.2, ..., b.P } be the set of Pareto non-dominated alternatives from

input set G, and let |BP | be the cardinality of BP .
{ Median reference point - A Posteriori selection }

2: Compute b.cen the median reference point. b.cen = (bmed
q : q = 1, 2, ...Q) [The

median reference point where bmed
q is the median across the q-th criterion bq of

BP ]
3: Compute the set D of euclidean distances of each Pareto b.p alternative in

BP from the reference point b.cen D = {dp : dp = dist(b.p, b.cen) =√∑
q (bq(b.p) − bmed

q ) =
√∑

q (bqp − bmed
q ); p = 1, ..., P}

Sort distances in ascending order: D
′ = {d(1), d(2), ..., d(P ) : d(1) <= d(2) <=

... <= d(P )}
4: Dmed = d�P/2�
5: ∃b.k∗ ∈ BP : Dmed = dist(b.k∗, b.cen) [ i.e., b.k∗ is an alternative at median

distance]
CV ∗p ← CV k∗, b.∗p ← b.k∗ [Select CV ∗p]
{ Update selection}

6: if |BP | is odd and |BP | = 1 then
7: CV ∗p ← CV 0, b.∗p ← g.0. [Update CV ∗p with original partition]
8: else if |BP | is odd and b.cen ∈ BP and g.0 �∈ BP then
9: CV ∗p ← CV 0, b.∗p ← g.0. [Update CV ∗p with original partition]

10: end if
11: if |BP | is even and |BP | > 2 and b.∗p = g.0 then
12: ∃b.k∗∗ ∈ BP : d(P/2+1) = dist(b.k∗∗, b.cen) [ b.k∗∗ is the alternative with distance

d(P/2+1) ]
CV ∗p ← CV k∗∗, b.∗p ← b.k∗∗ [Update CV ∗p with alternative different than
original]

13: else if |BP | is even and |BP | = 2 then
14: CV ∗p ← CV 0, b.∗p ← g.0. [Update CV ∗p with original partition]
15: end if
16: return Pareto set BP , best alternative b.∗p, and corresponding CV ∗p
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2.3.3 Performance-based Pareto Systematic Ensemble Learn-
ing

This systematic way to generate CV partitions allows us to rank each of them, and
by eliminating the least relevant fold, try to improve through an iterative process, the
prediction accuracy and robustness of the two-step level-2 learning. In this section,
we introduce Algorithm PIP , which will allow us to evaluate the performance of
the non-dominated set from the current t-th iteration of such algorithm versus the
corresponding non-dominated set from the previous (t − 1)-th iteration. It must be
able to prevent us from iterating one more time the algorithm by detecting whether
it may be not getting better prediction accuracy when going into the t-th iteration.
Next, we introduce some concepts that we need to define our performance criterion.

The weakest, generally accepted assumption about the Decision Maker (DM)
preferences is that his/her utility function is compatible with the dominance relation
(Jaszkiewicz, 2001). This assumption means that the DM can limit the search for the
best compromise alternative to the set of Pareto optimal alternatives. In consequence,
when two approximations B

[t−1]
P and B

[t]
P from which the DM must select a compro-

mise alternative are known, the DM can limit the search for the best compromise
to the non-dominated set of B

[t−1]
P ∪ B

[t]
P i.e. the set of points corresponding to the

non-dominated alternatives within B
[t−1]
P ∪ B

[t]
P . We will be using the next definition

of performance (Jaszkiewicz, 2001) to compare pairs of non-dominated sets.

Definition 2 (Out-performance in Majority). Approximation B
[t]
P outper-

forms in majority B
[t−1]
P , B

[t]
P �OM

B
[t−1]
P , if each point b.[t−1]

p1 ∈ B
[t−1]
P is dominated

by a point b.[t]
p2 ∈ B

[t]
P .

On the other hand, we propose the following definition as an extra performance
measure to be used in conjunction with the above performance criterion in the algo-
rithm introduced below. This extra criterion was established to bring more robustness
to the ensemble selection across datasets considered in this paper. However, before
going any further we will need to introduce some extra notation and one concept.

Let B
[t]
P = {b.

[t]
0 , b.

[t]
1 , b.

[t]
2 , ..., b.

[t]
P } be the set of Pareto non-dominated alternatives
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from input matrix G[t], and let |B[t]
P | be the cardinality of B

[t]
P .

Let b.[t]
avg be the average point computed as the line vector of averages column-wise,

i,e.,:
b.[t]

avg = (b[t]
qavg : q = 1, 2, ...Q), where b[t]

qavg is the average across the q-th criterion bq of
B

[t]
P . Now, we are ready to introduce the following performance definition.

Definition 3 (Average out-performance). Approximation B
[t]
P outperforms

B
[t−1]
P in average, B

[t]
P �OAV G

B
[t−1]
P , if b.[t−1]

avg is dominated by b.[t]
avg.

For completeness, of this paper, we define the cross-validated mean square error
normalized by the sample variance to be used by Algorithm PIP as we explain below.

Definition 4 (Normalized Mean Square Error for a CV partition).

NMSECV = 1∑
k

∑
n∈Lk

(yn − ȳ)2

∑
k

∑
n∈Lk

(yn − f̂ (−k)(xn))2. (2.8)

The normalized term involves ȳ, which is the mean of the actual values of depen-
dent variable y across all Lk folds of a CV partition with k = 1, 2, ..., K.

In the next algorithm, Algorithm PIP , we introduce a criterion based on the above
two performance definitions to determine whether to use the approximation given by
the non-dominated set in the current t-th iteration, B

[t]
P , versus the corresponding

non-dominated set in the (t − 1)-th iteration, B
[t−1]
P . The performance measure of

PIP algorithm is based on satisfying the above two out-performance measures. The
search space is composed of two non-dominated alternative sets corresponding to
two consecutive iterations of the algorithm. Next, we will describe in more detail
Algorithm PIP .

First, for a given number of T iterations, historical dataset L, and beginning at
first iteration, t = 1, it sets up the historical dataset L[t] = L on which original CV [t]0

partition is created. Then, in the t-th iteration, and after systematically generating
CV [t]m partitions for m = 1, 2, ..., M out of CV [t]0 partition, set of alternatives G[t],
and corresponding level-2 ensembles, it calls Algorithm P in line 7 to select best
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CV [t]∗p partition, or corresponding alternative b.∗p, on which to make final predictions
on new instances x.

The first iteration of the Algorithm PIP , t = 1, is basically the same as Al-
gorithm P . The difference is that after applying Algorithm P , and returning set of
non-dominated alternatives B

[t]
P , best alternative b.∗p, and corresponding CV [t]∗p par-

tition, in line 9 it uses the returned set of non-dominated alternatives B
[t]
P in the t-th

iteration, where it subtracts from B
[t]
P the alternative corresponding to g.

[t]
0 , as long

as g.
[t]
0 ∈ B

[t]
P , otherwise it keeps B

[t]
P the same. In other words, it is only considering

non-dominated alternative sets in each iteration, which are children from the original
partition CV [t](0) in each iteration. In line 11, it computes the average vector point
given B

[t]
P . Then, at the end of such iteration, from line 17 to line 19, it updates

the historical file L[t] by ranking first all CV [t]m partitions according to NMSE in
Equation (2.8), and removing the k∗ fold corresponding to CV [t]k∗ out of the CV [t]0

partition, which is actually the minimizer across all CV [t]m’s NMSE as the NMSE

ratio defined in the algorithm is reduced to the numerator part, because the denom-
inator NMSECV [t]0 computed on CV [t]0 is constant. It is worth to mention that, in
order to induce some extra diversity going into the next iteration of the algorithm we
shuffled the updated L[t] dataset.

In the next iteration of this Algorithm, when t >= 2, it is going to compare two
non-dominated sets corresponding to the t-th iteration and the (t − 1)-th iteration
respectively using the two out-performance criteria present in Definition 2, and Def-
inition 3 in this section. It is here, from line 12 to line 16, that it is comparing two
consecutive non-dominated sets, after removing original alternatives g.

[t−1]
0 , and g.

[t]
0

from non-dominated sets B
[t−1]
P and B

[t]
P respectively. So, if B

[t]
P outperforms in ma-

jority B
[t−1]
P , i.e., B

[t]
P �OM

B
[t−1]
P , and B

[t]
P outperforms B

[t−1]
P in average, i.e., B

[t]
P

�OAV G
B

[t−1]
P then it keeps current selected ensemble f

[t]∗p
EE for prediction. Otherwise,

if any of the above two conditions is not satisfied then it will keep previous selected
ensemble f

[t−1]∗p
EE corresponding to partition CV [t−1]∗p from the (t − 1)-th iteration

for final prediction. Then, it exits the while-loop, and returns corresponding best
Performance-based Pareto level-2 ensemble learner. The specification of Algorithm
PIP in terms of its inputs, and outputs [f [t]∗p

EE ] ← PIP (T, L), so algorithm PIP

returns best Pareto level-2 learner.
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Algorithm PIP: Performance-based Iterative Pareto Algorithm for Systematic Two-
Step Level-2 Learning
Require: T [ number of iterations], L

1: t = 1, L[t] = L
2: while t <= T do
3: CV [t]0 [Generate Partition]
4: f

[t]0
EE given CV [t]0, and its NMSE

f
[t]0
EE

[Fitting and Prediction]
5: CV [t]m; m = 1, ..., K [Systematization]

G[t] = {g.
[t]
0 , g.

[t]
1 , g.

[t]
2 , ..., g.

[t]
M}

6: f
[t]m
EE ; m = 1, 2, ..., K

7: [B[t]
P , b.∗p, CV [t]∗p] ← P (M+1, Q, G[t])

8: if g.
[t]
0 ∈ B

[t]
P then

9: B
[t]
P = B

[t]
P − {g.

[t]
0 } [Remove original alternative, if it is in non-dominated

set]
10: end if
11: Compute b.[t]

avg the average point given B
[t]
P

12: if t >= 2 ∧ B
[t]
P �OM

B
[t−1]
P ∧ B

[t]
P �OAV G

B
[t−1]
P then

13: f
[t]∗p
EE [Select Best CV with iteration [t]]

14: else if t >= 2 ∧ ¬{B
[t]
P �OM

B
[t−1]
P ∧ B

[t]
P �OAV G

B
[t−1]
P } then

15: CV [t]∗p ← CV [t−1]∗p, f
[t]∗p
EE ← f

[t−1]∗p
EE and Exit [Update Best CV with itera-

tion [t − 1]]
16: end if
17: Determine the fold whose removal from CV [t]0 minimizes the ratio of the

NMSE’s
between f

[t]m
EE and f

[t]0
EE [Ranking]

k∗ = arg minm{NMSE
CV [t]m

NMSE
CV [t]0

: m = 1, 2, ..., K}
18: t = t + 1. [Update Historical File]
19: L[t] = L[t−1] − L

[t−1]
k∗

20: end while
21: return Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner f

[t]∗p
EE .
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2.4 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate empirically Pareto-based systematic two-step level-2 ensemble
learning, fE123∗p, we consider four base models, constant or zero-order regression, CR,
linear regression, LR, quadratic regression, QR and radial basis networks, RBF , and
take the best model in terms of error performance for each database to build an
oracle, which we called Best. We also consider the best of three standard stacking
approaches, or level-1 learners, fE∗, among fE1, where E1 = {CR, LR, QR}, fE2,
where E2 = {CR, LR, RBF}, and fE3, where E3 = {CR, QR, RBF}, and compare
f

[t]∗p
EE versus the best performer, fE∗ when t = 1, and versus Best oracle. We are

also be comparing f
[t]∗p
EE versus Best when t = 2. On the other hand, we are also

comparing f
[2]∗p
EE versus fEvar4, which is an standard stacking approach, or vanilla

level-1 learner composed of a linear combination of base learners in set {f1, f2, f3, f4}.

In addition to that, we also compared our results versus GLMNET package (Fried-
man et al., 2010) implemented in R, a statistical programming software tool (R Core
Team, 2013). We also use two regression tree algorithms which are provided in Weka
(Witten and Frank, 2005) (Hall et al., 2009), a data mining software tool. We use the
RWeka (Hornik et al., 2009) interface to call these two regression tree algorithms from
R. One is known as M5P and the other Bagging−M5P (Quinlan, 1992), (Wang and
Witten, 1997), which is an ensemble learning algorithm. We use the Weka default
parameters for M5P , and Bagging−M5P , and the GLMNET default parameters
for the generation of their corresponding predictions.

Finally, we implemented bagged versions of the four base learners labeled as
Bagging-CR, Bagging-LR, Bagging-QR and Bagging-RBF . We used random
sampling with replacement to generate 60 different bagged samples, and use them
for fitting each model. Then, we score the testing dataset using each fitted model
and average the predictions for each of observations in the testing part. It should
be mentioned that we selected 60 different samples on which to train the different
bagged base model to make a fair comparison versus our methodology. Our method-
ology present in this paper, performed two iterations T = 2 in algorithm PIP , where
each iteration generated 6 different CV partitions, and each of these partitions used a
K = 5 K-fold CV to train the learners. This makes 30 training samples per iteration,
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for a combined total of 60 training samples including both iterations.
The empirical study uses thirty databases which are popular in the literature,

most of them from the UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain
Theories (Blake and Merz, 1998). For each data set, we split it randomly in two
parts, where the first part has 80 percent of the observations used for training, and
the remaining 20 percent of the observations is used for testing. We conduct a K-fold
CV partition with K = 5 on the training part to fit the models in our approach, and
measure the performance on the testing part, according to the NMSE defined below
in Equation (2.9). For the base models of the oracle Best, and the three state-of-the
art learning algorithms we pass the whole training part to each method to fit its
parameters, and then we measure their performance on the test part for comparison
purposes.

(Trawiński,et al, 2012) mentioned that in machine learning, the two most fre-
quently used statistical tests to detect significant differences between two machine
learning algorithms are the paired t-test, and Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank
test (Wilcoxon, 1945). The paired t-test to be applied has to meet a set of as-
sumptions, such as normality distribution of the differences between the two samples,
independence and heteroscedasticity (Sheskin, 2003), Demšar (2006). The two-sided
Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test is a non-parametric alternative to the paired
t-test, which is more flexible in the assumptions, and ranks the differences in perfor-
mances of two models for each data set, ignoring the signs, and compares the ranks
for the positive and the negative differences Demšar (2006).

(Sheskin, 2003) recommends to use the signed rank test over the paired t-test, if
there is a violation of the non-normality assumption, meaning that the differences are
skewed. We applied Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test as suggested in Demšar
(2006), because we observed, for example in a histogram, that the differences between
the model performances across the datasets are skewed. We use such test to compare
two model performances over all data sets with a significance level of 0.05. The
differences are ranked according to their absolute values. We have the positive sum
of ranks for the data sets on which the second algorithm outperformed the first, and
the negative sum of ranks for the other case. The null hypothesis is that the average
difference between the model performances is zero. For more details, see (Sheskin,
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2003) and (Demšar, 2006). The p-value is compared against the 0.05 confidence level
to determine whether the null hypothesis must be accepted or rejected. Alternatively,
we compute the 95% confidence interval around a point estimate to decide whether the
zero average difference falls within the interval to accept or reject the null hypothesis.

For completeness, of this paper, we define the mean square error normalized by
the sample variance (NMSE) for model performance on a testing dataset, or hold-
out sample, O as

Definition 5 (Normalized Mean Square Error).

NMSE = 1∑
n(yn − ȳ)2

∑
(yn,xn)∈O

(yn − f̂ (xn))2. (2.9)

The normalized term involves ȳ, which is the mean of the actual values, yn, of
dependent variable y across the testing dataset O.

2.5 Experimental Results
We present in this section the results regarding to our two contributions, the first

one is related to the usage of a Pareto criterion to select cross-validation partitions,
and the second contribution is about a Pareto-based stopping rule for the iterative
process. In Section 2.5.1, we present results of Pareto rule-based systematic two-
step level-2 ensemble learning present in Algorithm P , while in Section 2.5.2, we
present results with T = 2 of performance-based Pareto systematic two-step level-2
ensemble learning present in Algorithm PIP , which allows to iterate one more time
Algorithm P to try to improve the previous results. In Section 2.5.3, we present
the results of performance-based Pareto systematic two-step algorithm with T = 2
versus three state-of-the-art algorithms. In Section 2.5.4, we present the results of
performance-based Pareto systematic two-step algorithm with T = 2 versus a vanilla
level-1 ensemble learner composed of four level-0 learners. In Section 2.5.5, we present
results of performance-based Pareto systematic two-step algorithm with T = 2 versus
bagged versions of the four base learners used in this work.
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2.5.1 Results for Pareto rule-based Systematic Level-2 Learn-
ing: First Extension to Systematic level-2 Learning

We will illustrate Algorithm P from Section 2.3.2, and its application on the
thirty databases considered. In Table 1, please see Appendix for all table results, we
present the results in terms of the NMSE’s of f

[1]∗p
EE corresponding to the best Pareto

level-2 learner selected by Algorithm P . We compare them against the corresponding
NMSE’s of fE∗, the best of standard stacking approaches. The standard stacking
approaches are linear combinations of J0 level-0 learners, see Aldave and Dussault
(2014) for details. In order to mark in Table 1 the ensembles with best error per-
formance between best standard stacking learner, and best Pareto level-2 learner for
each database, we highlight the corresponding NMSE’s in bold. We can see from
such table that Pareto systematic level-2 learning is the best in eighteen out of the
thirty databases, while the best standard stacking learner is the best in ten out of
thirty databases. For the other two databases Salary and SolarF lares the accuracy
difference is zero between the best standard stacking learner, and best Pareto level-2
learner.

In Graph 1, we are visualizing the differences between the NMSE’s between best
standard stacking learner, fE∗, and best Pareto level-2 learner, f

[1]∗p
EE , for the thirty

databases considered. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test to evaluate the performance of the best standard stacking learner, fE∗, and
the ensemble f

[1]∗p
EE gives a a test statistics t = 2.322 with p-value of 0.0202. So, we

reject H0, that the average difference between their corresponding prediction errors
is zero, and say that best Pareto level-2 learner at first iteration performs better than
best standard stacking learner across the thirty databases considered.

The 95% confidence interval is (0.001074, 0.03311), and the point estimate of the
average difference is 0.0123. It should be mentioned that in the work presented by the
authors in Aldave and Dussault (2014), they report the same result, but with a lower
significance level of 90% for a two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon test where they
evaluated best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ versus best standard stacking learner
fE∗. So, we have improved the performance error through the best Pareto learner
f

[1]∗p
EE versus f

[1]
E123∗ at a higher significance level, by comparing corresponding results
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Graph 1. Normalized Mean Square Errors Results of {fE∗} vs {f
[1]∗p
EE }

versus fE∗. If we compare directly f
[1]∗p
EE vs f

[1]
E123∗, the result of 95% two-sided non-

parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of both methods
gives a test statistics t = 1.651 with p-value of 0.0987. So, we do not reject H0

at a 95% significance level, that the average difference between their corresponding
prediction errors is zero. The 95% confidence interval is (−0.00072, 0.00953), and the
point estimate of the average difference is 0.0031.

Finally, in Graph 2 we present the NMSE’s difference between the database
oracle, Best, which has the best model performer, among the models CR, LR, QR and
RBF on the testing part, and the best Pareto level-2 learner f

[1]∗p
EE with first iteration

of corresponding algorithm, across the thirty databases considered. By looking at
the positive value part of such graph, we see that the ensemble f

[1]∗p
EE has better

error performance than the oracle, Best, in nine out of thirty databases: Wisconsin,
Sensor, PM10, Cpu, Wages, Strikes, SolarF lares, HouseB, and Pollut. It should
be highlighted that the best model selected for such oracle Best in each dataset is
done after measuring the model performances of CR, LR, QR and RBF on the
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testing part.
The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate

the performance of the oracle, Best, and the ensemble f
[1]∗p
EE gives a a test statistics

t = −1.368 with p-value of 0.1714. So, we do not reject H0, that the average difference
between their corresponding prediction errors is zero. The 95% confidence interval is
(−0.0221, 0.00612), and the point estimate of the average difference is −0.01034.

Graph 2. Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Best} vs {f

[1]∗p
EE }

2.5.2 Results for Performance-based Pareto Systematic En-
semble Learning: Second Extension to Systematic level-
2 Learning

We will illustrate the Algorithm PIP from Section 2.3.3 with T = 2 iterations,
and apply it on the thirty databases considered. The objective is to see whether
we can improve the prediction error for some databases when going into the second
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iteration of Algorithm P after applying the criteria.

In Table 2, we present the results in terms of the NMSE’s of f
[2]∗p
EE corresponding

to the performance-based Pareto systematic ensemble learners selected by Algorithm
PIP . We compare them against the corresponding NMSE’s of Best, the oracle
composed of the best model on testing part for each of the databases. In order
to mark in Table 2 the ensembles with best error performance between the Best,
and performance-based Pareto systematic learning for each database, we highlight
the corresponding NMSE’s in bold. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of the oracle, Best, and the
ensemble f

[2]∗p
EE gives a a test statistics t = −0.773 with p-value of 0.4405. So, we do

not reject H0, as the average prediction error difference between both models is not
significantly different than zero. The 95% confidence interval is (−0.01906, 0.01445),
and the point estimate of the average difference is −0.006644. We can see from such
table that the performance-based systematic learner f

[2]∗p
EE is the best performer in

ten out of the thirty databases, while Best is the top performer in twenty out of
thirty databases. It is worth to mention that the criterion within the Algorithm PIP

determined to make the final prediction with the second iteration in MBA, Imports

and BodyFa databases. In Graph 3, we are visualizing the differences between the
NMSE’s between Best, and f

[2]∗p
EE for the thirty databases considered.

Furthermore, if we compare the NMSE’s of such databases in this Table 2, versus
the corresponding NMSE’s from Table 1, i.e. f

[2]∗p
EE versus f

[1]∗p
EE , and put this infor-

mation into Table 3, we can see improvements in prediction errors from 0.780 to 0.657
in MBA, from 0.203 to 0.12 in Imports, and from 0.322 to 0.310 in BodyFa. For the
remaining databases, the performance criterion determined that the corresponding
non-dominated set from the second iteration did not outperformed in majority the
non-dominated set from the first iteration for each database, so we kept the final
prediction from the first iteration.
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Graph 3. Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Best} vs {f

[2]∗p
EE }

2.5.3 Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner versus State-
of-the-Art Ensemble Methods

For the three state-of-the art algorithms, GLMNET, M5P , and Bagging-M5P, we
pass to each of them the same training and test datasets we used in our methods, to
fit its parameters, and to measure their performance for comparison purposes versus
our results in this paper.

The above three methods are well regarded state-of-the-art learning algorithms
for regression problems. The performance-based Pareto two-step level-2 systematic
ensemble learning presented in this paper constitutes a new state-of-the-art ensem-
ble learning algorithm, as we have tested it against each of the three learning algo-
rithms just mentioned, and we have gotten excellent results with T = 2 iterations.
Our ensemble learning algorithm performed better in terms of error performance
than GLMNET, and M5P, which are state-of-the-art methods for regression, and
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Bagging-M5P, which is a state-of-the-art ensemble method for regression. In this
section we present results that support our above claims.

2.5.3.1 Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner against GLMNET

The GLMNET package (Friedman et al., 2010), (www.jstatsoft.org/v33/i01),
is available in the R statistical software (R Core Team, 2013), (http : //www.R −
project.org). GLMNET solves the penalized residual sum of squares:

min
β0,β

1
N

N∑
i=1

wil(yi, β0 + βT xi) + λ
[
(1 − α)||β||22/2 + α||β||1

]
,

that can perform lasso penalized regression, ridge regression, and the elastic net over
a grid of values of λ covering the entire range. Here, l(y, η) is the negative log-
likelihood contribution for observation i ; e.g., for the Gaussian case it is 1/2(y − η)2.
The elastic-net penalty is controlled by α, and bridges the gap between lasso (α = 1
, the default) and ridge (α=0 ). It is known that the ridge penalty shrinks the
coefficients of correlated predictors towards each other while the lasso tends to pick
one of them and discard the others. The elastic net is then a linear combination of
these two penalties through an α parameter, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The tuning parameter
λ is a complexity parameter, and controls the overall strength of the penalty.

We use the version 3.01 of R software, and version 1.9-3 of GLMNET package
to get the results presented in this paper. In our experiments, we used the default
parameter for α, which is α = 1. For the λ parameter we estimated it using cross-
validation using cv.glment function, and we took the minimizer lambda.min as an
estimate.

In Graph 4, we present the NMSE’s difference between the GLMNET method
on the testing part, and the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner f

[2]∗p
EE for each

of the thirty databases considered.
The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate

the performance of GLMNET and the ensemble f
[2]∗p
EE gives a a test statistics t =

4.2062 with p-value of 0.259671E-05. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction
error difference between both models is zero, in favour of f

[2]∗p
EE . The 95% confidence
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interval is (0.035865, 0.085635), and the point estimate of the average difference is
0.05828.

Graph 4 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {GLMNET} vs {f

[2]∗p
EE }

2.5.3.2 Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner against M5P

We use a regression tree algorithm M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997), where P stands
for Prime. M5P is based on an earlier M5 regression tree algorithm (Quinlan, 1992),
which produces a regression tree such that each leaf node consists of a multivariate
linear model, and the nodes of the tree are chosen over the attribute that maximizes
the expected error reduction as a function of the standard deviation of output param-
eter. M5P uses a tree pruning mechanism, which is a sort of variable selection, and
M5P can perform non-linear regression with the partitions provided by the internal
nodes and is thus more powerful than linear regression.

M5P algorithm is available in Weka data mining software (Witten and Frank,
2005) (Hall et al., 2009), (http : //www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). Although we
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install Weka version 3.6.1, we only need to interact with it from R. We use the RWeka
(Hornik et al., 2009) interface version 0.4-13 to call this regression tree algorithm
from R. We use the RWeka default parameters for M5P for the generation of their
corresponding predictions.

Graph 5 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {M5P} vs {f

[2]∗p
EE }

In Graph 5, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between M5P

method, and the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner f
[2]∗p
EE for each of the thirty

databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of M5P and the ensemble f

[2]∗p
EE gives a test statistics t = 2.5401

with p-value of 0.01108. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error difference
between both models is zero, in favour of f

[2]∗p
EE . The 95% confidence interval is

(0.011854798, 0.1055308), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.051505.
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2.5.3.3 Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner against Bagging-M5P

In this part, we consider multiple M5P trees combined by the popular bootstrap
aggregation (bagging) method (Breiman 1996), which is available in Weka, and is
called Bagging-M5P (Wang and Witten, 1997). We use again the RWeka (Hornik
et al., 2009) interface to call this regression tree ensemble algorithm from R. We
use the RWeka default parameters for Bagging-M5P for the generation of their corre-
sponding predictions.

Graph 6 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Bagging-M5P} vs {f

[2]∗p
EE }

In Graph 6, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
Bagging-M5P method, and the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner f

[2]∗p
EE for

each of the thirty databases considered.
The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate

the performance of Bagging-M5P and the ensemble f
[2]∗p
EE gives a test statistic t =

2.2316 with p-value of 0.02564. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error
difference between both models is zero, in favour of f

[2]∗p
EE . The 95% confidence interval
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is (0.00356, 0.063055), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.035105.

2.5.4 Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner against Vanilla
level-1 Learner with four level-0 Learners

In Graph 7, we are visualizing the NMSE’s differences of Performance-based
Pareto level-2 learner, and the vanilla level-1 ensemble learner, which is composed of
the four level-0 learners considered in this paper, for the thirty databases considered.

Graph 7 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {fEvan4} vs {f

[2]∗p
EE }

We can clearly see that the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner f
[2]∗p
EE is better

than the vanilla level-1 learner of four base learners, fEvan4 in sixteen databases. It ties
with fEvan4 in five databases: Salary, Kuiper, Pollut, Manager and SolarF lares.
In the remaining nine databases fEvan4 is better than f

[2]∗p
EE . The result of 95% two-

sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of the
ensemble, f

[2]∗p
EE , and the ensemble fEvan4 gives a test statistics t = 2.68 with p-value
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of 0.0074. So, we reject H0 in favour of f
[2]∗p
EE , as there is significant accuracy difference

between f
[2]∗p
EE and fEvan4. The 95% confidence interval is (0.005, 0.028), and the point

estimate of the average difference is 0.015.

2.5.5 Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner against Bagged
Base Learners

In this section, we show the results of performing the Wilcoxon test at a 95%
significance level for comparing the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner, f

[2]∗p
EE ,

versus the bagged versions of the base models: Bagging-CR, Bagging-LR, Bagging-
QR, and Bagging-RBF. In the next table, we observe in each of the rows that we reject
the null hypothesis H0 that the average difference between the model performances
is zero in favor of the Performance-based Pareto level-2 learner. Under the null
hypothesis, the average difference equal to zero falls outside and to the left from
each corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). The last column is the estimate of
the average difference, which is some-where in the middle in each of the confidence
intervals.

Model comparison Test statistic p-value Result 95% Cl Avg. diff.
f

[2]∗p
EE vs Bagging-CR 4.8 0.000002 Reject (0.37, 0.60) 0.5

f
[2]∗p
EE vs Bagging-LR 4.3 0.00002 Reject (0.04, 0.09) 0.07

f
[2]∗p
EE vs Bagging-QR 3.2 0.001 Reject (0.03, 0.15) 0.07

f
[2]∗p
EE vs Bagging-RBF 3.8 0.0002 Reject (0.03, 0.09) 0.05

Table 95% Wilcoxon signed-rank test results
Comparison of Performance-based Pareto level-2 Learner: {f

[2]∗p
EE }

versus Bagged level-0 Learners

2.6 Conclusion
We presented performance results for the first proposed extension in this paper of

best Pareto level-2 learner with Algorithm P for a couple of cases. The first case is
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against best standard stacking learner, and the second against the database oracle of
best models. As part of such evaluation, best Pareto level-2 learner performed better
than best standard stacking learner, and we have even improved the results with such
Pareto level-2 learner, in comparison to what we have previously gotten using best
max-min level-2 learner, versus such best standard stacking learner. On the other
hand, we have empirically tested that best Pareto level-2 learner is also as good as
the oracle of databases, Best, or best of base learners as selected by cross-validation.

We presented results of the second extension proposed in this paper using a second
iteration in Algorithm PIP, and showed the improvement provided when comparing
best performance-based Pareto level-2 learner with second iteration versus the results
gotten with best Pareto level-2 learner Ẇe also presented results of performance-based
Pareto learner versus the database oracle of best models selected by cross-validation,
and tested empirically that it is as good as such Best oracle of databases. We also
compared our results of performance-based Pareto level-2 learner versus three state-
of-the art learning algorithms for regression, and found that our results performed
better than all three methods for regression: Glment, M5P , and Bagging-M5P, where
this last method is an ensemble method for regression. It is worth to mention that the
methodology presented in this paper improves previous results from the authors as our
max-min based level-2 ensemble algorithm has better performance versus GLMNET ,
and M5P , but not versus Bagging-M5P. We compared as well our results of best
performance-based Pareto level-2 learner versus a vanilla standard stacking approach,
or level-1 learner, composed of all the basic learners, and our results performed better
than such vanilla approach. Finally, we compared our results of best performance-
based Pareto level-2 learner versus each of the bagged versions of our base learners,
and the results are in favor of our methodology in each case.

As a future work, we will use Pareto systematic level-2 ensemble learning multiple
times, i.e., applying algorithm P on different initial CV partitions to generate cor-
responding Pareto non-dominated alternative sets. The partitions could be created
using different seeds on the historical dataset. Then, we could put all Pareto non-
dominated alternative sets in a pool, and make them compete against each other,
and select at the end the subset of non-dominated alternatives from the pool. We are
investigating a new selection criterion, possible combining ideas of our two papers, to
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select the most appropriate alternative on which to make the final prediction for new
instances, and evaluate the results.
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Appendix A.

DB fE∗ f
[1]∗p
EE Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.236 0.238 43 3
Diabetes 0.332 0.333 43 3

Pollut 0.486 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.835 0.780 51 3

Elusag3v 0.277 0.302 55 3
House76 0.665 0.466 76 14
Baskba 0.630 0.593 78 5

Servo 0.548 0.455 140 3
Manager 0.703 0.701 150 3
Imports 0.185 0.203 162 16

PwLinear 0.199 0.196 168 11
Cpu 0.071 0.060 178 7

Wisconsin 0.916 0.904 194 34
L10Bearing 0.494 0.506 210 4
L50Bearing 0.301 0.323 210 4

Bodyfa 0.328 0.322 211 14
Salary 0.298 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.949 0.865 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.792 0.732 315 11

BetaDiet 0.930 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.163 0.170 329 8

HouseB 0.142 0.135 425 14
Sensor 0.924 0.925 483 12
PM10 0.774 0.717 500 8

NO2 0.473 0.458 500 8
Wages 0.902 0.869 534 11
Strikes 0.792 0.788 625 7
Kuiper 0.505 0.408 804 8

Concrete 0.203 0.204 865 9
Solar Flares 0.942 0.942 1066 8

Table 1. Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Comparison of Best Pareto Systematic Level-2 Learner

versus Best Level-1 Learner
{f

[1]∗p
EE } vs {fE∗}
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DB Best f
[2]∗p
EE Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.204 0.238 43 3
Diabetes 0.315 0.333 43 3

Pollut 0.516 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.604 0.657 51 3

Elusag3v 0.252 0.302 55 3
House76 0.443 0.466 76 14
Baskba 0.585 0.593 78 5

Servo 0.406 0.455 140 3
Manager 0.688 0.701 150 3
Imports 0.190 0.120 162 16

PwLinear 0.158 0.196 168 11
Cpu 0.119 0.060 178 7

Wisconsin 1.002 0.904 194 34
L10Bearing 0.475 0.506 210 4
L50Bearing 0.293 0.323 210 4

Bodyfa 0.301 0.310 211 14
Salary 0.295 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.834 0.865 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.692 0.732 315 11

BetaDiet 0.909 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.166 0.170 329 8

HouseB 0.149 0.135 425 14
Sensor 0.999 0.925 483 12
PM10 0.781 0.717 500 8

NO2 0.432 0.458 500 8
Wages 0.907 0.869 534 11
Strikes 0.805 0.788 625 7
Kuiper 0.395 0.408 804 8

Concrete 0.200 0.204 865 9
Solar Flares 0.957 0.942 1066 8

Table 2. Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Comparison of Performance-based Pareto Systematic Ensemble Learning

versus Best:
{f

[2]∗p
EE } vs {Best}
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DB f
[1]∗p
EE f

[2]∗p
EE Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.238 0.238 43 3
Diabetes 0.333 0.333 43 3

Pollut 0.513 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.780 0.657 51 3

Elusag3v 0.302 0.302 55 3
House76 0.466 0.466 76 14
Baskba 0.593 0.593 78 5

Servo 0.455 0.455 140 3
Manager 0.701 0.701 150 3
Imports 0.203 0.120 162 16

PwLinear 0.196 0.196 168 11
Cpu 0.060 0.060 178 7

Wisconsin 0.904 0.904 194 34
L10Bearing 0.506 0.506 210 4
L50Bearing 0.323 0.323 210 4

Bodyfa 0.322 0.310 211 14
Salary 0.298 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.865 0.865 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.732 0.732 315 11

BetaDiet 0.915 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.170 0.170 329 8

HouseB 0.135 0.135 425 14
Sensor 0.925 0.925 483 12
PM10 0.717 0.717 500 8

NO2 0.458 0.458 500 8
Wages 0.869 0.869 534 11
Strikes 0.788 0.788 625 7
Kuiper 0.408 0.408 804 8

Concrete 0.204 0.204 865 9
Solar Flares 0.942 0.942 1066 8

Table 3. Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Comparison of Performance-based Pareto Systematic Ensemble Learning

versus Best Pareto Systematic Level-2 Learner:
{f

[2]∗p
EE } vs {f

[1]∗p
EE }
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Chapter 3

Multi-population based Pareto
Systematic Ensemble Learning

Résumé

In the third chapter, we introduce two extensions to the Pareto-based sys-
tematic ensemble learning work. The first extension is about increasing
the variety of partitions, or alternatives by generating a multi-population
of alternative sets instead of only one set, and corresponding sets of non-
dominated alternatives. Then, we make these sets compete in a pool to
get a final subset of non-dominated solutions by applying Pareto filtering.
The second extension is about the selection of the best compromised solu-
tion from the final subset of non-dominated alternatives, or solutions. We
propose a hybrid algorithm that combine an idea from max-min rule-based
algorithm based on average ranking method to rank and segment now non-
dominated alternatives in the final subset, and an idea present in Pareto
rule-based algorithm, which is to use a modified reference point method on
such ranked alternatives to facilitate the selection. Finally, we apply a set of
simple rules for selection of one of such ranked non-dominated alternatives,
which is at a minimum distance to a ranked reference point satisfying some
minimum rank criteria. In order to validate our heuristic methodology, we
provide comparisons on 30 databases for regression. versus four state-of-the
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art methods for regression. We will provide detailed comparisons to assess
each of the contributions: use of a multi-population based approach to gen-
erate multiple runs of partitions, multi-population based Pareto criterion to
select an optimal cross-validation partitions, and to confirm that the use of
the full methodology improves upon the state of the art among regression
predictors.

Commentaires

The paper in this chapter is going to be submitted to (To be decided). It
introduces Multi-population based Pareto systematic ensemble learning for
regression problems. It constitutes a new state-of-the-art ensemble algo-
rithm for regression, which improves the results of basic Pareto systematic
ensemble learning. I am the main author of this paper, where I have de-
veloped the methods, and its implementation, as well as the testing of the
results under the supervision of Jean-Pierre Dussault. Jean-Pierre Dussault
has also improved with his reviews, guidance, and comments the quality of
the written text, understanding of the algorithms, and results.
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Abstract

In this paper we introduce two extensions to the Pareto-based systematic
ensemble learning work. The first extension is to generate a multi-population
of alternative sets, instead of only one set, and corresponding sets of non-
dominated alternatives. Then, we put all these non-dominated alternative
sets, or multi-populations into a pool and make them compete to get a final
subset of non-dominated solutions, or final population. The second extension
is about the selection of the best compromised solution from the final subset
of non-dominated solutions. We propose to combine ideas of average ranking
method present in algorithm S (Aldave and Dussault, 2014), to rank and
segment the non-dominated alternatives in the final subset, before applying
a modified version of a reference point method present in algorithm P from
Chapter 2, but now on ranked alternatives. Next, we apply a set of simple
rules for selection of one of such ranked non-dominated alternatives as a
solution. We show, based on experimental results over a broad range of
datasets, the effectiveness of this approach based on the two extensions,
which is better than a standard stacking approach, or vanilla level-1 learner,
composed of all basic learners used in this paper, and is as good as the oracle
of databases, which has the best base model selected by cross-validation for
each data set. In addition to that, these two extensions perform better
than four state-of-the-art methods for regression, where two of them are
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particularly state-of-the-art ensemble methods for regression. Finally, we
compared favorable our results versus each of the bagged versions of our
base learners.
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3.1 Introduction

In multi-criterion decision making problem where several criteria are involved,
each criterion conflicts to each other, so the solution of such problem is composed
of multiple optimal solutions, called the optimal Pareto solution set. The above
implies that among the solutions in the optimal set there is not one solution which
is better than the other. The gain in one objective when going from one point to
other in the optimal set can only be achieved if there is worsening of at least one
other objective. A trade-off has to be made among the criteria when selecting a
compromise solution, and the ability to generate many optimal solutions plays a very
important role; allowing the user, or computer program to select one of them as a
compromised solution. Therefore, some approximations to the true Pareto front have
to be generated to get a good solution close to such Pareto front.

Among the most recent optimization algorithms we can find the meta-heuristic
algorithms, which have shown promising performance. Most of these algorithms are
based on genetic programming, evolutionary strategies, or swarm intelligence algo-
rithms. The above algorithms have also started to be used to solve multi-objective op-
timization problems. There are two major components in a meta-heuristic algorithm,
which are diversification, and exploitation (Yang, 2014). Diversification consists of
having a mechanism to generate multiple and diverse solutions, while exploitation
intends to focus the search in a promising current good solution, and exploit the
information provided by it. These two components have to be combined with the
selection of the best solutions to ensure that the solutions will converge to the opti-
mality (Yang, 2014). A balance, or trade-off has to be compromised between these
two components to get a good approximation to the Pareto front.

In the last two decades the fields of multi-criteria decision making, and multi-
objective optimization have developed enormously. Among the most popular methods
is the population-based approach such as evolutionary optimization, and evolutionary
multi-objective optimization methods (Mitchell, 1998), (Deb et al., 2001), (Collette
and Siarry, 2003). On the one hand, in multi-criteria decision making, or multi-criteria
evolutionary optimization methods the search for a compromised optimal solution
follows two basic steps (Deb, 2010). First, it is to generate a set of optimal non-
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dominated solutions, and then using high level information one compromised solution
is selected. The image of the entire Pareto set onto the objective space, where each
objective is plotted against each axis, is the Pareto front. There can be many optimal
solutions, but not all of them have the same objective vector. We some times say that
a Pareto solution is in the Pareto front, meaning that its objective vector belongs to
such front. In order to get the Pareto front many solutions, or approximations to
the Pareto front have to be generated. However, there is no technique to ensure that
this can be achieved in practice (Yang and Deb, 2013). Nevertheless, multi-objective
optimization has many methods with successful applications. On the other hand,
in multi-objective optimization there are two goals, similar to the two components
of exploitation and exploration of meta-heuristic algorithms, in order to search for
a compromised solution, that encompasses trade-offs between gain for one, or more
criteria, and losses for one, or more criteria. One goal is convergence, where the
objective is to find a set of solutions that lies on the Pareto-optimal front, and a second
goal is diversity where the objective is to find a set of optimal solutions diverse enough
to represent the entire range of the Pareto optimal front. In Evolutionary Multi-
objective Optimization, which is an heuristic method, an optimal Pareto front may not
be obtained, however they have mechanisms to constantly improve the evolving non-
dominated solutions similar to the way most natural and artificial evolving systems
continuously improve their solutions (Deb, 2010).

In the same manner, meta-heuristic algorithms start to emerge as a major player
in multi-objective optimization (Yang, 2014). The main difference between these two
types of optimization algorithms is that the population-based algorithms consider
a population of agents, particles, or strings, while the trajectory-based algorithms
uses a single solution or agent that moves through the search space. The meta-
heuristic algorithms can be classified as population-based, or trajectory-based (Yang,
2014). In addition to evolutionary algorithms as population-based methods we can
find swarm intelligence optimization algorithms (Krause et al., 2013). For trajectory-
based algorithms, simulated annealing (Collette and Siarry, 2003), (Yang, 2014) is
one of such methods.

The setting of the approximation for regression we are considering is in the context
of supervised learning: Given an historical dataset U with N training samples (yn, xn),
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n = 1, ..., N , where y = f ∗(x)+ε, and ε is a stochastic error, the task is to approximate
the unknown function f ∗ by f , so we fit a model f(x, θ) to the training data by
minimizing the square error

θ̂ = arg min
θ

∑
(yn − f(xn, θ))2. (3.1)

The aim of this work is to approximate the unknown function f ∗(x) using a linear
combination of base learners, or learning algorithms. So, instead of a single estimator
f we have a collection of them; f1, f2, ..., fJ0 . We then learned each individual f̂j0(x) =
fj0(x, θ̂) model separately using the error function in Equation (3.1) on the training
samples. Once this is achieved, the outputs of the learned models are combined
resulting in an approximating ensemble function f̃(x):

f̃(x, α) =
∑
j0

αj0 f̂j0(x),

where αj0 ≥ 0 for j0 = 1, 2, ..., J0,
∑

j0 αj0 = 1, and are independent of x.

The above function may be used to make predictions of y0 = f∗(x0) + ε for a
new instance x0. There are different ways to determine the α weight vector. In
Section 3.2.1.1 we introduce the way we are going to calculate it in this paper in the
framework of multi-population systematic ensemble learning.

The expected error of f̃(x0), or Mean Square Error (MSE) can be used to mea-
sure the generalization error of a predictor on new instances, and can be decomposed
as the sum of two prediction errors (Yu et al., 2006), the variance, V ar(f̃(x0)), or
spread of f̃(x0) around its average prediction, f̄(x) = E[f̃(x0)], and the square of
the bias, Bias2(f̃(x0)), or amount by which the average prediction of f̃(x0) differs
from f∗(x0). This is known as the bias-variance decomposition.
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The variance term can be further decomposed for an ensemble as (Yu et al., 2006):

V ar(f̃(x0)) = E[(f̃(x0) − f̄(x0))2] = E[(f̃(x0) − E(f̃(x0)))
2] =

J0∑
j0=1

α2
j0(E[f 2

j0(x0)] − E2[fj0(x0)])+

2
∑

j0<k0

αj0αk0(E[fj0(x0)fk0(x0)] − E[fj0(x0)]E[fk0(x0)]).

(3.2)

The expectation operator is taken with respect to the historical, or training dataset
U . The αj0 and αk0 are deterministic, or constants in our case, so they can be pulled
out of the expectation. In the above equation we have the sum of the terms: the
first term is a sum containing the lower limit of the ensemble variance, which is the
weighted mean of the variance of ensemble members. The second term is a sum which
contains the cross terms of the ensemble members, which disappears if the models
are completely uncorrelated (Krogh and Sollich, 1997).

According to the principle of the above bias-variance trade-off, an ensemble con-
sisting of diverse models with much disagreement is more likely to have a good gen-
eralization performance (Yu et al., 2006). So, how to generate diverse models is very
important.

Following (Aldave and Dussault, 2014), we extend their diversity mechanism in-
jected into the cross-validation procedure, and we propose to generate extra sets of
partitions, in order to have a multi-population of partition sets. We will then select
a partition, or ensemble where the correlation between their components satisfies a
multi-population Pareto-based criterion, which is intended to have an effect in the
second sum of Equation (3.2) to lower the variance. We will give more details below
lines.

In Section 3.2.1, we introduce the methodology of multi-population-based Pareto
systematic ensemble learning. In order to improve natural simple regression models
such as low level polynomial models or radial basis models, we propose to combine
J0 such basic level-0 learners into J1 groups by using cross-validation on our training
set. Cross-validation consists in splitting the training set into a partition of K sub-
sets to ”validate” a predictor by applying it to one “pseudo validation” subset after
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“optimising” it on the remaining K − 1 “pseudo-training” subsets. As such, then,
K different splits between pseudo-validation and pseudo-training are averaged out in
the optimization process for each of the J1 combination of some of the J0 basic learn-
ers. Each level-1 learner will be optimized according to Equation (3.3) in this paper.
Actually, each level-1 learner is a convex combination of a subset of the J0 level-0
learners and the optimization consists in computing an optimal coefficient vector α

for the convex combination involving the relevant level-0 learners. This strategy is
hereafter referred to as CV 0 for Cross-Validation.

Following Aldave and Dussault (2014), we next propose to eventually use only a
part of the data, hopefully discarding a “bad” subset, to generate much more cross-
validation splittings: we allow to leave out one, the mth, of the subsets and split
the remaining ones as above. For each m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, CV m refers to the same
optimization process as described above but from a diminished dataset where the
mth subset has been removed. CV 0 is the dataset from which no subset is removed.
We propose to generalize the above process by having multiple runs generating W

different partitions, or splitting sets CV ms for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}.
While computing the (optimal) level-1 learners, we gather some statistics on the

different CV ms for m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, and some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}, which we now
propose to exploit in order to build a level-2 predictor. In the sequel, we describe
in details the statistics gathered while computing the J1 level-1 learners using K + 1
distinct cross-validation set-ups. We will use this information to propose a multi-
population-based multi-objective model allowing to select the best value ms∗ to use
in constructing a level-2 optimized learner from the Equation (3.6) in this paper. This
process is described in Algorithm MP in Section 3.2.2. Actually, Algorithm MP is
at least as performing as algorithm S, and moreover yields further refinements from
an iterative generalization of the process described above.

Among the statistics we collect are all error correlations between a pair of level-1
learner predictors from the set of J1 level-1 learners for the different CV ms parti-
tions for m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, and some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}. So, each CV ms partition
is represented by a vector of corresponding error correlations, which can be used to
measure the performance of partition CV ms, we call the set of such partitions for
some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W} the s-th partition set, or s-th population. Then, using Pareto
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filtering in Algorithm MP , which is applied on each s-th partition set we get corre-
sponding subset of optimal partitions for each s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}. Next, we apply a
second filtering on the pool of such optimal subsets, to get the final subset of optimal
partitions from which we are going to select one.

Following Chapter 2 in this thesis, we introduce multi-population-based Pareto
systematic ensemble learning and present the two proposed extensions to such learn-
ing: generation of a multi-population of optimal alternative sets, or partition sets,
a final subset of optimal alternatives, and the selection of one of such optimal al-
ternatives, or partitions using algorithm MP . In order for the algorithm to exploit
the locality of the current best solution provided by original CV 0 = CV 01 = CV ms,
where m = 0 and s = 1, we require that at least a couple of optimal alternatives from
the original optimal alternative set from CV 0 has to be present in the final optimal
set obtained from the pool to make the selection. Otherwise, we are not focusing in
a local region around the current good solution to try to improve such solution.

The CV partition selection correlation-based process is executed through a multi-
population Pareto rule-based systematic level-2 learning using algorithm MP . It
should be mentioned that algorithm MP consists of a hybrid selection mechanism
where following Aldave and Dussault (2014), we first apply Average Ranking Method,
not on all CV m partitons as the authors do in their paper, but instead on the optimal
subset of partitions to rank and segment them. Following Chapter 2, we apply a
modified version of median reference point (Deb et al., 2006) to select one partition
out of the optimal subset. It should be mentioned that, a difference to what it is done
in Chapter 2 where we apply median reference point method on alternative vectors
whose elements are actual correlation values, we instead apply a first quartile median
reference point method on ranked optimal alternative vectors.

In order to validate our heuristic methodology, we provide comparisons on 30
databases for regression. In Section 3.3, the experimental set-up is described for the
comparison of our methodology versus four state-of-the art algorithms. In Section
3.4, we will provide detailed comparisons to assess each of the contributions, use of
a multi-population based approach to generate multiple runs of partitions, multi-
population-based Pareto criterion to select an optimal cross-validation partition, and
to confirm that the use of the full methodology improves upon four state of the
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art among regression predictors. In addition to that, our results are better than
a standard stacking approach, or vanilla level-1 learner, composed of all four basic
learners used in this paper. Finally, our results are better than the bagged versions
of the four basic learners.

The main contributions of the present paper are

1. Provide a multi-population based mechanism to generate multiple runs of CV ms

partitions for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}.

2. Provide a hybrid mechanism based on Pareto and Average Ranking Method to
select one among the CV ms partitions for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W} on which relies an
optimized level-2 learner;

3. Confirm that the resulting methodology claims the state of the art status in
regression prediction.

3.2 Multipopulation-based Pareto Selection of CV
Partition

The motivation behind using a multi-population-based Pareto mechanism is to
generate multiple runs of partitions, consequently have a more diversified partition
subset on which to make the ensemble selection for prediction, and try to achieve
a prediction accuracy which is at least as good as if we were to consider a single
run and corresponding partition for selection. In Section 3.2.1 we introduce multi-
population systematic level-2 learning methodology, and some concepts that we need
to define our Pareto-based ensemble selection criterion. The above will be used in
Section 3.2.2 through Algorithm MP : multi-population Pareto rule-based systematic
ensemble learning for ensemble selection.

3.2.1 Multi-population Pareto-based Systematic Ensemble Learn-
ing

In our initial K-fold CV we split the original historical dataset L into a partition
of the following disjoint folds Lk with k = 1, ..., K to have Kvalidation folds on which
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to validate a model. Then, we build K learning or training subsets, on which a model
can be trained, by subtracting K times one fold Lk out of L. The above splitting
results in original CV 0 partition.

We propose to generate different subsets of learning datasets by taking out one fold
from the training sets of CV 0. The method proposed next generates only M = K new
different CV partitions in an orderly way. It should be noted that for the systematic
procedure the number of partitions M coincides with K, the number of folds, i.e.,
M = K.

For some m ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, the partition set for a new systematic generated CV m

partition is generated by leaving out the m-th subset and splitting the remaining ones
as we explained above. So, the training datasets of CV m have a diminished fold where
the m-th fold has been removed. The validation folds of CV m remain the same as the
ones in CV 0 the original partition. The interested reader can consult the paper of the
authors Aldave and Dussault (2014) for more details about the systematic generation
of partitions.

Next we propose to make multiple runs of the above process and generate different
sets or populations of partitions. In order to do that we have to shuffle W times
the historical dataset L, building W shuffled historical sets Ls for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W},
generating corresponding K-fold CV ms partitions for m ∈ {1, 2, , , .K} based on each
Ls.

3.2.1.1 Multi-population-based Systematic level-1 Ensemble Learning

In order to improve the predictions of low level polynomial regression models, or
radial basis model we propose to combine J0 level-0 models into J1 groups by using
cross-validation. The J0 = 4 level-0 learning algorithms we consider in this work are
three versions of linear regression, and a fourth learning algorithm which can be seen
as a type of non-linear regression.

Let f1, f2, ..., fJ0 be the set of J0 learned base learners of corresponding J0 different
learning algorithms trained on a dataset L. Next, we will define the prediction models
that we use as first level-0 learners. It is worth to mention that the methodology
developed in this paper can work with any number J0 of different base learners.
For the learned level-0 learner of Constant Regression (CR), or naive regression,
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f1(x, θ) = θ0, in which the best value for the constant as the predictor is presumable
the simple average value of the dependent variable in the training set, i.e., CR =
f1(x, θ) = θ0 = 1

n

∑
xn. Second, we would like to improve on the naive predictive

model, and formulate a learned Linear Regression model (LR) on a training dataset,
we have in total I + 1 terms, corresponding to I single terms plus the constant
term, i.e., LR = f2(x, θ) = θ0 + ∑I

i=1 xiθi = θ0 + θ1
tx, , where x and θ1 are

both vectors. Third, we formulate a learned Quadratic Polynomial Regression model
(QR) on a training dataset, where we include I single terms corresponding to I

independent variables, I quadratic terms corresponding to the squared independent
variables, as well as I(I − 1)/2 cross terms plus one term for the constant term. Let
QR = f3(x, θ) = θ0 + θt

1x + 1
2xtΘ3x be the matrix representation of the quadratic

polynomial, where x and θ1 are both vectors, and Θ3 is a symmetric matrix. We are
going to introduce a fourth learned level-0 learner trained on a training dataset known
as Radial Basis Function Networks (RBF ). From now on, we will denote f1 same as
CR, i.e., f1 ← CR. In the same way we define f2 as f2 ← LR, f3 as f3 ← QR, and
f4 as f4 ← RBF .

We will be considering radial basis function networks as one type of radial basis
model, which can be considered as an statistical model for non-parametric regression.
Given the set of N training points Z = (yn, xn) where n = 1, .., N and dim(xn) = I.
In order to obtain a radial basis function approximation of the set Z, a model f of
the form

f(x, θ) = θ0 +
N∑

n=1
θnφn(||x − xn||) =

N∑
n=0

θnφn(||x − xn||),

where φn(||x−xn||) = φn(rn) and rn is the radial distance between x and xn, is fitted
to the data by standard least squares optimization of the error function in Equation
(2.1). The points xn are considered as the centers of the radial basis functions,
where we estimate a fixed number of centers M where M < N . In our work an
optimal number of centers is calculated by splitting the historical data in training
and validation parts. This will give us the number of radial basis functions of the
model. Other parameter that is estimated in this part is the spread parameter σ which
play a role in the gaussian and multi-quadratic models. We use k-means clustering
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for estimation of centers and σ’s, where the input variables were standardized before
performing k-means algorithm.

We introduce briefly now the standard stacking approaches, or level-1 learning,
which are based on different combinations of J0 level-0 learners.

As we already mentioned, in this work J0 = 4, so, we estimate learned constant
regression f1, linear regression f2, and quadratic regression f3 on the training sets
of a K-fold CV . The first one is just the average value taken on the dependent
variable values. The last two are calculated from regression by minimizing the sum
of squares obtaining a Truncated SVD (TSV D) mean square solution θ̂tsvd (Hansen,
1990). This solution is showed next, but, let us mention first that the exact mean
square solution θ̂ls, please see Hansen (1990) for details of its derivation and the
concepts involved, can be expressed in terms of the singular value decomposition
(SV D) as θ̂ls = ∑n

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, where σi with i = 1, 2, ..., n are the singular values with

the following property σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σn ≥ 0. One approach to damp the effects
of dividing by small singular values is simply discard all SVD components that are
dominated by noise, typically the ones for indices i above a certain parameter k. The
resulting method is referred as TSVD method, and it reduces to compute a solution
given as θ̂tsvd = ∑k

i=1
uT

i y

σi
vi, with k < n. The value of the parameter k is chosen

to be in the interval [σn, σ1]. It should be mention that the value of the positive
integer k in our work chosen as a truncation parameter is k = �1.48323969e − 09σ1�
in order to cut-off singular values. We then compute the predictions of each based
model on the validation folds of a K-fold CV . We have the following level-0 learners
f1, f2, , . . . , fJ0−1, fJ0 .

We define a learning ensemble fEj1
as a convex combination of a subset of J0 level-

0 learners, particularly in this work such subsets consist of different combinations
of J0 − 1 base learners taken from set {f1, f2, . . . , fJ0−1, fJ0}. The weights of each
level-1 learner is optimized through a K-fold cross-validation CV ms partition given a
historical set Ls for some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}. We use a stacked generalization procedure
to determine the optimal coefficient vector α for the convex combination involving
the relevant level-0 learners.

The Optimal Weight level-1 Learning from CV ms partition is defined as:
— Given a shuffled dataset Ls = {(ys

n, xs
n), n = 1, ..., N} for some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W}
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do K-fold CV ms.

min
α

∑
k

∑
(ys

n,xs
n)εLs

k

(ys
n − ∑

j0

αj0fkm
j0 (xs

n, θ̂))2, (3.3)

s.t.
∑
j0

αj0 = 1,

α ≥ 0.

Let xs
n ∈ Ls

k, and zms
j0n denote the predictions of J0 − 1 level-0 learners on xs

n on the
k-th fold of CV ms, i.e., zms

j0n = f̂kms
j0 (xs

n) = fkm
j0 (xs

n, θ̂).
From Equation (3.3), the level − 1 data collected for example from the pre-

dictions of the first J0 − 1 level-0 learners across the K-folds of CV ms consists of
{(ys

n, (zms
1n , zms

2n , ..., zms
J0−1n)), n = 1, ..., N}.

Again for J0 = 4 the approximation f̂E1 for a new x based for the set of base
models in {f1, f2, . . . , fJ0−1} on optimal weight vector α̂m for a given CV ms is

f̂ms
E1 (x) = fms

E1 (x, α̂1)
= α̂11f̂

ms
1 (x) + α̂12f̂

ms
2 (x) + α̂1J0−1 f̂ms

J0−1(x)
= α̂11f

ms
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂12f

ms
2 (x, θ̂) + α̂1J0−1fms

J0−1(x, θ̂),

(3.4)

where the optimal θ̂ weight vectors of models fj, j = 1, 2, ..., J0−1 in Equation (3.4)
are estimated based on L = Ls the whole historical data, and the weight vector α1

is estimated using Equation (3.3) for a given CV ms. Each of the above base models
has its own vector θ of parameters, but we are not going to distinguish them with an
index in order to simplify the notation.

In the above equation we have denoted with an index ms the dependency on a
given CV ms partition of level-1 learner f̂ms

E1 though its α optimal weight estimation.
As a result of the fourth base learner f̂4, RBF , and keeping f1 in each possible

combination the number of combinations of the remaining three level-0 learners taken
two at a time makes a total of J1 = 3 level-1 learners: fE1, fE2 and fE3. We then
consider two additional standard approaches fE2(x, α2), and fE3(x, α3), such that
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for a prediction of a new observation x based on corresponding optimal weights α̂2

and α̂3 we have:

f̂ms
E2 (x) = fms

E2 (x, α̂2)
= α̂21f̂

ms
1 (x) + α̂22f̂

ms
2 (x) + α̂2J0 f̂ms

J0 (x)
= α̂21f

ms
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂22f

ms
2 (x, θ̂) + α̂2J0fms

J0 (x, θ̂),

f̂ms
E3 (x) = fms

E3 (x, α̂3))
= α̂31f̂

ms
1 (x) + α̂3J0−1f̂

ms
J0−1)

(x) + α̂3J0 f̂ms
J0 (x)

= α̂31f
ms
1 (x, θ̂) + α̂3J0−1f

ms
J0−1(x, θ̂) + α̂3J0fms

J0 (x, θ̂).

3.2.1.2 Multi-population based Pareto Multi-criteria Decision Making
Formulation within systematic level-2 Ensemble Learning

While computing the optimal level-1 learners we can compute some statistics on
the different CV ms partitions given an historical dataset Ls for some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W},
as we will explain below lines, that we propose to exploit and build a level-2 predictor
to improve the prediction error in comparison to the level-1 predictors. We propose
to generalize the above process by applying it on the different Ls datasets for s ∈
{1, 2, ..., W}, and in next section, we introduce methodology to select one optimal
level-2 learner using the computed level-1 learner correlations.

First, we suggest to apply the same K−fold CV ms procedure on a set of optimal
level-1 learners fms

E1 (x, α̂1), fms
E2 (x, α̂2) and fms

E3 (x, α̂3) to determine the corresponding
set of weights β1, β2, and β3, for fms

E1 , fms
E2 and fms

E3 respectively.
Therefore, the set of weight vectors α and β were obtained running two sepa-

rated but iterative optimizations which we call first step and second step of learning
respectively.

Given the partition set of corresponding generated partition CV ms given a Ls

dataset, we have the following formulation of two-step ensemble learning for the s-th
population:
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— Given a dataset Ls = {(ys
n, xs

n), n = 1, ..., N} do K-fold CV ms.

min
β

∑
k

∑
(ys

n,xs
n)εLs

k

(ys
n − ∑

j1

βj1fkm
Ej1(xs

n, α̂j1)2, (3.5)

s.t.
∑
j1

βj1 = 1,

β ≥ 0.

Let xs
n ∈ Ls

k, and zms
Ej1n

denote the predictions of J1 level-1 learners on xs
n on the

k-th fold of CV ms, i.e., zms
Ej1 n = f̂kms

Ej1
(xn) = fkm

Ej1
(xs

n, α̂j1). From Equation (3.5), the
level−2 data collected from the predictions of the J1 level-1 learners along with the ac-
tual values ys

n across the K-folds of CV ms consists of {(ys
n, (zms

E1n, zms
E2n, ..., zms

EJ1 n)), n =
1, ..., N}.

We denote the level-2 ensemble learner based on weight vector βm, for predictions
of a new data x on hold-out dataset, given CV ms as

f̂ms
EE(x) = fms

EE(x, β̂)
= β̂1f̂

ms
E1 (x) + β̂2f̂

ms
E2 (x) + ... + β̂J1 f̂ms

EJ1
(x)

= β̂1f
ms
E1 (x, α̂1) + β̂2f

ms
E2 (x, α̂2) + ... + β̂J1fms

EJ1
(x, α̂3).

(3.6)

As a result of this, and in addition to the original CV partition we have the
following M level-2 learners fms

EE; m = 1, 2, ..., M , fitted on the training datasets of
CV ms; m = 1, 2, ..., M , respectively.

We are going to collect statistics after using the level-2 input data to compute the
optimal level-1 learners in Equation (3.5). Then, the predictions of J1 level-1 learners
collected from each of the K validation folds of CV ms are used along with the actual
values to define the error matrix as
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DCV ms = (dms
1 , dms

2 , ..., dms
J1 ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

dms
11 dms

12 . . . dms
1J1

dms
21 dms

22 . . . dms
2J1

... ... . . . ...
dms

N1 dms
N2 . . . dms

NJ1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

where each element in DCV ms is defined as dms
nj1 = yn − zms

Ej1n
; j1 = 1, ..., J1, n =

1, ..., N,.

The elements in each j1-th column from matrix DCV ms represent the errors made by
j1-th level-1 learner, across the K-folds or validation sets of CV ms partition. The
number of different pairwise error correlations between the J1 level-1 learners, or
columns is

(
J1
2

)
= J1∗(J1−1)

2 . Then, we define the correlation error vector of partition
CV ms as g.s

m containing Q = J1∗(J1−1)
2 criteria, or elements, where

g.s
m = (gs

1m, gs
2m, ..., gs

Qm) = (gs
qm)q=1,2,...,Q = (g1(CV ms), g2(CV ms), ..., gQ(CV ms)).

(3.7)

In equation (3.7) we are mapping a partition CV ms in the feasible search region,
to an alternative g.s

m in the criterion space. We use gq(g.s
m) for gq(CV ms), and

we say from now on that element gs
qm = gq(g.s

m) in g.s
m measures the performance

of alternative g.s
m on criterion gq, for q = 1, 2, ..., Q, and corresponds to an error

correlation function between a pair of ensemble, or level-1 learner predictors, fms
Ej and

fms
El with 1 ≤ j < l ≤ J . In this way we evaluate the quality of alternative g.s

m, or
corresponding partition CV ms.

We can build the following decision matrix Gs for the systematic generation case,
where we have M + 1 different alternatives, g.s

m with m = 0, 1, ..., M , and M = K

is the number of folds :
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

g1 g2 . . . gQ

g.s
0 gs

10 gs
20 . . . gs

Q0

g.s
1 gs

11 gs
21 . . . gs

Q1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

g.s
M gs

1M gs
2M . . . gs

QM

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

The decision matrix Gs can also be represented as Gs = {g.s
0, g.s

1, g.s
2, ..., g.s

M},
i.e., a set of alternatives. We are now able to formulate a multi-criteria decision
making problem based on the decision matrix Gs information. The objective is to
minimize the components of a function vector g(g.s) = (g1(g.s), g2(g.s), ..., gQ(g.s)),
where g.s is an alternative from Gs. The vector components are criterion functions
g1(g.s), g2(g.s), ..., gQ(g.s), where gq(g.s) with q = 1, 2, ..., Q, measure the perfor-
mance of each alternative g.s in Gs.

min
g.s

g(g.s),

s.t. g.s ∈ Gs.

Definition 1 (Multi-population-based Pareto optimal alternative set).
The solution of a multi-criteria optimization problem is to find the set of Pareto
optimal alternatives Bs

P from Gs a set of alternatives. A Pareto optimal alternative is
defined as follows: an alternative g.∗s ∈ Gs is Pareto optimal if and only if there exists
no g.s ∈ Gs such that gq(g.s) ≤ gq(g.∗s) for q = 1, 2, ..., Q, with gr(g.s) < gr(g.∗s) for
at least one r. In words, the alternative g.∗s is chosen as optimal, if no criterion can
be improved without deteriorating at least one of the other criterion. The alternatives
g.∗s included in the Pareto optimal set Bs

P are called non-dominated. A Pareto filter
is a function that extracts the non-dominated alternatives from a set of alternatives
Gs into Bs

P . The plot of the criteria functions whose non-dominated alternatives are
in the Pareto optimal set is called the Pareto front.

The above process gives us W different sets, or populations of alternatives Gs

for s = 1, 2, ..., W , which were created by computing level-1 correlations at the end
of first step of two-step level-2 systematic ensemble learning applied on each CV ms

partition. Initially, such partitions were generated by shuffling W times the historical
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dataset L.

3.2.2 Multi-population Pareto rule-based Partition Selection
Using Ensemble Correlation Criterion

In this section we formulate now the partition selection process using a multi-
population Pareto rule-based selection algorithm. The basis of the correlation cri-
terion to select a particular CV ms partition, is to compute for a two-step level-2
ensemble, fms

EE, or corresponding partition CV ms, the error correlation between its
level-1 learner predictions fms

Ej1 at the end of level-1 learning, for j1 = 1, 2, ..., J1, rep-
resented by alternative g.s

m in Gs. As we explained in the introduction we repeat the
above process for s = 1, 2, ..., W , getting corresponding sets of alternatives Gs. Then,
we apply Pareto filtering on each of those sets to get corresponding optimal partition
subsets, which we put them into a pool to make them compete and select, after ap-
plying a second Pareto filtering, a final subset of optimal partitions. Next, we rank
such optimal subset of alternatives, and apply first quartile median reference point
method on such ranked alternatives to select one within algorithm MP . It should
be mentioned that we use as a reference point the first quartile vector composed of
the first quartile value of each criterion across the ranked optimal alternatives in fi-
nal subset to quantify how close each ranked optimal alternative is to such quartile
vector. We will look for a compromised alternative, which have at least either one
element with rank equal 1, i.e., segment = 1, or rank equal 2, i.e., segment = 2, and
propose to select a solution from either segment =1 or segment = 2, which is at a
minimum distance from such first quartile reference vector.

Before describing in more detail algorithm MP , we will mention some of the
concepts used in such algorithm. Without loss of generality, and to simplify the
presentation of the concepts we will refer to a set of alternatives as G, which can be
any set of alternatives including Gs. Algorithm MP uses a set T of ranked alternative
vectors, and a set ar of alternative scores. These sets are generated by the Average
Ranking Method, which we describe next briefly for completeness of this paper.

The Average Ranking Method (AR) (Bentley and Wakefield, 1998) selects one
criterion, gq of G, which contains a set of alternative’s performances: gq(g.m) = gqm,
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for m = 0, 1, ..., M . Then, it computes a set of rankings on such M + 1 alternatives
to get the following ranks: tqm = rank(gqm) = rank(gq(g.m)), for m = 0, 1, ..., M .
So, tqm, is the rank of g.m according to the gq criterion for m = 0, 1, ..., M . A rank
value equal to 1 means the best criterion value, and a rank value equal to M + 1
means the worst criterion value. This procedure is done for each criterion gq, with
q = 1, 2, ..., Q. Note that each of these ranked column vectors qualifies the alternatives
g.m for m = 0, 1, ..., M , and can be represented as the ranked vectors column-wise
for q = 1, ..., Q:

tq. = (tq0, tq1, tq2, ..., tqM)T .

On the other hand, the ranking for an alternative g.m is then given by the ranked
row vector

rank(g.m) = (rank(g1(g.m)), rank(g2(g.m)), ..., rank(gQ(g.m))).

An equivalent notation for such row-wise vector is given by

t.m = (t1m, t2m, ..., tQm).

Once the rank vector rank(g.m) is computed for each alternative g.m in G, its
score is calculated by adding the ranks of g.m for each criterion.

ar(g.m) =
Q∑

q=1
tqm =

Q∑
q=1

rank(gqm) =
Q∑

q=1
rank(gq(g.m)).

Let T be the set of rank vectors:

T = {t.0, t.1, ..., t.M} = {rank(g.0), rank(g.1), ..., rank(g.M)}.
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Where t.m = rank(g.m) is vector of alternative ranks:
t.m = (t1m, t2m, ..., tQm) = (rank(g1m), rank(g2m), ..., rank(gQm)) =

(rank(g1(g.m)), rank(g2(g.m)), ..., rank(gQ(g.m))) =
rank(g.m),

and ar the set of alternative scores

ar = {ar(g.0), ar(g.1), ..., ar(g.M)} = {t+0, t+1, ..., t+M},

each of these scores measures the quality of the corresponding alternative, or parti-
tion. In Algorithm MP we use the scoring of ranked alternatives to target alternatives
that contain components with minimum prediction error correlation with the aim to
reduce the prediction error of the ensemble. Particularly, our goal is to get the ranked
alternative closest to a ranked reference point. We propose to use as a reference point
a row vector of column-wise first quartiles, t.qrt1 computed on ranked column vectors
tq. with q = 1, 2, ..., Q of some ranked non-dominated alternative set T . The motiva-
tion behind this selection is that we want to select an alternative with at least one
component having a moderate reduction in prediction accuracy, without aiming by
the maximum reduction in prediction accuracy, or minimum prediction error correla-
tion. In other words, we want to select a compromised ranked alternative, closest to
first quartile ranked reference point, instead of the minimum ranked reference point.
This, we believe, helps us to prevent a selected alternative from having potential out-
liers in one of more of its components, which is more likely to happen if we selected an
alternative closest to the minimum reference point. Where, it would be more prune
to over-fitting when we go to predict new instances on a hold-out dataset, according
to some empirical testing we did on the datasets used in this work. It is worth to
mention that we also tried to use alternative reference points, different than the first
quartile, or 25th percentile, such as the 20th, and 10th percentile reference points,
but we got better results with the 25th percentile, or first quartile reference point.

Next, we will describe in a high level Algorithm MP . Our performance measure
is the euclidean distance from a ranked non-dominated alternative to a ranked first
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quartile reference point, dist(t.l, t.qrt1). The search space is some set of ranked non-
dominated alternatives, T , composed of alternatives t.l for l = 1, 2, ..., |T |. One
of the inputs of such algorithm are the sets, or populations of alternatives Gs for
s = 1, 2, ..., W . In order to generate such populations, first we have to shuffle W times
the historical dataset L, obtaining Ls with s = 1, 2, ..., W , and get corresponding K-
fold CV ms partitions for m = 1, 2, , , .M in each s-th shuffle, as we explained in last
section. Then, we can create those Gs sets by computing level-1 correlations at the
end of first step of two-step level-2 systematic ensemble learning applied on each
partition, or alternative in Gs. A second input g.∗p is the current best solution from
initial population, or set of alternatives G1, which in this paper is represented by the
selected alternative provided by Algorithm P for each of the 30 databases in Chapter
2.

The algorithm is divided in three components: diversity, exploitation and selec-
tion. In the diversity part we first calculate the non-dominated sets Bs from cor-
responding sets of alternatives Gs for s = 1, 2, ..., W using Pareto filtering. Next,
we put together this multi-population of non-dominated alternative sets into B

′ . In
line 3, we apply multi-population-based Pareto filtering on B

′ to get a final set, or
population C of non-dominated alternatives. From line 4 to line 9 we have the ex-
ploitation part, where we focus in the non-dominated alternatives in set B1, which
contains the current non-dominated best alternative g.∗p, by requiring that at least
two of those non-dominated solutions in B1 must be present in the intersection with
non-dominated set C. The reason of this is that we are trying to improve solution
g.∗p we initially got, and should be focusing the search in a region close to it by re-
quiring that such intersection is not empty, and significant with at least two solutions
from B1 in it. It should be mentioned that solution g.∗p does not necessarily has
to be in such intersection. In line 9, we compute the set T containing the ranked
non-dominated alternative vectors t.l for l = 1, 2, ..., |T | = L according to the pro-
cess explained above lines for the AR method. From line 10 to line 18, we make
an a posteriori selection of one of such ranked non-dominated alternative t.k∗, where
t.k∗ = rank(c.k∗), corresponding to non-dominated alternative c.k∗. In order to do
that, we first compute in line 10 a reference point t.qrt1 , which is the line vector of first
quartiles column-wise, so t.qrt1 is the set of first quartile ranked correlations across
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all q-th criteria, tq, of T . Next in line 11, we get the distance set D containing all dis-
tances for all ranked non-dominated alternatives in T from reference point t.qrt1 . We
aim for a compromised ranked alternative which is closer to the first quartile reference
point, among all ranked alternatives, t.l, which contains at least one element with
tql = rank = 1 for some q as we described next. From line 13 to line 18, we initialize
segment variable with one, i,e., segment = 1, and collect all ranked non-dominated
alternatives t.l in T 1 where til = rank = 1 for some i-th criterion in T 1. We also col-
lect corresponding distances for rank alternatives in T 1 from quartile reference vector
into D1. Then, we select alternative c.k∗ (c.∗mp) corresponding to ranked alternative
t.k∗ that has the minimum distance D∗ in D1 among alternatives in T 1. Finally, we
assign to ar∗ the average ranking-based score of selected alternative t.k∗. From line
19 to line 27, after re-initializing T 1 as empty, we increment segment variable by
one, i.e., segment = 2, and collect all ranked non-dominated alternative vectors with
at least one element having tql = rank = 2 in T 1, and corresponding distances from
quartile reference vector into D1. We attempt to update previous selected alternative
c.k∗ from segment = 1, as long as a new ranked alternative, t.k∗∗, selected from set
T 1 within segment = 2, has both a minimum distance D∗∗ from reference point, and
average rank based score ar∗∗ strictly lower than corresponding values D∗, and ar∗

of t.k∗. Next, we give the specification of Algorithm MP in terms of its inputs, and
outputs [c.∗mp, CV ∗mp] ← MP (W, M+1, Q, Gs, g.∗p). So, Algorithm MP returns se-
lected best non-dominated alternative, and corresponding partition. Then, we could
predict with best level-2 learner f∗mp

EE for a new instance x: f ∗mp
EE (x, β).
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Algorithm MP: Multi-population Pareto rule-based systematic learning algorithm
for ensemble selection
Require: W[ number of populations], M+1 [number of alternatives],Q [number of criteria],
Require: Gs set of alternatives {g.s

0, g.s
1, g.s

2, ..., g.s
M }for s = 1, 2, ..., W

Require: g.∗p current best solution from G1

{ Diversity - Multi-Population-based Pareto Filtering }
1: Let Bs = {b.s

1, b.s
2, ..., b.s

|Bs|} be the set of Pareto non-dominated alternatives from input set Gs, and
let |Bs| be the cardinality of Bs for s = 1, 2, ..., W

2: Let B
′ = {B1, B2, ..., Bs} be the set of Pareto non-dominated sets, and let |B′ | be the cardinality of

B
′

3: Let C = {c.1, c.2, ..., c.L} be the set of Pareto non-dominated alternatives from set B
′ , and let L = |C|

be the cardinality of C

{ Exploitation }
4: if |B1 ∩ C| ≥ 2 then
5: Go to line 9 [Exploitation of alternatives from initial G1 to improve g.∗p ]
6: else
7: c.∗mp ← g.∗p , go to line 28
8: end if
9: T is set of rank vectors {t.1, t.2, ...., t.L} = {rank(c.1), rank(c.2), ..., rank(c.L)}

where t.l is vector of alternative ranks: t.l = (t1(t.l), t2(t.l), ..., tQ(t.l)) = (t1l, t2l, ..., tQl) =
(rank(c1l), rank(c2l), ..., rank(cQl)) = (rank(c1(c.l)), rank(c2(c.l)), ..., rank(cQ(c.l))) =
rank(c.l) for l = 1, ..., L.

{ A Posteriori selection}
10: Compute t.qrt1 the first quartile reference vector. t.qrt1 = (tqrt1

q : q = 1, 2, ...Q) [The first quartile
reference vector where tqrt1

q is the first quartile across the q-th criterion tq of T ]
11: Compute the set D of euclidean distances of each Pareto t.l ranked alternative in T from the reference

point t.qrt1 , D = {dl : dl = dist(t.l, t.qrt1 ) =
√∑

q
(tq(t.l) − tqrt1

q )2 =
√∑

q
(tql − tqrt1

q )2; l = 1, ..., L}
12: ar is a set of ranked alternative scores {ar(c.1), ar(c.2), ..., ar(c.L)} = {t+1, t+2, ..., t+L} where

ar(c.l) =
∑Q

q=1 rank(cq(c.l)) =
∑Q

q=1 rank(cql) =
∑Q

q=1 tql = t+l for l = 1, ..., L

13: T 1 ← ∅, ar1 ← ∅, D1 ← ∅, segment = 1
14: for all t.l = rank(c.l) ∈ T with til = rank(gi(c.l)) = segment, for some i do
15: T 1 = T 1 ∪ {rank(c.l)}, ar1 = ar1 ∪ {ar(c.l)}, D1 = D1 ∪ {dl}
16: end for
17: D∗ ← mind{D1}
18: ∃t.k∗ = rank(c.k∗) ∈ T 1 : D∗ = dist(t.k∗, t.qrt1 ) [ i.e., t.k∗ is the ranked alternative with minimum

distance to ranked reference point at segment=1 ]
CV ∗mp ← CV k∗, c.∗mp ← c.k∗, ar∗ ← ar(c.k∗) = t+k∗ Select non-dominated alternative c.k∗ corre-
sponding to ranked alternative t.k∗ as the best]
{ Update selection}

19: T 1 ← ∅, ar1 ← ∅, D1 ← ∅, segment = 2
20: for all t.l = rank(c.l) ∈ T with til = rank(gi(c.l)) = segment, for some i do
21: T 1 = T 1 ∪ {rank(c.l)}, ar1 = ar1 ∪ {ar(c.l)}, D1 = D1 ∪ {dl}
22: end for
23: D∗∗ ← mind{D1}
24: ∃t.k∗∗ = rank(c.k∗∗) ∈ T 1 : D∗∗ = dist(t.k∗∗, t.qrt1 ) [ i.e., t.k∗∗ is the rank alternative with minimum

distance to ranked reference point at segment=2 ]
ar∗∗ ← ar(c.k∗∗) = t+k∗∗

25: if D∗∗ < D∗ and ar∗∗ < ar∗ then
26: CV ∗mp ← CV k∗∗, c.∗mp ← c.k∗∗, ar∗∗ ← ar(c.k∗∗) = t+k∗∗ [ Select non-dominated alternative c.k∗∗

corresponding to ranked alternative t.k∗∗ as the best]
27: end if
28: return Best alternative c.∗mp, and corresponding CV ∗mp
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3.3 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate empirically multi-population-based Pareto systematic two-
step level-2 ensemble learning to get an optimal f ∗mp

EE learner we generated W = 5
partition populations Gs for s ∈ {1, 2, ..., W} where the first population generated,
G1, is exactly the same as the one reported in Aldave and Dussault (2014). As we
mentioned before, we are going to use such multi-population of partitions as input
to Algorithm MP . We consider four base models, constant or zero-order regression,
CR, linear regression, LR, quadratic regression, QR and radial basis networks, RBF ,
and take the best model in terms of error performance for each database to build an
oracle, which we called Best. We also consider the best of three standard stacking
approaches, or level-1 learners, fE∗, please see Aldave and Dussault (2014) for details,
among fE1, where E1 = {CR, LR, QR}, fE2, where E2 = {CR, LR, RBF}, and fE3,
where E3 = {CR, QR, RBF}, and compare fE123∗mp versus the best performer, fE∗ ,
and versus Best oracle. On the other hand, we are also comparing fE123∗mp versus
fEvar4, which is an standard stacking approach, or vanilla level-1 learner composed of
a linear combination of base learners in set {f1, f2, f3, f4}.

In addition to that, we also compared our results versus GLMNET package (Fried-
man et al., 2010) implemented in R, a statistical programming software tool (R Core
Team, 2013). We also use two regression tree algorithms which are provided in Weka
(Witten and Frank, 2005) (Hall et al., 2009), a data mining software tool. We use the
RWeka (Hornik et al., 2009) interface to call these two regression tree algorithms from
R. One is known as M5P and the other Bagging-M5P (Quinlan, 1992), (Wang and
Witten, 1997), which is an ensemble learning algorithm. We use the Weka default pa-
rameters for M5P , and Bagging-M5P, and the GLMNET default parameters for the
generation of their corresponding predictions. In this work, we have also compared
our results versus another regression tree ensemble algorithm known as randomForest
present in R package (Liaw and Wiener, 2002).

We compare as well our results versus the corresponding results from best Pareto-
based level-2 learner, or algorithm P from Chapter 2, to see that this new methodol-
ogy is at least as performing as best Pareto-based level-2 learner. Finally, we imple-
mented bagged versions of the four base learners labeled as Bagging-CR, Bagging-
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LR, Bagging-QR, and Bagging-RBF . We used random sampling with replacement
to generate 120 different bagged samples, and use them for fitting each model. Then,
we score the testing dataset using each fitted model and average the predictions for
each of the observations in the testing part. It should be mentioned that we selected
120 different samples on which to train the different bagged base model to make a fair
comparison versus our methodology. Our methodology present in this paper, consid-
ered W = 5 populations, and each of them generated 6 different CV partitions, where
each partition used a K = 5, K-fold CV to train the learners; making a total 150
training samples. We could have bagged the models with 150 different samples, but
it would have not made any difference at all in terms of significance of the statistical
test.

The empirical study uses thirty databases which are popular in the literature,
most of them from the UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain
Theories (Blake and Merz, 1998). For each data set, we split it randomly in two
parts, where the first part has 80 percent of the observations used for training, and
the remaining 20 percent of the observations is used for testing. We conduct a K-fold
CV ms partition with K = 5 on the training part to fit the models in our approach,
and measure the performance on the testing part, or hold-out sample. For the base
models of the oracle Best, and the four state-of-the-art learning algorithms against
we are comparing our results, we pass the whole training part to each method to fit
its parameters, and then we measure their performance on the test part, in terms of
the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) defined in Equation (3.8) at the end of
this section, for comparison purposes.

(Trawiński,et al, 2012) mentioned that in machine learning, the two most fre-
quently used statistical tests to detect significant differences between two machine
learning algorithms are the paired t-test, and Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank
test (Wilcoxon, 1945). The paired t-test to be applied has to meet a set of as-
sumptions, such as normality distribution of the differences between the two samples,
independence and heteroscedasticity (Sheskin, 2003), Demšar (2006). The two-sided
Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test is a non-parametric alternative to the paired
t-test, which is more flexible in the assumptions, and ranks the differences in perfor-
mances of two models for each data set, ignoring the signs, and compares the ranks
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for the positive and the negative differences Demšar (2006).
(Sheskin, 2003) recommends to use the signed rank test over the paired t-test, if

there is a violation of the non-normality assumption, meaning that the differences are
skewed. We applied Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test as suggested in Demšar
(2006), because we observed, for example in a histogram, that the differences between
the model performances across the datasets are skewed. We use such test to compare
two model performances over all data sets with a significance level of 0.05. The
differences are ranked according to their absolute values. We have the positive sum
of ranks for the data sets on which the second algorithm outperformed the first, and
the negative sum of ranks for the other case. The null hypothesis is that the average
difference between the model performances is zero. For more details, see (Sheskin,
2003) and (Demšar, 2006). The p-value is compared against the 0.05 confidence level
to determine whether the null hypothesis must be accepted or rejected. Alternatively,
we compute the 95% confidence interval around a point estimate to decide whether the
zero average difference falls within the interval to accept or reject the null hypothesis.

For completeness, of this paper, we define the mean square error normalized by
the sample variance (NMSE) for model performance on a testing dataset, or hold-
out sample, O as

Definition 2 (Normalized Mean Square Error).

NMSE = 1∑
n(yn − ȳ)2

∑
(yn,xn)∈O

(yn − f̂ (xn))2. (3.8)

The normalized term involves ȳ, which is the mean of the actual values, yn, of
dependent variable y across the testing dataset O.

3.4 Experimental Results
We present in this section the results regarding to multi-population Pareto system-

atic two-step level-2 ensemble learning. In Section 3.4.1, we present results of multi-
population Pareto systematic two-step level-2 ensemble learning versus the best of the
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standard stacking approaches, and versus the oracle Best. In Section 3.4.2, we present
the results of multi-population Pareto systematic two-step algorithm versus four state-
of-the-art algorithms. In Section 3.4.3, we compare the results of multi-population
Pareto systematic algorithm versus best Pareto-based level-2 learner algorithm, and
give further comparison results of the latter algorithm versus four state-of-the art
algorithms for regression. In Section 3.4.4, we present the results of multi-population
Pareto systematic algorithm versus a vanilla level-1 ensemble learner composed of
four level-0 learners. In Section 3.4.5, we present results of multi-population-based
Pareto systematic two-step algorithm with W = 5 populations versus bagged versions
of the four base learners used in this work.

3.4.1 Results for multi-population-based Pareto rule-based
Systematic Level-2 Learning versus the best of stan-
dard approaches, and the oracle composed of the best
model

In Table 1, please see Appendix for all table results, we present the results in
terms of the NMSE’s of f ∗mp

EE corresponding to the best multi-population-based
Pareto level-2 learner selected by Algorithm MP . We compare them against the
corresponding NMSE’s of fE∗, the best of standard stacking approaches. The stan-
dard stacking approaches are linear combinations of J0 level-0 learners, see Aldave and
Dussault (2014) for details. In order to mark in Table 1 the ensembles with best error
performance between best standard stacking learner, and best multi-population-based
Pareto level-2 learner for each database, we highlight the corresponding NMSE’s in
bold. We can see from such table that multi-population-based Pareto systematic
level-2 learning is the best in twenty one out of the thirty databases, while the best
standard stacking learner is the best in eight out of thirty databases. For the other
database Salary the accuracy difference is zero between the best standard stacking
learner, and best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner.

In Graph 1, we are visualizing the differences between the NMSE’s between
best standard stacking learner, fE∗, and best multi-population-based Pareto level-
2 learner, f ∗mp

EE , for the thirty databases considered. The result of 95% two-sided
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non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of the best
standard stacking learner, fE∗, and the ensemble f ∗mp

EE gives a a test statistics t =
2.95157 with p-value of 0.003161. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error
difference between both models is zero, and say that best multi-population based
Pareto level-2 learner performs better than best standard stacking learner across the
thirty databases considered.

Graph 1. Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {fE∗} vs {f∗mp

EE }

The 95% confidence interval is (0.006032, 0.033203), and the point estimate of the
average difference is 0.0178336. It should be mentioned that in the work presented
by the authors in Aldave and Dussault (2014), they report the same result, but with
a lower significance level of 90% for a two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon test where
they evaluated best max-min level-2 learner fE123∗ versus best standard stacking
learner fE∗. So, we have improved the performance error through the best multi-
population-based Pareto learner f∗mp

EE versus fE123∗ at a higher significance level, by
comparing corresponding results versus fE∗. On the other hand, in Chapter 2 we
report a p-value of 0.0202 at the same significance level of 95% when comparing best
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Pareto level-2 learner f∗p
EE versus fE∗. Then, the best multi-population-based Pareto

level-2 learner, f ∗mp
EE , presented in this paper shows at the same 95% confidence level,

stronger evidence with a lower p-value that it is more significant in error performance
than fE∗.

In Table 2, we present the results in terms of the NMSE’s of f ∗mp
EE correspond-

ing to the multi-population-based Pareto systematic ensemble learners selected by
Algorithm MP . We compare them against the corresponding NMSE’s of Best, the
oracle composed of the best model on testing part for each of the databases. In order
to mark in Table 2 the ensembles with best error performance between the Best, and
multi-population-based Pareto systematic learning for each database, we highlight
the corresponding NMSE’s in bold.

In Graph 2, we present the NMSE’s difference between the database oracle, Best,
which has the best model performer, among the models CR, LR, QR and RBF on
the testing part, and the best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner f∗mp

EE

across the thirty databases considered. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of the oracle, Best, and the
ensemble f ∗mp

EE gives a test statistics t = −0.8539 with p-value of 0.3933. So, we do
not reject H0, that the average prediction error difference between both models is
zero. The 95% confidence interval is (−0.0212, 0.01128), and the point estimate of
the average difference is −0.00630.
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Graph 2. Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Best} vs {f ∗mp

EE }

3.4.2 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner versus
State-of-the-Art Ensemble Methods

3.4.2.1 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner against GLMNET

In Graph 3, we present the NMSE’s difference between the GLMNET method
on the testing part, and the Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner f∗mp

EE for
each of the thirty databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of GLMNET and the ensemble f∗mp

EE gives a test statistics t = 4.083
with p-value of 4.44934E-05. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error
difference between both models is zero, in favour of f ∗mp

EE . The 95% confidence interval
is (0.034528, 0.079764), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.055202.
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Graph 3 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {GLMNET} vs {f ∗mp

EE }

3.4.2.2 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner against M5P

In Graph 4, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between M5P

method, and the Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner f∗mp
EE for each of the

thirty databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of M5P and the ensemble f∗mp

EE gives a test statistics t = 2.3962 with
p-value of 0.0165655. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error difference
between both models is zero„ in favour of f ∗mp

EE . The 95% confidence interval is
(0.010358, 0.104889), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.048874.
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Graph 4 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {M5P} vs {f∗mp

EE }

3.4.2.3 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner against Bagging-
M5P

In Graph 5, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
Bagging −M5P method, and the Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner f ∗mp

EE

for each of the thirty databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of Bagging-M5P and the ensemble f∗mp

EE gives a test statistics t =
2.1494 with p-value of 0.0316. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error
difference between both models is zero„ in favour of f∗mp

EE . The 95% confidence interval
is (0.004994, 0.0611), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.03207.
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Graph 5 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Bagging-M5P} vs {f∗mp

EE }

3.4.2.4 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner against random-
Forest

In Graph 6, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
randomForest method, and the Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner f ∗mp

EE

for each of the thirty databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of randomForest and the ensemble f∗mp

EE gives a test statistics t =
1.9642 with p-value of 0.0495. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error
difference between both models is zero, in favour of f ∗mp

EE . The 95% confidence interval
is (0.001108, 0.0992), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0508.
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Graph 6 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {RandomForest} vs {f ∗mp

EE }

3.4.3 Muti-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner versus
Pareto-based level-2 learner

In this section we provide comparison results between muti-population-based
Pareto level-2 Learner versus Pareto-based level-2 learner, which corresponds to the
results from Algorithm P , or basic best level-2 learner from Chapter 2. For complete-
ness we also present results of such basic level-2 learner versus the four state-of-the-art
algorithms for regression.

In Graph 7, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between best
Pareto-based level-2 learner, f ∗p

EE , and Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner
f ∗mp

EE for each of the thirty databases considered.
It should be noted from the Graph 7, that for the first sixteen databases out of

thirty, i.e., from MBA to L50Bearing, f ∗mp
EE is better in error performance in nine

of the databases, while f∗p
EE is better in seven of the databases. In the remaining
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Graph 7 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {f ∗p

EE} vs {f∗mp
EE }

fourteen databases, i.e., from Sensor to Diabetes the algorithm of f ∗mp
EE picked same

partition as basic Pareto learner f∗p
EE.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of f ∗p

EE and the ensemble f ∗mp
EE gives a test statistics t = 0.6205 with

p-value of 0.5349. So, we do not reject H0, that the average prediction error difference
between both models is zero. The 95% confidence interval is (−0.0004567, 0.004854),
and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0.

In order to have a complete picture of the performance of f ∗p
EE we present its

performance results versus the four state-of-the-art learning algorithms for regression.
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In Graph 8, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
GLMNET and best Pareto-based level-2 learner, f ∗p

EE for each of the thirty databases
considered. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
evaluate the performance of GLMNET and the ensemble f∗p

EE gives a test statistics
t = 3.7331 with p-value of 0.00019. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction
error difference between both models is zero, in favour of f∗p

EE. The 95% confidence
interval is (0.0293, 0.0824), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0542.

Graph 8 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {GLMNET} vs {f ∗p

EE}
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In Graph 9, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between M5P

and best Pareto-based level-2 learner, f ∗p
EE for each of the thirty databases considered.

The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate
the performance of M5P and the ensemble f ∗p

EE gives a test statistics t = 2.108 with p-
value of 0.035. So, we reject H0, that the average prediction error difference between
both models is zero, in favour of f ∗p

EE. The 95% confidence interval is (0.00377, 0.1037),
and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0461.

Graph 9 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {M5P} vs {f∗p

EE}
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In Graph 10, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
Bagging-M5P and best Pareto-based level-2 learner, f ∗p

EE for each of the thirty databases
considered. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
evaluate the performance of f∗p

EE and the ensemble Bagging-M5P gives a test statistics
t = 1.532 with p-value of 0.125. So, we do not reject H0, that the average predic-
tion error difference between both models is zero. The 95% confidence interval is
(−0.007137, 0.0595), and the point estimate of the average difference is 0.0266.

Graph 10 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {Bagging-M5P} vs {f ∗p

EE}
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In Graph 11, we present the NMSE’s difference on the testing part between
randomForest, and best Pareto-based level-2 learner, f ∗p

EE for each of the thirty
databases considered. The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test to evaluate the performance of f ∗p

EE and the ensemble randomForest gives
a test statistics t = 1.861 with p-value of 0.0623. So, we do not reject H0, that the
average prediction error difference between both models is zero. The 95% confidence
interval is (−0.00138, 0.0946), and the point estimate of the average difference is
0.0459.

Graph 11 Normalized Mean Square Errors
Results of {randomForest} vs {f ∗p

EE}
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3.4.4 Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner against
Vanilla level-1 Learner with four level-0 Learners

In Graph 12, we are visualizing the NMSE’s differences of Multi-population-based
Pareto level-2 learner, and the vanilla level-1 ensemble learner, which is composed of
the four level-0 learners considered in this paper, for the thirty databases considered.

Graph 12 Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Results of {fEvan4} vs {f∗mp

EE }

By looking at the positive side of this graph, we can clearly see that the Multi-
population-based Pareto level-2 learner f ∗mp

EE is better than the vanilla level-1 learner
of four base learners, fEvan4, in eighteen databases. It ties with fEvan4 in four
databases: AutoMpg, Retdiet, Pollut, and Salary. In the remaining eight databases
fEvan4 is better than f ∗mp

EE . The result of 95% two-sided non-parametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank test to evaluate the performance of ensemble f∗mp

EE , and the ensemble
fEvan4 gives a test statistics t = 2.45 with p-value of 0.0142. So, we reject Ho in
favour of f ∗mp

EE , as there is significant accuracy difference between f ∗mp
EE and fEvan4.
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The 95% confidence interval is (0.004, 0.024), and the point estimate of the average
difference is 0.013.

3.4.5 Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner against
Bagged Base Learners

In this section, we show the results of performing the Wilcoxon test at a 95% sig-
nificance level for comparing the multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner, f ∗mp

EE ,
versus the bagged versions of the base models: Bagging-CR, Bagging-LR, Bagging-
QR, Bagging-RBF. In the next table, we observe in each of the rows that we reject
the null hypothesis H0 that the average difference between the model performances
is zero in favor of the Multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner. Under the null
hypothesis, the average difference equal to zero falls outside and to the left from
each corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). The last column is the estimate of
the average difference, which is some-where in the middle in each of the confidence
intervals.

Model comparison Test statistic p-value Result 95% CI Avg. diff.
f ∗mp

EE vs Bagging-CR 4.8 0.000002 Reject (0.37, 0.59) 0.5
f ∗mp

EE vs Bagging-LR 4.4 0.00001 Reject (0.04, 0.10) 0.07
f ∗mp

EE vs Bagging-QR 3.2 0.001 Reject (0.02, 0.15) 0.06
f ∗mp

EE vs Bagging-RBF 3.6 0.0004 Reject (0.03, 0.10) 0.06

Table 95% Wilcoxon signed-rank test results
Comparison of Best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner: {f∗mp

EE }
versus Bagged level-0 Learners
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3.5 Conclusion
We presented performance results for best multi-population-based Pareto level-

2 learner against best standard stacking learner, and the database oracle of best
models. As part of such evaluation, best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner
performed better than best standard stacking learner, and we have even improved
the results with such Pareto level-2 learner, which is now significantly better at 95%
confidence level in comparison to what we have previously gotten in Aldave and
Dussault (2014) using best max-min level-2 learner versus such best standard stacking
learner, which was significantly better only at a 90% confidence level. In addition to
that, best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner showed at 95% confidence
level to have a lower p-value than corresponding p-value at same 95% confidence level
for best Pareto level-2 learner from results gotten in Chapter 2. On the other hand,
we have empirically tested that best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner
is also as good as the oracle of databases, or best of base learners as selected by
cross-validation.

We also presented results, and showed the improvements provided when comparing
best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner versus four state-of-the art learning
algorithms for regression, and found that our results performed better than all four
methods for regression: GLMNET , M5P , Bagging-M5P, and randomForest; the
last two methods are actually ensemble learning algorithms for regression. It is worth
to mention that the methodology presented in this paper improves results obtained
with basic best Pareto-based level-2 learner as we have showed in this paper that
such best Pareto-based learner has better performance versus GLMNET , and M5P ,
but not versus Bagging-M5P, and randomForest. We compared as well our results
of multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner versus a vanilla standard stacking
approach, or level-1 learner, composed of all the basic learners, and our results per-
formed better than such vanilla approach. Finally, we compared our results of best
multi-population-based Pareto level-2 learner versus each of the bagged versions of
our base learners, and the results are in favor of our methodology in each case.
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Appendix A.

DB fE∗ f∗mp
EE Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.236 0.228 43 3
Diabetes 0.332 0.333 43 3

Pollut 0.486 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.835 0.668 51 3

Elusag3v 0.277 0.298 55 3
House76 0.665 0.466 76 14
Baskba 0.630 0.593 78 5

Servo 0.548 0.455 140 3
Manager 0.703 0.683 150 3
Imports 0.185 0.136 162 16

PwLinear 0.199 0.167 168 11
Cpu 0.071 0.060 178 7

Wisconsin 0.916 0.904 194 34
L10Bearing 0.494 0.507 210 4
L50Bearing 0.301 0.323 210 4

Bodyfa 0.328 0.322 211 14
Salary 0.298 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.949 0.895 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.792 0.732 315 11

BetaDiet 0.930 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.163 0.161 329 8

HouseB 0.142 0.132 425 14
Sensor 0.924 0.925 483 12
PM10 0.774 0.734 500 8

NO2 0.473 0.472 500 8
Wages 0.902 0.869 534 11
Strikes 0.792 0.772 625 7
Kuiper 0.505 0.448 804 8

Concrete 0.203 0.204 865 9
Solar Flares 0.942 0.952 1066 8

Table 1. Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Comparison of Best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner

versus Best Level-1 Learner
{f ∗mp

EE } vs {fE∗}
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DB Best f∗mp
EE Rec V ar

Vineyard 0.204 0.228 43 3
Diabetes 0.315 0.333 43 3

Pollut 0.516 0.513 50 16
Mba 0.604 0.668 51 3

Elusag3v 0.252 0.298 55 3
House76 0.443 0.466 76 14
Baskba 0.585 0.593 78 5

Servo 0.406 0.455 140 3
Manager 0.688 0.687 150 3
Imports 0.190 0.136 162 16

PwLinear 0.158 0.167 168 11
Cpu 0.119 0.060 178 7

Wisconsin 1.002 0.904 194 34
L10Bearing 0.475 0.507 210 4
L50Bearing 0.293 0.323 210 4

Bodyfa 0.301 0.322 211 14
Salary 0.295 0.298 220 4

RetDiet 0.834 0.895 315 11
BetaPlasma 0.692 0.732 315 11

BetaDiet 0.909 0.915 315 11
AutoMpg 0.166 0.161 329 8

HouseB 0.149 0.132 425 14
Sensor 0.999 0.925 483 12
PM10 0.781 0.734 500 8

NO2 0.432 0.472 500 8
Wages 0.907 0.869 534 11
Strikes 0.805 0.772 625 7
Kuiper 0.395 0.448 804 8

Concrete 0.200 0.204 865 9
Solar Flares 0.957 0.952 1066 8

Table 2. Normalized Mean Square Error Difference
Comparison of Best multi-population-based Pareto level-2 Learner

versus Best:
{f∗mp

EE } vs {Best}
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Conclusion

The methodologies developed in this thesis constitute three new state-of-the-art
ensemble algorithms for regression. We have showed that the proposed systematic
ensemble learning and two further extensions: performance-based Pareto systematic
ensemble learning and multi-population based Pareto systematic ensemble learning
perform better than the best state-of-art learners for regression.

We have successfully accomplished our goals to extend standard stacking approach
though the integration of the generation, combination and selection stages for regres-
sion problems. First, we proposed a level-2 learner composed of a level-1 learner
combination, which is optimized through a two-step optimization process to learn the
weights of such level-1 learners. The above methodology, we believe has the effect to
smooth out predictions particularly in prediction points considered as potential out-
liers. Second, we have injected different diversity mechanisms into an initial K-fold
CV partition. On one hand, we have generated additional K systematic CV parti-
tions in an orderly way where we train corresponding level-2 learners. This gives us
multiple level-2 learners from which we can select the most appropriate learner apply-
ing different criteria in Algorithm S, and Algorithm P corresponding to systematic
ensemble learning, and Pareto-based systematic ensemble learning, respectively.

It should be emphasized that in Algorithm P we also provide a selection mech-
anism where we prune the systematic partition set using Pareto filtering to get a
reduced set of optimal partitions from which we are going to select one of them. In
the same manner, in Algorithm PIP from Pareto systematic ensemble learning, the
systematic CV mechanism allows us to implement an iterative process by reducing
the training set, where we take out the least relevant k∗-th fold using one criterion.
So, we end up with two consecutive iterations including corresponding subsets of op-
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timal partitions, and using a couple of performance-based Pareto criteria we are able
to compare, and decide which subset could provide an improvement in prediction
error, and selecting at the end the most appropriate optimal partition.

In multi-population-based Pareto ensemble learning we inject another type of di-
versity mechanism into the CV partition by shuffling first W times the whole training
dataset, and from there we apply the systematic mechanism of partitions on each of
the w-th training sets to have a multi-population composed of partition sets. We
introduce in Algorithm MP methodology to handle this multi-population of parti-
tions, and select one of them according to some criteria on which to make the final
prediction.

It should be mentioned that all criteria or heuristic-based rules present in the
different algorithms are well founded, and most importantly they do not depend on
any parameter, or hyper-parameter to be computed. These features facilitates the
task for a straight automation of the process involved in the three ensemble learning
methods proposed in this thesis.

As a future work to do, we believe that we could use a different set of base learners,
and obtain similar results to the ones we used in this work for the different systematic
ensemble learnings that were introduced. In order to enforce this, we believe that the
new base learners must be as diverse as our current base learners are. We will also
need to implement the level-2 two-step ensemble learning to prevent from having any
extreme outliers at some predictions points. As base learners, we could consider for
example GLMNET , M5P , and randomForest in addition to constant, or zero-order
regression.

We could also replace one of our base learners for other base learner as long as
the new base learner is of the same nature as the old one. For example, we could
replace M5P for radial basis learner as both are considered as regressors of a non-
linear type. On the other hand, if we add an additional base learner to the set of
current base learners, we believe the that the methodology still will work, as long
as the new learner is different, or diverse from the others. However, we believe that
there is a limit in terms of how many learners could be added for the methodology of
this thesis still providing an increase in prediction accuracy. It is an interesting open
research question to determine the number and the type of regressors we could add
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without deteriorating the prediction accuracy.
On the other hand, the systematic learning methodologies introduced in this work,

we believe, could be extended to solve classification problems as well. One possible
way to go, it is to consider classification methods such as linear discriminant analysis,
logistic regression, least absolute deviation and quadratic discriminant analysis as
base learners. We could use the scores, or predictions on validation sets to build
the input for our stacking-based approach for level-2 two-step systematic ensemble
learning. We may need to investigate an appropriate correlation function to measure
the computed level-1 correlations between the prediction errors of each pair of level-1
learners, and possibly also a way to define the prediction error in terms of the score
and the actual value, which could be given for example as as binary variable 0-1 for
the case of two classes.
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